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Abstract: Functional specialization in the lower and upper visual fields in humans is analyzed in relation to the origins of the
primate visual system. Processing differences between the vertical hemifields are related to the distinction between near
(peripersonal) and far (extrapersonal) space, which are biased toward the lower and upoer visual fields, respectively. Nonlinearlglobalprocessing is required in the lower visual field in order to perqeive the optically degraded and diplopic images in near
vision, whereas objects in far vision are searched for and recognized primarily using linearllocalperceptual mechanisms. The
functional differences between near and far visual space are correlated with their disproportionate representations in the dorsaland
ventral divisions of visual association cortex, respectively, and in the magnocellularand parvocellularpathways that project to them.
Advances in far visual capabilities and forelimb manipulatory skills may have led to a significant enhancement of these functional
specializations.
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1. Introduction
One of the little-known and poorly understood features of
the human visual system is how it processes information
in its lower and upper visual fields (hereafter referred to
as the LVF and- UVF). In this theoretical review, I
hypothesize that increased functional specialization in
the LVFand UVF in primates was promoted by advances
in near (peripersonal) visuomotor manipulatory skills and
far (extrapersonal) -visual capabilities, respectively. Processing in the LVF is believed to be more nonlinear/globalbecause of its involvement-in reaching and
other manipulations performed in peripersonal space,
whereas processing in the UVF is primarily linearllocal
and linked to visual search and recognition mechanisms
directed toward extrapersonal space. Finally, the enhanced segregation of near versus far visual space may
explain many unique neurophysiological aspects of the
primate visual system, especially regarding ttie specialization of its dorsal and ventral cortical divisions,
©1990 Cambridge University Press

0140-52SX190 $5.00+.00

1.1. The distinctionbetween near and far visionin the
primate
I first discuss how important changes in the visual environment of primates dramatically increased the segregation of near and far visual space. There are four
advances of particular importance to far vision: (a) the
tremendous increase in the optical resolution of the
primate eye (Polyak 1957), (b) the greater reliance on
colored fruits as a food source, made possible by the
evolution of spectrally selective cone pigments (Polyak
1957; Snodderly 1979); (c) the use of the face as an
important instrument of emotional expression and other
social communication (Allnan 1977), and (d) the emergence of a voluntary saccadic system independent af head
movements. Conversely, two major developments greatly expanded the visuomotor skills used in peripersonal
space. First, the increased body size and the assumption
of a sitting or partially erect posture resulted in an
elevation of the eyes relative to the rest of the body and
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Previc: Visual field specialization

facilitated the use of the hands and arms for primarily
manipulative behaviors rather than postural support (Osman
Hillsophisticated
1972). Second,reaching
changesbehavior
in the shape
hand
led to
in of
thethehigher
primates (Bishop 1962).
The quartet of far visual developments presumably
operated synergistically, in that: (a) the dramatic improvement in optical quality made the emphasis on far
vision possible; (b) the frugivorous diet and enhanced role
of facial expression provided the functional impetus for
scanning, recognition, and memory functions directed
toward distal space; and (c)the emergence of an independent saccadic eye movement system provided an efficient
mechanism for exploring extrapersonal space. The improvement in optical quality paralleled the emergence of
a well-defined fovea in diurnal primates, although the
enhanced exploration of the extrapersonal visual environment would extend considerably beyond the boundary of
the fovea. The contribution of color vision is evidenced in
(a) the red-green and yellow-blue spectral opponency of
the primate geniculostriate pathways (useful for perceiving the longer-wavelength colors in fruits against a bluegreen forest background), (b) powerful color-specific attentional capabilities (instrumental insearching for and
locating fruits), and (c) mechanisms for achieving color
constancy (valuable in detecting fruits under different
spectral illuminations). The importance of increased facial expression - facilitated by the evolution of a mobile
upper lip (Allman 1977)- is reflected in the extensive and
sophisticated facial processing performed by neurons in
the anterior temporal lobe of rhesus monkey., (Perrett et
al. 1984). Finally, the freeing of saccadic eye movements
from head movements - not found in nonprimate mammals such as the cat (Guitton et al. 1984) - resulted in an
enormous expansion of the output of the saccadic system
(culminating in more than 100,000 saccades per day,
accord'ng to Schiller 1986). Although the increased emphasis on far vision may have led to the advances in
saccadic eye movement control and, in turn, to the
marked expansion of prefrontal brain areas engaged in
saccadic scanning (Goldman-Rakic 1987), it is also possible that the reverse scenario occurred.
Meanwhile, the expanded use of the arms and hands in
retrieving and ingesting fruits and other food objects
promoted specialized mechanisms for operating in, and
switching to, the near visual environment. One such
mechanism is the "near reflex," involving a triad of ocular
responses (accommodation, convergence, and pupillary
constriction) designed to focus on nearby objects. This
reflex, along with the related capability of pursuit tracking, is a phylogenetically recent phenomenon largely
confined to primates (Jampel 1959). Other specialized
perceptual capabilities would prove more valuable in
reaching and related activities. One of these is a contralateral spatial attentional systei that alluvb Litt lidl
to be accurately guided from the visual periphery to the
fixated object, even though it cannot be directly viewed,
A second capability, termed "global perception," also
assists in monitoring the reaching hand despite the distortions and reduced contrast caused by its rapid motion as
well as the diplopia and defocus resulting from the more
distal fixation (Figure 1).
It is important to note that visible peripersonal space is
almost exclusively contained in the LVF in primates, so
520
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Figure 1. An illustration of the relationship between the lower
visual field (LVF) and primate reaching behavior. The latral
view (a)shows that both reaching for objects and transporting
them toward the mouth are normally accomplished in the LVF.
The rear view (b)depicts the substantial diplopia in the proximal

LVF as the hand approaches the object.
the above aspects of near vision apply to the LVF as well.
Consequently, the LVF is functionally linked to (a) ocular
iuvuni
, pwbuit and -crgcncc) associated with
tracking an object as it is brought to the mouth, which is
located inferior to die eyes, (b) an attentional system
capable of monitoring the motion of the contralateral
hand from the lower visual quadrants, and (c) global
perceptual capabilities that can overcome the visual degradations produced by the rapid, diplopic motion of the
upper limbs in peripersonal space. Other ecological pressures generated by the greater motion flow beneath the
horizon during forward locomotion and the heightened
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shadowing found close to the ground could also contribute to the LVF's greater relative sensitivity to motion and
luminance (see Gibson 1966). The influence of these
factors is reflected in the greater forward vection (selfmotion) elicited by optical flow in the LVF as compared to
the UVF (Young & Oman 1974), and by the importance of
vertical luminance gradients in judging the direction of
earth's gravity (Barbour & Coss 1988). These features
cannot account, however, for those LVF advantages that
are unique to primates, as they are also present in the
visual environments of many other mammals. Nor do
they relate to the major functional specializations of those
cortical visual areas in which the LVF is predominantly
represented, as will become evident in later sections.
In contrast to the link between the LVF and peripersonal space, the relationship between far vision and the
UVF is not nearly as exclusive, as both vertical hemifields
represent the extrapersonal portion of visual space. Indeed, it will be shown that virtually no UVF advantages
exist in sensory processing per se. Nevertheless, a functional link between far vision and the UVF clearly exists,
based on the relationship between height in the visual
field and perceived distance (see Sedgwick 1986). During
binocular viewing, objects in the UVF generally appear
more distant than those in the LVF, a phenomenon that
has been related to the greater strength of uncrossedversus crossed-disparity mechanisms in the UVF and
LVF, respectively (Breitmeyer et al. 1977). Afurther link
between vergence distance and height in the field has
recently been demonstrated, with divergence accompanying elevation of the head or eyes into the UVF and
convergence accompanying their descent into the LVF
(Heuer et al. 1988). It is not surprising, therefore, that
visual search and saccadic scanning in far visual space are
more efficiently performed in the UVF.
Processing differences between the LVF and UVF will
be reviewed and interpreted in the framework of the
near-far dichotomy. Although the LVF-near and UVF-far
links are far from absolute, the differences between the
vertical hemifields will serve as basic "markers" for less
extensively studied peripersonal and extrapersonal differences. The distinction between near and far vision will
remain the overriding theme of this paper, however, and
will be directly addressed whenever relevant evidence
exists.
1.2. The relationship between the dorsal and ventral
systems and near and far vision
The enhanced split of near and far vision ultimately led to
important transformations in the primate visual system.
Perhaps the most important of these involved the increased function,,1 segregation of the dorsal (occipitoparietal) and ventral (occipito-temporal) visual cortical
pathways. Many diffememit dichlutumiieb have beeni pluposed to characterize the visual specializations of these
pathways, including spatiallperipheralversus object/
central vision (Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982), motion
versus color-form processing (Maunsell & Newsome
1987; Van Essen & Maunsell 1983), and global (movement/depth) processing versus object identification
(Livingstone & Hubel 1988a).
Although all of these distinctions have merit, there are
several reasons why none of them is altogether satisfacto-

ry. First, the proposed functional specializations are far
from absolute and are subject to many counterexamples.
Indeed, with the possible exception of color recognition,
neither human clinical data (Martin 1988) nor animal
neurophysiological evidence (DeYoe & Van Essen 1988)
support a strict allocation of individual perceptual functions to one system or the other. Not only is this consistent with the extensive anatomical connections between the two systems (DeYoe & Van Essen 1988), but it
suggests that the dorsal and ventral pathways differ more
in their processing strategies in different regions of visual
space than in the particular types of information they
process. Second, a host of dorsal-ventral differences to be
discussed in later sections have not been addressed by
previous dichotomies. These include differences in binocular disparity tuning, visual field representation, visuomotor outputs, and visual attention.
The following examples illustrate the first of the above
objections: (a) counter to the central/peripheral distinctio,- most neuronal fields in parietal cortex overlap the
foveal region and/or are influenced by foveal fixation and
pursuit (Andersen 1987; Sakata et al. 1985), whereas
inferotemporal fields average 25 degrees in diameter
(Dehimone el ai. 1985); moreover, the retinal distributions ef tho twignocellular and parvocellular pathways
(which dominal' the dorsal and ventral systems, respectively) exhibit coksiderably more overlap than previously
believed (I vingstone & Hubel 1988b); (b) counter to the
spatial/object dichotomy, the perception of certain types
of objects (e.g., fragmented or foreshortened ones) is
impaired by parietal lesions (Warrington & Taylor 1973;
Vaina 1989), whereas memory for the topographical relationships among objects in extrapersonal space can be
disrupted by temporal lesions in humans (Goldstein et al.
1989); and (c) the assignment of depth and motion processing to the dorsal system conflicts with evidence that
certain motion and depth percepts (e.g., short-range
motion; local stereopsis) clearly remain unimpaired following dorsal system damage in humans (Rothstein &
Sacks 1972; Zihl et al. 1983).
A more general challenge to the functional parcellations contained in previous dorsal-ventral schemes is the
teleologicalone. Why, for instance, should the processing
of the features of an object be divorced from the processing of its relation to other objects? Or, why, when
focusing on an object in front of us, should we attend to its
shape with one part of our brain and its motion and depth
with another? Such divisions are cintradicted by the
unity of our phenomenological experience, by the importance of motion and depth in shape processing (DeYoe &
Van Essen 1988), and by the fact that objects and places
can be perceived only as a particular spatial configuration
of individual features or elements. Moreover, a gross
division of the brain according to the particular information piocessed ignores the fact that primates are better
able to attend to broad regions of space than to particular
stimulus attributes within limited spatial regions (Nakayama & Silverman 1986). Given that the shaping of the
higher visual pathways depends on those visual experiences that are actively attended (Singer 1985), functional
specialization in the primate brain should above all correspond to the three-dimensional structure of visual space
and the powerful attentional mechanisms associated with
it. I
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13 3
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The hypothesis that specialization in the dorsal and
ventral cortical pathways is linked to the different perceptual requirements of near and far visual space offers
several advantages over previous schemes. For example,
it can explain most of the dorsal-ventral differences (e.g.,
eye movements and visual field representational biases)
neglected by previous theories (see sections 3.2 and 3.3).
The near-far distinction can also account for the fact that
functional differences between the dorsal and ventral
systems are only relative, not absolute; after all, motion,
depth, and form perception must be carried out in both
near and far space, although not necessarily in identical
ways in the two sectors. Perhaps most important, the
near-far dichotomy has a clear ecological basis that is
reflected neurologically in the separate neuronal pools
tuned to near versus far disparities (Poggio & Poggio
1984) and in the clinical illusions (e.g., teleopsia and
macropsia) that the entire world is either closer or farther
away (Critchley 1953; Penfield & Rasmussen 1950).
Moreover, selective impairments of the crossed- or uncrossed-disparity systems (Mustillo 1985; Richards &
Lieberman 1985) or peripersonal as opposed to extrapersonal visual functions in various developmental disorders
suggest how near and far visual perception are neurodevelopmentally shaped into the dorsal and ventral
pathways (see section 4.1).
Despite its relative advantages, the near-far dichotomy
is by no means incompatible with previous dorsal-ventral
schemes. It can, for example, account for the specializatien of the dorsal system for most motion and depth
operations, since they are more frequently performed in
peripersonal space (where motion is most rapid and
convergence and disparity information most useful). Conversely, the specialization of the ventral system for color
and object recognition can be attributed to the greater
importance of these processes in distal space (i.e., color is
of little importance in monitoring the position of the limbs
during reaching and objects rarely enter peripersonal
space unless already recognized). In addition, the central/peripheral differences can be incorporated into the
near-far dichotomy, in that most far visual processes are
confined to the central 30 degrees because of the poor
spatial resolution of the peripheral retina (see section
2.5), whereas peripheral visual inputs must be attended
and processed during reaching and other peripersonal
activities (see section 3.2.1).
The near-far distinction has recently been emphasized
in the neurophysiological literature (e.g., Rizzolatti et al.
1985), although the affinity between the occipito-parietal
pathways and near vision has long been recognized (see
Mounceastle 1976). No direct theoretical link has yet
been made between the occipito-temporal pathways and
far vision, however. In Rizzolatti et al.'s (1985) scheme,
for instance, far vi.ual functions reside in area 8 of
prefrontal cortex and the superior colliculus. Yet neither
of these structures contains neurons capable of performing the extensive computations required of complex
form recognition in extrapersonal space (see Bruce 1988;
Goldberg & Robinson 1978), so they may be more properly considered part of the far visual system's output
pathways.
It must be conceded that the near-far dichotomy also
falls short as a complete explanatory scheme. Perhaps its
most significant weakness lies in the fact that the bound522
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ary of peripersonal and extrapersonal space is easier to
define physically (i.e., at the edge of arm's reach) than
functionally. It is obvious that visual scanning and local
perceptual analyses typically directed toward extrapersonal space can also be performed on objects within
reach, just as the body-centered spatial coordinate system ordinarily used in peripersonal visuomotor activities
(see sections 2.5 and 3.2) can project beyond the reach of
the animal. A secondary objection is that dorsal-ventral
specialization may be created by neurodevelopmental
shaping forces (e.g., the proximity of vestibular cortical
areas to the dorsal pathways) that relate to, but do not
explicitly distinguish between, near and far visual space
(see section 4.1). Neither of these criticisms undermines
the basic tenet, however, that functional specialization in
the higher visual pathways conforms largely to the fundamental division of the primate visual world into near and
far visual space.
1.3. Local versus global visual perception
Before reviewing the functional differences between
LVF and UVF processing, I will briefly discuss the
distinction between linear/local and nonlinear/global
perception. This is arguably the most important perceptual dichotomy referred to in this paper, and serves as a
cornerstone of many other perceptual and neurophysiological theories.
"Linear" and "nonlinear" will be defined in accordance
with their neurophysiological usage (Enroth-Cugell &
Robson 1966). For example, a "linear" neuron responds
to the precise spatial profile of a luminance gradient in its
receptive field and will, in the proper phase, display a
"null" response. The majority of such neurons also respond in a fairly linear fashion to increments in the
contrast of the image, and do not show response saturation at high contrasts (Shapley & Perry 1986). By comparison, nonlinear cells respond to luminance gradients
in many regions of their receptive field and summate in
such a way that no spatial phase produces a null response.
They also exhibit temporal nonlinearity (transient responsiveness) and saturate at contrast levels well below
those of linear neurons, despite their greater luminance
sensitivity. Accordingly, a linear perceptual system
would transmit precise spatiotemporal phase information
and thereby mediate "local" perceptual processes,
whereas a nonlinear perceptual mechanism would be
more adept at processing transient, low-contrast information in a spatially distributed ("global") fashion.
The difference between local and global processing is
illustrated in Figure 2. For example, the small E's in
Figure 2a, the corners of the equilateral triangle in 2b,
and the individual motions in Figure 2c are perceived
using contour-dependent local processing. in contrast,
the large S in Figure 2a, the illusory triangle in Figure 2b,
and the group motion in Figure 2c require global perceptual processing - i.e., correspondence-matching among
elements rather than contour-extraction.
The difference between local and global processing is
also illustrated by the perceptual properties of the chromatic system, which is generally considered a spatiotemporally linear system. Many aspects of global perception
either weaken or collapse entirely with stimuli composed
only of equiluminant colorcontrast (Livingstone & Hubel
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tween local and global motion analysis will be more

extensively treated in connection with the dorsal system's
role in reaching behavior (see section 3.2.1).
Of course, some global percepts may be achieved via
higher-order transformations of linear outputs, especially
when features are integrated into recognizable faces and
objects. Nevertheless, most global perceptual processes
- and especially those not highly dependent on contour
and contrast boundaries - will be shown to utilize the
nonlinear pathways of the visual system, which ultimately
project into the highest levels of the dorsal system.
2. The functional specializations of the LVF and
UVF

-

0-

Local

system cannot perform a "speed-invariant" analysis i.e., it cannot code the velocity of a moving grating
independent of its spatial frequency (Maunsell & Newsome 1987) - nor can it properly signal overall image
motion when the linear sum of individual motions is
ambiguous, as exemplified by the aperture problem
(Movshon et al. 1985). These and other distinctions be-

Having briefly presented the conceptual background of
this theory, I now review LVF/UVF (near/far) perceptual
asymmetries in the foliowing major areas: reaction-time
(RT) performance, eye movements, visual thresholds,

motion perception, and visual attention. Data from
human visual evoked potential (VEP) studies will also be

Global
(C)

Figure 2. Illustrations of the difference between "local" and
"global" perception: (a) local (small Es) vs. global (large S)
letters; (b)local (disks and lines) vs. global (illusory triangle)
forms! and (c) local (individual element) vs. global (group)

motion percepts for alternating frames of dots.

examined in conjunction with the behavioral evidence.
Subsequent sections will then review and integrate animal neurophysiological and human neuropsychological
findings from the standpoint of these functional specializations. Much of the evidence discussed in this section was cited in a recent review by Skrandies (1987), who
concluded that perception in the LVF is generally superior to that in the UVF. I, too, will highlight LVF advantages in many basic visual functions, emphasizing in

addition the relatively greater role of UVF processing in

many aspects of far vision.

2.1. Reaction-time performance

1988a), such as: (a) global form perception (Gregory
1977), including the perception of the illusory triangle
shown in Figure 2a; (b) global motion analysis (Cavanagh
et al. 1985), including the group motion shown in Figure
2c; and (c) global depth perception (Lu & Fender 1972),
as in random-dot stereograms. Although Livingstone and
Hubel (1988a) also claim that local motion and depth
perception are impaired at equiluminance, their argument is contradicted by numerous perceptual studies
(including the above-mentioned ones) and by clinical
dissociations between local and global motion and depth
perception (De Hamsher 1978; Rothstein & Sacks 1972;
Zihl et al. 1983).
Motion perception also illustrates the differences between linear and nonlinear processing. For example, a
distinction is often made between short-range (local) and
long-range (global) motion perception (see Anstis 1978).
As illustrated in Figure 2c, long-range motion can be

One of the best-studied and most reliable functional
differences between the LVF and UVF is in reaction
times. It was already recognized more than a century ago
(Hall & Von Kreis 1879, cited in Woodworth 1938) that
the latency of RTs to most stimuli is shorter in the LVF. In
a widely cited study, Payne (1967) showed that the mean
latency advantage of the LVF is approximately 8-10 msec
at the vertical meridian but increases to more -than 20
msec in the nasal hemiretinae. Recent studies (Gawryszewski et al. 1987; Rizzolatti et al. 1987) confirm the LVF
latency advantage, at least under valid or neutral attentional cueing. One RT study (Cocito et al. 1977), however, reported that the LVF RTadvantage may be limited
to gratings in the low spatial frequency range.
The basis for the RT latency advantage is not entirely
clear, but two possibilities suggest themselves. First, it
may reflect a basic sensitivity difference between the
LVF and UVF (Skrandies 1987), in accordance with the
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13-3
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greater receptor density in the tipper hemiretina, which
processes LVF input (Osterberg 1935; Perry et al. 1984;
Van Buren 1963). The asymmetrical receptor density,
illustrated in Figure 3, parallels that found in primary
visual cortex kTootell et al. 1988b; Van Essen et al. 1984)
and may underlie the LVF advantage in luminance and
contrast threshold sensitivities (see section 2.3). Asecond
possibility is that the RT differences are produced during
sensorimotor integration stages, since saccadic eye movement latencies to similar targets generally exhibit an
opposite asymmetry (Heywood & Churcher 1980). Indeed, the manual RT advantage in the LVF is highly
predictable from the previously described perceptual
relationship between the LVF and peripersonal space (in
which the arm and hands exclusively operate) and parallels the shorter manual RTs to crossed- versus uncrosseddisparity targets (Gawryszewski et al. 1987).
2.2. Eye movements
Vertical asymmetries in eye movements are highly dependent on the type of movement executed. For exampie, Tychsen and Lisberger (1986a) reported a striking
asymmetry in eye movement accelerations to pursuit
targets in the two hemifields, with greater accelerations
in the LVF for both upward and downward target motion.
Their results contrast, however, with those for saccadic
eye movements to static targets. As reviewed by
Heywood and Churcher (1980), the majority of saccade
studies have shown a UVF advantage (particularly beyond 10 degrees eccentricity), with no study showing a
significant opposite trend.
The most plausible explanation of the LVF specialization for processing and pursuing moving targets is that
tracking of objects as they are brought into peripersonal
space for ingestion or manipulation usually involves an
initial descent into the LVF. This is especially true of food
brought to the mouth, which is below the eyes. In fact, to
track approaching objects calls for a combination of (a)
stereomotion detection (to discern the object's course),
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Figure 3. Ganglion cell distribution in the human retina along

the vertical meridian. Data are from Van Buren (1963), as
redrawn by Skrandies (1987), with permission fioi Springer-

Verlag and Dr. W. Skrandics.
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(b) vergence movements (to fixate in the same depth
plane as the approaching object), and (c) pursuit movements (to adjust to the lateral slips that occur as the object
is brought toward the body). Not surprisingly, the pursuit
and vergence systems are !nearly additive (Miller et al.
1980), exhibit similar tentooral frequency responses
(Hine & Thorn 1987), and, along with stereomotion
detection, are biased toward the LVF (see section 2.4).
Furthermore, pursuit, vergence, and stereomotion deficits are commonly observed together after damage to the
dorsal system (Girotti et al. 1982; Zihli et al. 1983). That
the pursuit system is primarily an instrument of near
vision is also supported by evidence that the most eflfective stimuli for the ocular following system are substantial
retinal slips (more likely in peripersonal space because of
motion parallax) and large targets (see Miles & Kawano
1987).
The LVF superiority in pursuit initiation is paralleled
by the greater slow-phase gain of horizontal optokinetic
nystagmus (OKN) in the LVF (Murasugi & Howard
1989). Even though pursuit and OKN drive the eyes in
opposite directions while following an object against a
moving background, their neurophysiological substrates
are closely entwined in that both kinds of movements are
impaired by vestibulo-cerebellar damage (Magnusse" et
al. 1986; Zee et al. 1981) and damage to the dorsal vis,'i
system (see section 3.2.1). The vestibular system may be
involved because of its important role in signalling the
head movements that typically accompany these ocular
movements. The Iowpass spatial tuning and high temporal resolution of OKN (Schor & Narayan 1981) indicate
that it is probably mediated by the magnocellular pathways, which project into the higher stages of the dorsal
visual system and are biased toward the LVF (see section
3.1).
The closer link between the saccadic system and the
UVF may arise from the importance of saccades in object
scanning and visual search in extrapersonal space. As
noted earlier, the two major neural components of the
voluntary saccade system - the superior colliculus and
frontal eye fields - have been assigned to the far visual
system (Rizzolatti et al. 1985). The control of saccadic eye
movements is clearly dissociable from pursuit control, as
evidenced by the differential effects of vestibular lesions
on the two movements (Magnusson et al. 1986) and the
numerous clinical reports of cortically damaged patients
with pursuit deficits but normal scanning of scenes and
objects (Girotti et al. 1982; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al.
1986) and vice versa (Luria et al. 1963). That vestibular
lesions fail to disrupt saccadic eye movements is consistent with the fact that most saccades are placed within
the foveal attentional field (approximately 15 degrees
the fixation point), whereas most head
movements only accompany saccades that extend beyond
this point (Bahill et al. 1975).
In summary, the reverse vertical asymmetry of different types of eye movements contrasts markedly with the
reliable LVF advantage for manual RTs. This difference
makes sense from an ecological standpoint in that the
oculomotor system subserves at least two major functions
- locking onto and following a target moving in periper-

sonal space versus saccadic scanning in extrapersonal

space - whereas arm and hand movements always occur

within the confines of peripersonalspace.
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2.3. Visual thresholds
The next body of evidence to be reviewed pertains to
threshold data in the areas of luminance sensitivity,
contrast sensitivity, temporal resolution, stereoacuity,
and color perception.
The distribution of luminance thresholds across the
retina largely parallels the receptor density distribution.
Hence, most normal subjects can detect dim targets
much further into the LVF periphery, especially in the
nasal hemifield (see Riopelle & Bevan 1953; Sloan 1947).
This, of course, is why the typical perimetry exam shows
such a pronounced skewing toward the lower nasal field,
Sloan's data, however, clearly suggest that the vertical
asymmetry in luminance thresholds is much greater for
larger targets, which may relate to the contrast sensitivity
and acuity findings described below.
Data from several contrast threshold studies have established that there is a greater LVF sensitivity in the
low-to-moderate s. 'tial frequency range (Lundh et al.
1983; Murray et al. 1983; Rijsdijk et al. 1980; Skrandies
1985a). On the other hand, 'he LVY' superiority at medium-to-high spatial frequencies appears to be substantially
reduced, if it is present at all (Lundh et al. 1983; Rijsdijk
et al. 1980). This is consistent with the absence of vertical
asymmetry in hi"s (Cocito et al. 1977) and luminance
thresholds (Sloan 1947) when high spatial frequencies or
small targets are used and may account for the muddled
picture regarding visual acuity differences. Although
some studies have reported better acuity in the LVF
(Finke & Kosslyn 1980; Low 1943; Millodot & Lamont
1974), others have shown UVF superiorities (Julesz et al.
1976; Weymouth et al. 1928). A considerable overlap of
the UVF and LVF visual acuity distributions undoubtedly exists, based on Low's (1943) data from 100 subjects.
A number of studies have investigated differences in
temporal resolution across the retina (Hylkema 1942,
Phillips 1933; Skrandies 1985b; Tyler 1987; Yasuma et al.
1986). All used the critical flicker fusion technique and all
but Yasuma et al. (1986) showed a greater flicker resolution in the LVF. 2 For example, 13 of 20 subjects in
Hylkema's study had a higher fusion limit in the LVF,
while only two subjects showed the opposite trend. Using
the somewhat more difficult double-flash resolution technique, Skrandies (1985b) also found superior LVF temporal resolution but, once again, Yasuma et al. (1986)
reported no differences between the hemifields. It
should be noted that the LVF superiority observed by
Murray et al. (1983) in both pattern and motion detection
at all spatial frequencies tested may actually ha.'e reflected a LVF superiority in transient processing, as a
relatively high (15-Hz) flicker rate was used in that study.
Like visual acuity, stereoacuity appears to be roughly
isotropic across the vertical hemifields (Richards & Began
1973). It has also been shown, however, that the ability to
detect random-dot stereograms - in which global correspondences determine the percept - is faster in the LVF
for convergent (near) disparities but faster in the UVF for
divergent (far) ones (Breitmeyer et al. 1975; Fox 1982,
Julesz et al. 1976). This finding is especially intriguing
since a truly vertical line should be seen at a crossed
disparity in the UVF and at an uncrossed disparity in the
LVF during a distant fixation, because of the substantial
tilt of the vertical horopter toward the base of the ob-

server (Cogan 1979). Of course, the tilt of the vertical
horopter is less relevant during movement indoors, and a
person's fixation may occasionally be directed to some
intermediate distance along the ground in front. Based on
subjective experience, however, the images most frequently and reliably encountered at large crossed disparities in the LVF are those contained in elevated
peripersonal space (e.g., the arms and hands).
At least one psychophysical study (Manning et al. 1987)
has reported a crossed-disparity advantage in both the
LVF and the UVF, in accordance with the results of an
earlier VEP study (Fenelon et al. 1986). In addressing the
discrepancy with previous research, Manning et al. noted
the failure of earlier studies to align the fixation point and
stimulus frame in the same depth plane. An alternative
explanation is that the vertical differences may interact
with an overall perceptual advantage for crossed-disparity random-dot stereograms (Grebowska 1983; Harwerth
& Boltz 1979; Lasley et al. 1984; Mustillo 1985), derived
from the basic link between global stereopsis and near
vision discussed in section 2.7.
Finally, thresholds for colored stimuli appear to be
asymmetric in the nasal portions of the two hemifields,
with sensitivity to red, green, blue, and yellow lights all
slightly greater in the LVF (Carlow et al. 1976; Hurvich
i.JOl. These asymmetries probably relate more to the
distribution of luminance thresholds than to color per se,
since it isnecessary to detect a target before its hue can be
identified. Indeed, recent evidence indicates that equiluminant red-green color sensitivity does not differ betwebn the LVF and UVF (Anderson et al. 1989). One
researcher (Pennal 1977) claims to have found better
color matching in the lower left visual quadrant in normals, but the methodology and data interpretation in his
study can be challenged. 3
In summary, luminance and contrast thresholds for
low-spatial and high-temporal frequency stimulation may
be lower in the LVF. Vertical asymmetries in visual
acuity, stereoacuity, color discrimination, and threshold
sensitivity outside the above ranges appear to be much
less reliable, however.
2.4. Motion perception
Vertical asymmetries in motion perception also depend
on the type of processing required. Two perimetric studies have investigated frontal-plane motion thresholds
using small targets moving at low velocities (McColgin
1960; Regan & Beverley 1983). In the latter study, most
subjects were reported to have exhibited vertical symmetry for both in-phase and antiphase motion, although the
authors did not display their group data quantitatively.
McColgin's (1960) findings present a somewhat more
comphcated picture in that movement thresholds exh-bited overall vertical symmetry, despite a slight interaction involving horizontal and vertical motion detection
(lower vertical thresholds in the LVF; lower horizontal
ones in the UVF). In more recent studies using low
grating velocities, no UVF/LVF differences have been
reported in either detecting or perceiving the direction or
velocity of drifting/counterphasing gratings (Anderson et
al. 1989; Smith & Hammond 1986).
Because all of the above studies arguably investigated
"short-range" motion perception, it may be concluded
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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that little vertical asymmetry exists for this type of percept. In contrast, several studies suggest that global
motion perception - especially that involving "motionin-depth" - is better performed in the LVF. For exampie, Regan et al. (1986) demonstrated that motion-indepth perception occurs over a larger region of the LVF
than the UVF. This was true for all five subjects tested
and confirmed a previous finding for a single subject
(Richards & Regan 1973). 4 Regan and colleagues argue
that stereomotion perception differs from the perception
of both static depth and frontal plane motion. (Indeed,
stereomotion detection can be completely absent in UVF
regions in which static disparities are readily detected.)
Since visually guided reaching in peripersonal space is
arguably the most frequently encountered movement-indepth, it is not surprising that stereomotion is better
perceived in the LVF. Given that the image of the
reaching hand is optically degraded and diplopic during
fixation on the reached-for object, its motion-in-depth
must be detected via more global mechanisms than could
be used to detect static disparities. Thus, stereomotion
can be perceived over large disparity ranges (Cynader &
Regan 1982), whereas local stereopsis requires small
disparities and point-to-point correspondences. It further
appears that the closely related vergence system is likewise stimulated by global perceptual mechanisms (Jones
& Kerr 1972; Julesz 1978) and suffers from "blind spots"
that are closely aligned with regions of poor stereomotion
perception (Regan et al. 1986).
No research has specifically addressed whether other
"long-range" motion percepts are vertically asymmetric,
although they would be predicted to be on the basis of
clinical evidence that links the long-range process to
stereomotion detection (e.g., Zihl et al. 1983). The ability
to extract an object's shape from the pure motion information generated by its three-dimensional rotation may be
less readily achieved, however, at uncrossed disparities
and by individuals who lack a crossed-disparity mechanism (Richards & Lieberman 1985). The link between
near vision and this long-range percept (termed "structure-from-motion") makes intuitive sense in that rotationin-depth frequently occurs during many visuomotor manipulations in peripersonal space (e.g., the rotation of a
food object as it is brought to the mouth), and may, at least
in the case of object foreshortening, be rarely encountered except in peripersonal space. The detection of
structure-from-motion accordingly depends on the integrity of middle temporal cortex (Andersen 1988), an important dorsal brain structure involved in near vision and
biased toward the LVF (see section 3.2.1). 5
It can tentatively be concluded, therefore, that whereas short-range motion is perceived equally well in both

visuospatial attentional mechanisms investigated in recent studies that have required manual RT responses
(Gawryszewski et al. 1987; Hughes & Zimba 1987;
Rizzolatti et al. 1987). Gawryszewski et al.'s results, in
particular, suggest a three-dimensional cubic framework
for visuospatial attention, with fundamental divisions
,ccurring along the lateral (left-right), vertical (up-down),
and depth (near-far) axes. Preliminary evidence indicates
that this attentional structure may in most subjects be
biased toward the proximal LVF, based on the greater
"cost" of attending to near/LVF space when far/UVF
stimuli are presented than vice versa (Gawryszewski et al.
1987; D. L. Robinson, personal communication). The
basic structure of the visuospatial attentional system,
along with its alleged proximal LVF bias, points to a
relationship between it and the visuomotor coordination
required in peripersonal space. Obviously, an ability to
attend specifically to the contralateral, proximal LVF
would allow the trajectory of the reaching hand to be
more accurately monitored.
The proximal LVF bias of the visuospatial attention
system is reflected in the vertical asymmetry associated
with the "neglect" syndrome. This attentional disorder is
typically produced by right parietal lobe damage and is
generally more pronounced in the contralateral LVF
(Bender & Furlowe 1945; Butter et al. 1989; Morris et al.
1986; Nathan 1946; Rapcsak et al. 1988; Rubens 1985).
Examples of the LVF bias, which is particularly evident
during the immediate recovery period, are illustrated in
Figure 4. These LVF deficits are attributable to atten-

the UVF and LVF, stereomotion detection and other

Figure 4. Examples of the LVF bias in drawings of patients

global motion percepts may be biased toward near vision
and/or the LVF.

suffering from the "neglect" syndrome. Note how the neglect of
the contralateral visual field is more pronounced in the lower

2.5. Visual attention

In this section, vertical asymmetries in visual attention
Intexamind withverc
tosymmeutrie
visual
in atnin
g
are examined with reference to two countervailing systems: a body-centered one for monitoring visuomotor
activities in peripersonal space and a retinotopic one for
visual search and scanning in extrapersonal space.

The former system is probably synonymous with the
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quadrant, with the LVF neglect even crossing the vertical
meridian into the ipsilateral quadrant insome cases. Figure 4a is
reproduced from Mountcastle (1976, Figure 3), with permission
from MIT Press and Dr. V. B. Mountcastle; Figure 4b is from
Weinstein (1980, Figure 2), with permission from Cambridge

University Press and Dr. E. A.Weinstein; Figures 4c and 4d are
from Critchley (1953, Figures 104 & 108), with permission from

MacMillan Publishing Co., Figure 4e is
from Benton, Levin and
Van Allen (1974, Figure 1), with permission from Pergamon

Press and Dr. A.L. Benton.
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tional factors because (a) they can occur in the absence of
visual field loss per se, (b) they frequently reappear
during simultaneous left-right visual field testing, and (c)
they can be alleviated by unilateral vestibular activation
(see section 4.1). Indeed, all 18 patients in Rubens's
(1915) study exhibited LVF neglect (in 13 of them the
neglect was limited to the LVF), even though actual visual
defects were reported in only eight of them. Evidence of
an additional proximal bias is based on the observation
that parietal (area 7b) "neglect" in monkeys is biased
toward peripersonal space, whereas damage to the arcuate region of prefrontal cortex (containing the frontal eye
fields) leads to a greater neglect of extrapersonal space
(Rizzolatti et al. 1985). This coincides with evidence in
humans that parietal neglect - along with many other
visual lateralization phenomena - appears to be framed
more in terms of body-centered rather than retinotopic
coordinates (Bradshaw, Nettleton et al. 1987; Gazzaniga
& Ladavas 1987; Kooistra & Heilman 1989).
In contrast to the proximal bias of the body-centered
visuospatial coordinate system, the extrapersonal attentional system is associated more with the search for and
recognition of objects in the extrapersonal visual environment. This type of attention can serve as the "glue"
whereby color-and form cues are properly integrated into
the feature conjunctions that define an object (Treisman
& Schmidt 1982), but it also has an important prior stage
known as "feature selection," which occurs approximately 150-250 msec after the stimulus (Previc & Harter
1982). Feature-selection is generally performed in parallel across the central visual field and greatly increases the
efficiency of visual search, since only those objects that
have a reasonable probability of being the ones actually
searched for (i.e., those sharing one or more features with
it) serve as targets for subsequent saccadic eye movements (Williams 1966). Thus, it may be assumed that, like
the saccadic system, visual search is tied to a retinotopic
(as opposed to body-centered) spatial coordinate system.
Although the exact diameter of the feature search field
depends on the nature of the target and background
information, feature attention generally falls off rapidly
beyond 15 degrees from fixation (see Haber & Hershenson 1973, Fig. 9.7). This distance also represents the
maximum radius of most naturally occurring saccades, as
well as those unaccompanied by head movements (Bahill
et al. 1975). Since shape detection (Engel 1971) and
saccadic accuracy (Jeannerod & Biguer 1987) both decrease beyond this point, the size of the extrapersonal
attentional field is probably ultimately limited by the
poor spatial resolution of the retina beyond the central 30
degrees. [See Tsotsos: "Analyzing Vision at the Complexity Level" BBS 13(3) 1990.]
The proposed relationship between visual search and
extrapersonal space is further supported by the former's
bias toward the UVF. For example, visual search usually

bourne 1972). Because oculomotor biases are believed to
reflect heightened activation of those brain regions that
ordinarily direct eye movements to the same region of
space, the cortical areas most responsible for UVF saccades - that is, the more ventral regions of visual cortex
and the frontal eye fields (Bender 1980: Wagman 1964) are presumably more active during the s. --h for objects
in extrapersonal space.
The recognition of visual forms may also utilize attentional mechanisms that are biased toward the UVF. One
of the first researchers to note this was Piaget (1969), who
performed several experiments related to the classic
illusion in which a vertical line intersecting a horizontal
one appears shorter in the UVF (1) than in the LVF (T).
Piaget argued that subjects' "centrations" (attentional
foci) are shifted toward the UVF in this task and are
paralleled by a bias in their ocular fixations. Although
alternative explanations for this illusion exist, Piaget's
interpretation is supported by recent evidence from line
bisection tasks in which most subjects bisect a vertical
line above the midpoint (Scarisbrick et al. 1987). Since
patients suffering from the "neglect" syndrome bisect
lines in the direction of the unneglected field or quadrant
(see Morris et al. 1986), the bisection findings in normals
arguably reflect an "attentional shift" toward the UVF.
The relationship between form recognition and the
UVF is somewhat attenuated by the tendency to fixate
near the effective center of a form (Kaufman & Richards
1969), at least if its diameter subtends less than 10
degrees. This central tendency would be expected, of
course, given that critical components of objects and
scenes may be located in any sector of the fixated image.
UVF facial features (e.g., the eyes and bridge of the nose)
appear to be more critical, however, in facial recognition
(see Cloning & Quatember 1966; Hines et al. 1987),
which cannot be attributed merely to physical salience
because the largest single facial feature is the mouth,
located in the LVF. Also, Schwartz and Kirsner (1982)
demonstrated a significant UVF RT advantage of approximately 20 msec when both name-matching and physicalmatching of letter pairs was required, but no attempt to
replicate this study has apparently been made. In other
letter and shape recognition studies, no consistent vertical hemifield differences have been reported (Engel
1971; Ikeda & Takeuchi 1975).
In conclusion, various evidence points to a UVF-linked
attentional system in humans that aids in visual search
and object recognition in extrapersonal space. This system presumably opposes a peripersonal visual attentional
system that is directed toward the proximal LVF so as to
prevent serious attentional and fixational imbalances
from occurring. In fact, the LVF neglect that follows
parietal damage is mirrored by a UVF neglect created by
damage to structures that apparently mediate attention to
extrapersonal space (see section 4.2).

commences in the UVF (especially the upper left quad-

rant) and proceeds from left to right (Chedru et al. 1973;
Jeannerod et al. 1968), which may account for why UVF
targets are more frequently identified in briefly presented displays (Chaiken et al. 1962). Furthermore, the
duration of search in the UVF is typically greater than in
the LVF (Chedru etal. 1973), which parallels the finding
that, while performing a search of a visual display in
memory, subjects typically elevate their eyes (Kins-

2.6. Visual evoked potentials
The final group of studies to be reviewed in this section
are those that have recorded VEPs from the scalp of
humans in response to UVF and LVF stimulation. The
transient VEP to pattern-reversal stimulation is composed of three primary components, the two earliest of
which (Ni and P1) are maximally recorded over the
BEHAVIORAl. AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13'3
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posterior scalp at O, and are apparently generated in
primary visual cortex (Previc 1988). It has been reported
by many researchers that, at least for gratings, NI is
generated by UVF stimulation whereas P1 is generated
by LVF stimulation (Kriss & Halliday 1980; Michael &
Halliday 1971; Previc 1988). One widely accepted explanation for the opposite polarities of N1 and P1 relates to
the inverted orientations of their UVF and LVF dipole
generators, located on opposite sides of the calcarine
fissure (Michael & Halliday 1971). What is significant
about the relationship between NI and P1 and the UVF
and LVF, respectively, is the strikingly different functional characteristics of these components. Based on the
results of many studies - including those of Plant et al.
(1983), Previc (1988), Ristanovic and Hajdukovic (1981),
and Strucl et al. (198,-) - a recent study (Previc 1988)
concluded that N1 and P1 probably reflect the outputs of
the parvocellular and magnocellular pathways of the
visual system, respectively. This conclusion was based on
the fact that NI's response is spatially linear and limited to
medium-to-high spatial frequencies and contrasts,
whereas P1 is sensitive to motion transients and predominates at low spatial frequencies, high temporal frequencies, and low contrasts. Because P1 is also prominent at
high contrasts and spatial frequencies (see Figure 5),
however, it could alternatively manifest both magnocellular and parvocellular processing. Translated into
visual fields, this would mean that both the magnocellular
and parvocellular pathways process LVF inputs, whereas
only the latter processes UVF inputs (see section 3.1).
The shorter latency of NI is difficult to explain if it truly
represents a UVF version of P1, given the faster RTs in
the LVF. The onset of P1, however, may be reflected in
an early positive potential frequently masked by NI. In
fact, VEP studies have generally revealed that comparable components are recorded at shorter latencies when
elicited by LVF stimulation (see Skrandies 1987), and
that the LVF latency advantage (10-20 msec) approximates that for manual RTs. Another parallel between

N,O

2.7. Conclusions
Based on the preceding review, the specializations of the
UVF and LVF in man are summarized in Table 1. These
specializations should be considered only relative, as
even tlh, most extreme differences between the two
vertical hemifields cannot overshadow the extensive processing that they have in common. Nevertheless, the
very existence of these vertical anisotropies provides
important clues as to the origin and function of various
visual perceptual mechanisms in man and other primates.
Perhaps the most pronounced asymmetries involve the
LVF superiorities in the low spatial and high temporal
frequency ranges. Certain types of nonlinear (global)
processing - especially those related to transient motion
perception - accordingly appear to be performed better
in the LVF. Crossed (near) disparities are detected more
readily in the LVF, consistent with the fact that the LVF
appears closer to us. There further exist LVF advantages
in the execution of manual RTs and pursuit, vergence,
and optokinetic eye movements, as well as a LVF bias in
the peripersonal attentional system impaired by parietal
lobe damage. Conversely, the UVF is more closely tied to
far vision, and uncrossed (far) disparities may be better
proce- ed in it. Mereover, the latency of saccadic eye

movements is shorter when they are directed toward the

(b

(a)
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VEPs (particularly P1) and RTs involves the similar monotonic latency increase as a function of spatial frequency
(Lupp et a]. 1976; Parker & Salzen 1977; Vassilev &
Strashimirov 1979). Such lowpass tuning resembles the
spatial contrast sensitivity function at high temporal frequencies (Kelly 1977), as well as the spatial tuning of the
magnocellular system. Thus, both P1 and manual RT
latencies may be dominated by transient mechanisms in
the visual system (Lupp et al. 1976; Parker & Salzen
1977).
In conclusion, VEP evidence suggests that LVF processing is specialized for a nonlinear analysis of rapidly
moving (transient) visual inputs in the low spatial frequency and low contrast ranges, whereas UVF processing
is more restricted to a linear analysis of higher spatial
frequencies and contrasts.

UVF, in accordance with the link between the UVF and
an extrapersonal attentional mechanism that facilitates
object search and recognition.
above summary clearly indicates that whereas
many of the LVF specializations lie within the realm of
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Figure 5. The spatial tuning of the N1 and P1 components of
the visual evoked potential (VEP) across four spatial frequencies. The "raw" VEPs illustrating the N,and P1 components are
shown in (a), while the same data are plotted in (b)as relative N,
and P1 amplitudes, referenced to the largest component amplitude (usually that of P ) for a given subject across all experimental conditions. Reproduced from Previc (1988, Figure 1), with
permission from Pergamon Press.
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quency analysis), the UVF specializations are more of an
attentionallperceptualnature. Not surprisingly, clinical
patients with altitudinal hemianopia suffer nv.,ch more
when LVF vision is dissevere functional &impairment
Bussey 1950), at least if the hemirupted (Berkley

anopia does not originate from cortical damage. The

above difference is predictable given the almost exclusive
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of far
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however, most local perceptual processes (e.g., visual
acuity, stereoacuity, color vision, short-range motion
detection) are performed equally well above and below
the horizontal meridian. This observation conflicts with
Skrandies's (1987) view that the greater receptor density
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Table 1. Functional specializations of the LVF and UVF

Function

LVF

UVF

Depth perception

crossed-disparities
(appears closer)
oculomotor (pursuit,
vergence, OKN); RTs
peripersonal
(body-centered)
more sensitive in
low frequency range
more sensitive in
high frequency range
more global (e.g.,
stereomotion)

uncrossed-disparities
(appears farther away)
saccadic eye
movements
extrapersonal
(visual search)

Motor output
Attention
Spatial vision
Temporal vision
Perception

in the upper hemiretina is associated with a general LVF
processing superiority. Rather, I argue that the LVF
processing edge (and the corresponding upper hemiretinal representational bias) is limited to the transient,
low spatial frequency, and low contrast information typically encountered in peripersonal space.
The above statement clearly accounts for the many
LVF specializations that can be linked to processing in
peripersonal space but do not require local disparity and
contour processing, including pursuit and vergence
movements, stereomotion perception, and crossed-disparity detection (Bridgeman 1989; Cynader & Regan
1982; Jones &Kerr 1972; Julesz 1978; Steinbach 1976). It
may be speculated, therefore, that the primaryfunction
of global form and motion perception in the primate
visual system is to facilitate visuomotor coordinationin
peripersonalspace. With few exceptions, global percepts
are achieved better at crossed disparities, including
structure-from-motion (Richards & Lieberman 1985),
random-dot stereograms (Grabowska 1983; Harwerth &
Boltz 1979; Lasley et al. 1984; Manning et al. 1987;
Mustillo 1985), and various illusions and masking phenomena (Fox 1982; Fox &Patterson 1981). Moreover, the
perception of illusory forms such as the triangle in Figure
2b almost always requires that the form occlude the
background. In addition, global depth, form, and motion
percepts may all be mediated by the low spatial frequency, "transient" channels in the visual system (Bonnet
1987; Ginsburg 1986; Julesz 1978; Nakayama 1983;
Ramachandran & Cavanagh 1987; Rogers & Graham
1982; Shulman et al. 1986; Tynan & Sekuler 1975), which
is reflected in the well-documented resistance of these
percepts to optical blurring. Finally, the inhibition of
local perception by the global system (Navon 1977) closely parallels the inhibition exerted by the crossed-disparity
and transient systems over the uncrossed and sustained
ones, respectively (Breitmeyer 1980; Richards 1972).
To date, no satisfactory explanation has been provided
for what Fox and Patterson (1981) describe as the "front"
(near) effect in visual perception, but the important
ability of a global/nonlinear system to operate under
degraded optical conditions would be of greatest benefit

more local (e.g.,
object perception)

in peripersonal space. By contrast, such mechanisms
would hardly seem necessary in far visual space, for two
principal reasons: First, the greater distance of far objects
ensures that they are typically smaller and slower moving, which together renders them more amenable to local
perceptual analysis; and second, we generally attend to
far visual space only when we are fixating in the same
depth plane, so relevant visual information in extrapersonal space generally occurs at or near zero disparity (see
section 3.3.1). By contrast, biologically important visual
processing in near space must be monitored even when it
is located at a considerable crossed disparity relative to
the fixation point.
The link between near vision and global perception has
repeatedly been illustrated by the act of reaching during
fixation on a more distant object. But the global processing superiority in peripersonal space is unlikely to be an
exclusive consequence of reaching and the rapid image
motion that it entails, for several reasons. For one,
although visual guidance may be critical in the development of reaching (McDonnell 1975), only subtle reaching
decrements are produced when peripheral vision is occluded in adults (Paillard 1982; Perenin &Vighetto 1983).
Second, illusory contour perception evidently occurs in
young infants (Ghim & Eimas 1988) as well as cats (Bravo
et al. 1988), both of whom rely on near vision yet engage
in reaching patterns that are vastly inferior to those of the
aduit human. Third, virtually all adult humans engage in
similar types of reaching, yet only those with good
crossed-disparity systems appear to be highly proficient
at extracting structure-from-motion and related percepts.
Finally, the differences between the cerebral hemispheres in global versus local perception (see section 4.1)
cannot easily be explained by their differential involvement in reaching, since the vast majority of humans reach
with the right hand (controlled by the, left hemisphere),
whereas the right hemisphere is apparently more adept at
performing global perceptual computation5. Thus, global
perception may ultimately be linked to near vision and
the LVF because of the nonlinear perceptual analysec
required at crossed disparities in peripersonalspace,
regardless of the specific visuomotor activity.
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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3. Neural correlates of near and far vision
This section focuses on the differences between the two
major streams of processing in the geniculostriate system
of primates as they are manifested at both the subcortical
(magnocellular/parvocellular) and the cortical (dorsal vs.
ventral) level. The functions of these divisions will be
examined with special reference to: (a) the biased representations of the magnocellular and parvocellular systems
in the two cortical divisions; (b) LVF-UVF anisotropies in
the visual field maps at various stages within these neural
streams; and (c) the.different functional requirements in
peripersonal and extrapersonal space and their role in
shaping the unique characteristics of the two visual
systems.
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3.1. Magnocellular and parvocellularpathways
The geniculostriate portion of the primate visual system
exhibits a considerable segregation of its two major divisions, extending all the way from the retina to the highest
cortical centers. At early stages, these two divisions are
referred to as magnocellular and parvocellular, hereafter
termed magno and parvo. Compared to other mammals,
other visual pathways (such as the W-cell and the accessory optic) are substantially reduced in importance, while
the functional segregation of the parvo and magno pathways is much more pronounced (Guillery 1979). For
example, cells with very different functional properties
(X-cells and Y-cells) are highly intermixed in the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the cat, whereas cells in the
four dorsal (parvo) and two ventral (magno) layers of the
monkey geniculate are anatomically and functionally
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Figure 6.
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Two views of the visual areas of the macaque

monkey (from Maunsell & Newsome 1987, Figure 2). The
abbreviations are the same as those used in the text. Re-

distinct,

It has been established that the segregation of the
magno and parvo pathways extends into primary visual
cortex (area 17, or area VI) and the higher cortical visual
areas beyond. The major projection of the parvo pathways
is to layers 4A and 4CP of area 17, whereas the major
magno projection is to layer 4Ca, and, in turn, 4B (Blasdel
& Fitzpatrick 1984; Blasdel & Lund 1983). Using various
staining techniques, it has been further established that
the magno system largely projects dorsally to areas V2,
V3, V4, MT (middle temporal cortex), MST (middle
superior temporal cortex), and, ultimately, area 7a (posterior parietal cortex), whereas the parvo system is directed more ventrally toward V2, VP (ventral posterior
cortex), V4, and, ultimately, IT (inferotemporal cortex)
(see DeYoe & Van Essen 1988; Maunsell 1987; Maunsell
& Newsome 1987). For reference purposes, the major
visual cortical regions and their connections are mapped
and diagrammed in Figures 6 and 7.
Much of what is known about the functional specializations of the magno and parvo systems is derived from
physiological recordings in the LGN. The fundamental
distinctions between the two systems - based on a consensus of many reports and reviews (Blakemore & VitalDurand 1986; Derrington & Lennie 1984; Derrington et
al. 1984; Dreher et al. 1976; Kaplan & Shapley 1982;
Marrocco et al. 1982; Schiller 1986; Schiller & Malpeli
1978; Shapley & Perry 1986) - are summarized in Table
2. Cells in the magno layers tend to have (a) larger

produced, with permission, from the Annual Review of Neuroscience, vol. 10, 1987, by Annual Reviews Inc. and Dr. J. H.R.
Maunsell.
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Figure 7. A diagram of the hierarchy and connections of
macaque cortical areas (from Maunsell & Newsome 1987, Fig-

receptive fields, (b) good contrast and luminance sen-

ure 4). Reproduced, with permission, from the Annual Review
of Neuroscience, vol. 10, 1987, by Annual Reviews Inc. and Dr.

sitivities, (c) lowpass spatial tuning, (d) greater non-

J. H. R. Maunsell.
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Table 2. Differences between magno and parvo cells
Function

Magno

Parvo

Spatial vision

lowpass tuning;
more nonlinear

bandpass tuning;
more linear; high
resolution

Temporal vision

transient; high
flicker resolution

sustained, lowpass
tuning

Contrast response

high sensitivity;
saturation at high
contrasts

low sensitivity;
no saturation at
high contrasts

Color vision

broadband

opponent (e.g.
red-green)

linearity (i.e., relatively fewer "null" responses), (e)
greater responsiveness to transient or high temporal
frequency stimulation, and (0 a preference for broadband
as opposed to colored stimuli. By contrast, parvo neurons
are more likely (a) to have smaller receptive fields, (b) to
exhibit a greater degree of spatial linearity, (c) to respond
best at intermediate-to-high spatial frequencies and high
contrasts, and (d) to exhibit a greater preference for
chromatic (opponent) stimulation. It should be emphasized that the above differences are far from absolute, as
many cells with "mixed" properties (e.g., lowpass but
linear spatial responsiveness) exist near the boundary of
the parvo and magno layers and in the magno layers
themselves. Some magno units certainly respond to pure
color-contrast and show better spatial acuity and linearity
than many of their parvo counterparts. Nevertheless,
magno units are clearly distinguished by their greater
ability to rer ond to "transient" stimulation presented at
low spatial frequencies and contrasts, rendering them
clearly nonlinear in a general sense. Conversely, parvo
units are ideally suited to performing a linear afialysis of
luminance and color contours in relatively static images,
which is arguably their major function (Marrocco et al.
1982; Shapley & Perry 1986).
The physiological characterization of the parvo system
has largely been confirmed by recent studies in which
parvo neurons were selectively destroyed by injecting
the retina with acrylamide (Merigan 1989; Merigan &
Eskin 1986) or, on a more local basis, with ibotenic acid
(Schiller et al. 1989). Following parvo damage, chromatic
vision, local stereopsis, and contrast sensitivity at low
temporal and high spatial frequencies are severely disrupted, but gross form perception and se.s~tivit-y at high
temporal frequencies remain largely intact. Although it
has not been specifically investigate-', the loss of the
sustained parvo system should also impair the ability to
retain images long enough to place them into a long-term
memory store. Indeed, the response of MT neurons
largely ceases within 50 insec following the onset of the
stimulus (Maunsell 1987), wich is far too short to complete feature integration and other memory encoding and
recognition processes (see Coltheart 1983, Previc &
Harter 1982). Whether this factor underlies the pattern
recognition impairments that have been observed after
damage to the parvo-rich inferior temporal lobe is presently unknown.

It has been more difficult to delineate the perceptual
consequences of a loss of the magno system, but the belief
that these outputs are neutralized at equiluminance led
Livingstone and Hubel (1988a) to perform a series of
perceptual experiments using equiluminant color-contrast stimuli. On the basis of their findings, Livingstone
and Hubel inferred that the magno system is responsible
for the perception of depth and movement, as well as a
whole host of global cues including perspective, texture
gradients, and motion parallax. The ability of Livingstone
and Hubel's studies to isolate the role of the magno
system in visual perception may be challenged on three
major grounds, however. First, the exclusive ability of
the parvo system to operate at equiluminance is still
controversial (Derrington et al. 1984; Schiller & Colby
1983; Schiller et al. 1989), so it cannot be definitely
concluded that all magno inputs were silenced in those
experiments. Second, other factors besides a loss of
magno input may contribute to the difficulties in perceiving images at equiluminance; these include the poor
overall contrast sensitivity for red-green gratings, especially at mid-to-high spatial frequencies (Mullen 1985),
and the "unnaturalness" of most equiluminant stimuli.
Indeed, we never encounter real-world scene layouts at
equiluminance, which is significant in view of the perceptual learning required to utilize many monocular depth
cues (Deregowski 1989), Moreover, the degradation of
visual perception at isoluminance evidently also extends
to facial perception (Perrett et al. 1984), which is generally believed to be performed by the ventral system and
its parvo inputs. Third, the failure at equiluminance to
perceive local stereopsis and short-range motion - along
with the Ponzo, corridor, and other "spatial organizational" illusions - may be questioned on the basis of both
perceptual (Cavanagh et al. 1985; Gregory 1977; Lu &
Fender 1972) and neurophysiological evidence (Schiller
et al. 1989).6 In fact, neurons in parvo projection area VP
do respond well to positional displacements although
they are generally not highly direction-selective in their
motion responses (Felleman & Van Essen 1987), and
most are narrowly tuned for disparity, thereby indicating
that they are clearly capable of mediating local stereopsis.
In contrast to Livingstone and Hubel's approach, the
present one will infer the functions of the magno system
from the specializations of two regions in which it is
disproportionately represented - the higher dorsal cortical areas and the LVF. It is proposed that the magno
system, like the LVF and the dorsal system, is critically
linked to the visual control of reaching and other manipulations in veripersonalvisual space. This is reflected in
its greater ability to perform a nonlinear analysis of
transient and/or low-contrast inputs in the low-spatial/high-temporal frequency range, which parallels the
superiority of the LVF (Table i).Conversely, those
functions not required of visuomotor coordination in
peripersonal space (e.g., color processing) are poorly
represented in both the magno system and the dorsal
visual system. Of course, the need for transient processing during visual search and scanning - in which images
must be rapidly erased so succeeding ones can be processed (see Breitmeyer 1980) - mandates that at least
some magno cell. (especially those with spatially lineir
but transient properties) be located in brain areas dealing
with extrapersonal space. It is obvious, however, that the
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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functional properties of the parvo system (sustained,
linear, color-opponent responding within relatively small
receptive field boundaries) are better suited to the search
for and recognition of objects in extrapersonalspace.
Before I review the functional specializations of the
higher cortical streams into which the magno and parvo

pathways feed, several important anatomical differences
between these systems will be presented. The biased
representations of the LVF and magno system in the
higher dorsal pathways have already been briefly dis-

cussed and will be touched on again. Additional differences relate to the extent of myelinization and the
topographical precision of the callosal representation
(Burkhalter et al. 1986).
It is not clear exactiy where the dominance of the LVF
in the magno and dorsal systems first appears, but there is
currently no evidence of such a bias in the projections
from the retina to the LGN, despite the greater overall
LVF representation in them. Following a re-analysis of
data from Malpeli and Baker (1975), Connolly and Van
Essen (1984) rioted a possible LVF representational bias
in the magno layers of the LGN, but difficulties in
anatomical mapping of the geniculate (see Livingstone &
Hubel 1988b) make the magnitude of this alleged
anisotropy difficult to ascertain. Upon leaving the LGN,
the LVF and UVF radiations enter the dorsal and ventral
regions of primary visual cortex (V1), respectively, and
remain isolated along this axis at least as far as the next
three cortical visual stages (V2, V3, and V4). An overall
LVF bias in the spatial map of VI appears to replicate that
found in the retina (Tootell, Switkes et al. 1988; Van
Essen et al. 1984), but whether this bias is greater for the
magno-recipient zones is not known. Evidently, however, a uniform distribution of 2-deoxyglucose uptake
occurs within the cortical representation- of the central
eight degrees after pure color stimulation, which preferentially activates the parvo system (Tootell, Silverman et
al. 1988).
It is in VI's output to the higher visual cortical areas
that a pronounced LVF bias in the magno system first
emerges. For example, magno layer 4B projects directly
to dorsal (LVF) area V3 and to LVF-dominated MT, but
not to V3's ventral (UVF) counterpart (Maunsell 1987;
Maunsell & Newsome 1987). The role of MT in various
near vision activities has already been alluded to, but
many of the same finctional specializations are evidenced
in dorsal V3; indeed, the neuronal response properties in
the LVF and UVF representations of V3 differ so substantially that a separate label (VP) has been bestowed on the
latter (Burkhalter et al. 1986). Since little vertical specialization is observed in the second cortical tier (V2),
whose LVF/dorsal and UVF/ventral regions both receive
direct inputs from V1, the exclusive output of layer 4B to
the higher dorsal regions apparently represents the first
major functional divergence of LVF and UVF processing
in the primate visual system. It may be speculated that
the purpose of the direct dorsal pathways is to avoid costly
transmission delays in processing the rapidly moving
information in peripersonal space. Indeed, latency delays
are considerable along the multisynaptic path from VI to
V4, but are quite negligible en route to MT (Maunsell
1987).
Evidence for a biased representation of the parvo
system in its projections to dorsal versus ventral cortex is
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more equivocal. Although the response properties of VP
(ventral V3) suggest that this area receives a greater parvo
contribution than does dorsal V3 (Burkhalter et al. 1986),
this may be true only in a relative sense (i.e., the actual
size of the parvo representation may be as large in V3, but
the presence of additional magno-type cells could lead to

a smaller percentage of parvo-type neurons being recorded in the latter's samples). In fact, a balanced parvo

contribution to the LVF and UVF representations would
be predicted on the basis of (a) the full vertical extent of

far (as opposed to near) space, (b)the vertical symmetry

shown in many parvo-type perceptual functions (see
section 2.7), and (c)the full vertical representation of the
visual field in parvo-rich inferotemporal cortex (Desimone et al. 1985; Grcs et al. 1985).
In addition to the hemifield and neuronal biases, the
dorsal and ventral pathways are also distinguished by
their myelinization and callosal representation patterns.
The dorsal regions surpass the ventral ones in the extent
of myelinization, based on a comparison of V3 and VP
(Burkhalter et al. 1986). This is consonant with the rapid
conduction from V1 to MT and other dorsal areas. Conversely, the ventral regions may exhibit greater topographical precision in their callosal representation of the
region surrounding the vertical meridian, as again reflected in the differences between V3 and VP (Burkhalter
et al. 1986). Although greater topographical precision
would be expected of the more linear ventral system, this
precision may also contribute to the callosal mediation of
local stereopsis in the naso-temporal overlap region surrounding the vertical meridian (Mitchell & Blakemore
1970).
In summary, the dorsal cortical system's unique neuroanatomical features, including its domination by magno
inputs, indicates an involvement in the processing of
transient, nonlinear inputs during reaching and other
near vision behaviors. By contrast, the ventral system is
largely fed by parvo inputs and exhibits the greater
topographical precision required of far visual perception,
along with the expected full vertical representation of the
visual world. The next sections review the functional
specializations of the dorsal and ventral regions and point
out their important relationships to near and far vision,
respectively. Relevant findings from both the animal
neurophysiological and human neuropsychological literatures will be used to support the proposed functional
specializations.
3.2. The dorsal cortical visual system
3.2.1. Neurophysiological findings. This review focuses
on areas 7a and MT, the two most widely studied regions
of the dorsal system. Although some controversy has
arisen concerning the major specialization of the former
region - for example, command functions in personal
space (Mounteastle 1976) versus visual perception/attention (Robinson et al. 1978) - a unified perspective on both
areas 7a and MT may be obtained if one views them as
primarily devoted to the perceptual needs of near vision.
The following represent some of the most distinguishing visual properties of area 7a neurons. First, their
receptive fields are typically quite large and are biasel
toward the lower contralateral quadrant (Figure S). Although the fovea is adequately represented (Andersen
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1987), as many as 40% of 7a's neurons do not include this
region (Motter et al. 1987). Perhaps even more intriguing, many posterior parietal neurons appear to code
visual space in terms of head-centered coordinates (Andersen et al. 1985), so that their receptive fields remain
stationary relative to the animal's head rather than its
fixation. As mentioned by Andersen et al. (1985), this
property would be especially useful in visuomotor coordination, and thereby indicates an emphasis on near vision. 7 Generally, area 7a cells are not fastidious about
stimulus properties such as shape, orientation or color,
but are highly sensitive to various motion parameters.
Many cells are responsive to movement-in-depth, predominantly away from the animal (Steinmetz et al. 1987)
and are excited by the "opponent-vector" stimulation
(i.e., opposite motion in different meridians) that naturally occurs during such motion. They also appear to be
sensitive to the rotation of an object in depth (Sakata et al.
1985).
Area 7a neurons are also influenced by various extraretinal inputs, particularly those from "body" senses
(somatosensory, proprioceptive, and vestibular) whose
recipient areas also reside in parietal cortex (Hyvarinen
1982). Many neurons are sensitive to where the animal is
fixating (Sakata et al. 1985) and may be either excited or
inhibited by foveal fixation. Approximately half of the
fixation neurons in the experiments of Sakata et al. signalled the distance of the fixation in depth, with two-

reaching movements, but primarily when the reaching is
visually guided and intended to obtain biological reinforcement (Lynch et al. 1977; Robinson et al. 1978).
Finally, these neurons can be influened by pure attentional shifts, in the absence of eye movements per se
(Bushnell et al. 1981). [See also, NUtinen: "The Role of
Attention in Auditory Information Processing as Revealed by Event-related Potentials and Other Brain Measures of Cognitive Function" BBS 13(2) 1990.]
of the above-mentioned properties are also exhibited by neurons in MT, which serves as an important
indirect source of input to the posterior parietal cortex
(see Andersen 1987; 1988; Maunsell & Newsome 1987).
MT neurons, however, are more restricted to processing
stimulus motion per se, as their responses do not reflect
area 7a's many higher-order perceptual and motivational
influences. Although MT receptive fields are generally
smaller, they also exhibit a strong bias toward the inferior
contralateral quadrant (Gattass & Gross 1981; Maunsell &
Van Essen 1983a; 1983b; 1987; Van Essen et al. 1981).
MT neurons are capable of detecting high rates of stimulus motion and exhibit the transient, short-latency responsiveness characteristic of the magno system, which
projects heavily to this area (Maunsell 1987). They are
involved in many global asj.ects of motion processing,
including: (a) detecting whole-pattern, as opposed to
local-component, motion (Movshon et al. 1985; Newsome & Wurtz 1988); (b) coding the stimulus' speed as
opposed to its displacement velocity (Maunsell & Newsome 1987); (c) enhanced responding to antagonistic motion of the background relative to the direction of motion
in the classical receptive field (Allman et al. 1985); and (d)
sensitivity to changing-size contours (Saito et al. 1986), an
important aspect of stereomotion perception. Area MT
also appears to be involved in pursuit tracking, primarily
in its initiation (Newsome & Wurtz 1988), and in the
perception of "structure-from-motion" (Andersen 1988).
Finally, MT neurons exhibit fairly broad disparity tuning
and, like those in MST (Komatsu et al. 1988), prefer
crossed-disparity stimulation (Maunsell & Van Essen
1983b). It should be noted in conjunction with MT's
purported proximal bias that the complete triad of behaviors comprising the "near reflex" has been elicited via
cortical stimulation only in the posterior superior ternporal sulcal region (Jampel 1959) containing what are now
known as MT and MST.
In accordance with the theory presented here, Maunsell and Van Essen (1987) recently hypothesized that the
bias of MT neuronal fields toward the inferior contralateral quadrant and crossed disparities is related to
the control of the contralateral hand during reaching.
These authors further support their argument by citing
the progressively slower speed preferences of MT neu-

thirds of them preferring near fixatios. it appears that a

rons in moving from the lateral periphery to the vertical
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Figure 8. The receptive field map of area 7a, illustrating the
bias toward the contralateral LVF. Reproduced from Robinson
et al. (1978, Figure 12), with permission from the American
Physiological Society and Dr. D. L. Robinson.

small minority of area 7a neurons responds prior to
saccadic gaze shifts (see Andersen 1987), but this relationship may largely reflect visual attentional influences
since the saccade-related firing rarely occurs in the dark
(Lynch et al. 1977; Robinson et al. 1978). Many neurons
are also active during pursuit eye movements (Lynch et
al. 1977) and can distinguish self-induced motion of the
environment during pursuit from actual background motion during steady fixation (Sakata et al. 1985). A significant percentage of area 7a neurons also responds to

meridian (Maunsell & Van Essen 1983a), which would
correspond to the decreasing visual angle traversed by
the arm as it moves further in depth toward the fixated
object. This propensity could also explain the underrepresentation in MT of cells that prefer downward,
oblique target motion toward the vertical meridian
(Maunsell & Van Essen 1983a), given that the reaching
arm rarely moves toward the fixated object from a higher
position in the visual field.
The purported role of MT in visually guided ieaching
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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behavior may also account for much of its ability to
process global motion. Paillard (1982), for example, distinguishes between visual channels responsible for highvelocity (global) motion analysis and positional (local)
displacement analysis, with the former responsible for
guiding the arm and hand from the lower periphery to the
central target area and the latter enabling the hand to
grasp the fixated object in central vision. MT's global
processing may also be important, however, in other
types of visuomotor coordination in peripersonal space.
For example, the sensitivity to shearing produced by
opposite movement in the cell's center versus surround
area would be useful in triggering the ocular following
during object pursuit (Miles & Kawano 1987), whereas
sensitivity to rotation-in-depth would be useful in object
manipulation (see section 2.4).
Comparative evidence also points to the major role of
-hinsg brhavor in determining the functional propertie. ef the middle temporal region, as illustrated by the
striking transformation in the visual map of MT that
emerged with the higher primates. Whereas the MT map
in the rhesus monkey is severely biased toward the
inferior contralateral quadrant, the visual representations
in the nocturnal prosimian galago (bushbaby) and the
nocturnal owl monkey are basically symmetrical about
the horizontal axis (Allman 1988; Maunsell & Van Essen
1987). This difference may be attributed to the fact that
prosimians (and, to a lesser extent, the owl monkey)
engage in more ballistic and stereotyped reaching behaviors than do rhesus monkeys (Bishop 1962). For example,
the bushbaby is primarily an insectivore that typically
places its hand within a few centimeters of the insect
before striking, in marked contrast to the LVF trajectory
of the hand during object reaching in diurnal primates.
An even more primitive and vertically symmetric tendency displayed by many nonprimate mammals (including
prosimians such as the lemur) is to pick up the food object
directly with the mouth. [See also: MacNeilage et al.:
"Primate Handedness Reconsidered" BBS 10(2) 1987.]
Although the above findings illustrate the tremendous
importance of reaching and other peripersonal behaviors
in dorsal system function, other researchers have suggested that a sensitivity to high movement velocities,
motion shearing, and opponent-vector motion demonstrate an additional involvement of area 7a and MT in the
processing of optical flow information during locomotion
through the environment (e.g. Allman et al. 1985; Steinmetz et al. 1987). Although such a role is consistent with
the disproportionate LVF representation in these regions, five major observations weigh against it. First, the
most rapid flow rates during locomotion are found in the
extreme LVF periphery, whereas most MT and area 7a
receptive fields are located within, or at least overlap, the
central 20 degrees of the visual field. Second, optical flow
patterns during locomotion are almost exclusively expanding (because we almost never move backwards),
whereas the majority of area 7a neurons respond to
motion away from the animal (Steinmetz et al. 1987).
Third, opposite motion in neighboring visual regions is
never produced by egomotion through the environment,
so the preference of dorsal neurons for antagonistic motion in the center versus surround must be related to
other factors. Fourth, the preference of d-rsal neurons
for near disparities and/or near fixations is inconsistent
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with the fact that most ground objects during locomotion
he near the null-disparity region surrounding the vertical
horopter, which slants along the ground from the base of
the animal to the horizon. Finally, it is difficult from an
ecological standpoint to understand why brain areas so
obviously involved in reaching and eye movement control should perform an optical flow analysis whose chief
value would be to maintain postural (i.e., leg) control. It
may be concluded, therefore, that the global motion
analyses performed by area 7a and MT are primarily
related to the control of reaching, pursuit eye movements
and other peripersonal behaviors, whereas flow patterns
during locomotion are more likely to be analyzed by
dorsomedial parietal areas that receive projections from
the extreme visual periphery (Allman 1977).
In summary, most of the above-cited properties of
neurons in the higher dorsal structures can be related
either directly or indirectly to near vision. While dorsal
neurons are not particularly involved in color or shape
processing, they do perform important visual analyses
(e.g., global motion perception) that are crucial to the
visuomotor behaviors carried out in peripersonal space.
Even the involvement of some area 7a neurons with
saccadic eye movements does not contradict the proposed relationship between the dorsal system and near
vision, as many saccades obviously occur within the
confines of peripersonal space, often in conjunction with
smooth eye movements. Indeed, the poor spatial resolution of most posterior parietal neurons renders them
incapable of signalling the precise location of objects in
space (Motter et al. 1987), so they would be of marginal
value in the visual scanning of extrapersonal space.
3.2.2. NeuropsychologIcal findings. A large of number of
human clinical studies have attempted to define the role
of the posterior parietal area in vision; thus, I provide only
a summary depiction here. Unfortunately, most clinical
investigations inherently lack the precise stimulus control and anatomical localization characteristic of the neurophysiological literature. Furthermore, the close anatomical proximity of the dorsal and ventral systems at
some stages (e.g., V4's adjacency to area MT, as shown in
Figure 6) almost guarantees that both systems are at least
partially damaged in a high percentage of clinical cases.
Finally, the posterior parietal area itself is not a unitary
structure, as it contains areas such as LIP (Andersen 1987;
1988) that receive substantial input from V4 and may
therefore be more closely aligned with the ventral system
(see Figure 7). Despite these reservations, neuropsychological evidence generally confirms the important role of
the posterior parietal area in the perceptual functions of
peripersonal space.
Two of the most prominent symptoms of posterior
parietal damage are a disturbance of visually guided
reaching and a constellation of oculomotor impairments,
both evident in a classic parietal disorder known as
Balint's syndrome. Many studies have documented the
reaching difficulties (see Damasio & Benton 1979; Perenin & Vighetto 1983), which also constitute one of the
cardinal symptoms of posterior parietal lobe damage in
monkeys (Lynch 1980). As for the oculomotor impairments, the literature review of Girotti et al. (1982) indicates that pursuit and vergence movements are much
more likely to be disturbed than are voluntary and spon-
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taneous saccades, a distinction also noted by PierrotDeseilligny et al. (1986). Optokinetic and vestibuloocular (VOR) reflexes are also frequently impaired by
parietal damage (Lynch 1980, Ventre & Faugier-Grimaud 1986).
A number of perceptual disturbances have also been
frequently observed following posterior parietal damage,
especially on the right side. These include global perceptual deficits, visual perseveration, and contralateral neglect. Included among theglobal deficitsare (a) anmnability
to perceive objects in unfamiliar (including three-dimensional) rotations (Warrington & Taylor 1973), (b) poor
recognition of fragmented -visual forms and random-dot
stereograms (Rothstein & Sacks 1972, Vaina 1989, Warrington & James 1967), (c) loss of stereomotion and other
global motion sensitivities (Vaina 1989, Zihli et al. 1983),
and (d) deficits in overall topographical visual orientation
(Benton et al. 1974; Girotti et al. 1982, Levine et al. 1985).
Global perceptual and visuomotor impairments often
accompany each other, as illustrated by the fact that
reaching disturbances were found in all 26 patients suffering from topographical disorientation (without memory
loss) in the literature reviewed by Levine et al. (1985).
As noted by Vaina (1989), the basis of the global
perceptual deficits exhibited by right parietal patients is
the inability to solve the correspondenceproblem - i.e.,
the ability to construct a global form from spatially distributed local elements. This capability involves a fundamentally nonlinear set of computations that involve the
magno/transient pathways to a relatively greater extent
(Bonnet 1987; Peterhans & Von Der Heydt 1989a). By
contrast, object, face, and color recognition are preserved
in parietal patients (Levine et al. 1985; Warrington &
James 1967), along with local stereopsis (Rothstein &
Sacks 1972). Zihli et al. (1983) reported an interestiag case
of a patient who apparently lost only the long-range
component of the motion system after presumed damage
to the middle temporal and/or occipito-parietal regions.
Stereomotion, pursuit tracking, and RT deficits also characterized this patient's syndrome, although saccadic eye
movements were unimpaired.
Another parietal disorder that appears to directly relate
to the LVF and/or near vision specializations is visual
perseveration (palinopsia). Both Critchley (1953) and
Bender et al. (1968) concluded that perseveration is most
likely to occur after damage to the occipito-parietal areas,
especially on the right side. While many different types of
palinopsia have been reported, perhaps the most coinmon type involves the mere prolongation of images,
suggesting a disorder of the transient visual pathways. In
normals, the transient (magno) system is believed to
reduce visual persistence by inhibiting the sustained
(parvo) system (Breitmeyer 1980), which may explain
why crossed-disparity and global stimuli (also predominantly processed by the magno system) exert important
inhibitory influences over uncrossed/local ones (Navon
1977; Richards 1972).
As mentioned in section 2.5, one of the most prominent
parietal symptoms is a disturbance of visual attention that
is especially evident in the hernispace contralateral to the
lesion site. This neglect syndrome has been exhaustively
investigated, but its origins and manifestations are still
the subject of wide debate. Recent evidence has established that parietal neglect is framed primarily in body-

centered coordinates (Gazzaniga & Ladavas 1987,
Kooistra & Heihnan 1989)' and biased toward the LVF,
both of which imply the disruption of a peripersonal
attentional mechanism. It is conceivable that the spatial
confusions and neglect stemming from the loss of a bodyLentered attentional sy stem also lead to the topographical
disorientation manifested by so man) parietal patients
(Le, inc et al. 1985). Although the body -centered coordinate system may be intimately tied to the behaviors
perfmimed in peripersonal space, it can also extend into
extrapersonal space, as would be expected given that
information contained in far vision is important in maintaining posture and regulating egolocomotion (Brandt et
al. 1975). The saccadic exploration of extrapersonal space
- necessarily tied to retinotopic coordinates - appears,
however, to be much less affected by parieto-occipital
damage than by frontal lesions, for example (Holmes
1938; Karpov et al. 1968). Thus, parietal damage interferes not with extrapersonal visual functioning per se, but
rather its representation in a body-centered coordinate
frame.
In summary, neuropsychological evidence reinforces
the view that the posterior parietal region engages mainly
in the visual control over peripersonal space. A dramatic
illustration of this involvement is reflected in a symptom
known as teleopsia, which is usually associated with
occipito-parietal damage. Teleopsia refers to the illusion
of objects and persons as being farther away than they
actually are (Critchley 1953) and may be a natural perceptual consequence of the loss of a near vision attentional
system. Although considered somewhat rare, it was also
reported by Newman et al. (1984) and in several patients
of Bender et al. (1968), and may turn out upon careful
investigation to be more common than previously
believed.
3.3. The ventral cortical visual system
3.3.1. Neurophysiological findings. It has long been recognized that neurons in the ventral (occipito-temporal)
pathways engage in substantially different processing
than their dorsal counterparts. The following review focusing primarily on the neurophysiology of IT and area
V4 - will attempt to show how the ventral system is
specialized for the scanning and recognition of objects in
extrapersonal space.
Consistent with several decades of monkey lesion evidence (Mishkin 1972; Sahgal & Iversen 1978; Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982), IT neurons appear to be
highly involved in object recognition and visual memory.
Most of these neurons have large receptive fields (averaging 25 degrees in diameter) that virtually always include
the fovea, even though they may be biased toward the
contralateral hemifield. In contrast to the response of
many dorsal neurons, IT neuronal activity is clearly tied
to the animal's gaze rather than to a head- or bodycentered coordinate system (Gross et al. 1979). Inferotemporal neurons often prefer highly complex shapes
or objects, including faces, and can respond to them in
any portion of their receptive field. Despite this "global"
capability, IT neurons are highly sensitive to slight
changes in the local contours of objects and shapes (Desimone et al. 1985, Gross et al. 1985), although they are
not "linear" responders in a strict sense. Like their parvo
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projection neurons, they also tend to respond in a sustained fashion, for as long as several hundred milliseconds
in some cases (Gross et al. 1974), which may account for
their involvement in long-term memory encoding
(Miyashita 1988).
Although the above properties are consistent with the
ventral system's proposed emphasis on extrapersonal
space, a more specific illustration of this link is provided
by recent analyses of "face-specific" neurons in the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (Perrett et al. 1984),
which receives important input from the inferior temporal lobe. Such neurons are highly responsive to ecologically valid spatial transformations in extrapersonal space
(e.g., a left facial profile along with a diverted gaze and
leftward movement), but are relatively unresponsive to
perceptually rare transformations (e.g., facial inversions),
Approximately 90% of the movement-in-depth neurons
in this area prefer movement toward the animal (Jeeves et
,1l. 1983), which makes sense in that receding motion
(stemming from backwards locomotion) is rarely encountered in extrapersonal space.
Lesion evidence has consistently pointed to a major
role of inferotemporal cortex in visual attention in primates (Butter 1969; Soper et al. 1975, Wilson et al. 1977),
not surprisingly, therefore, the average size of IT receptive fields closely approximates the extent of the extrapersonal attentional field. The involvement of IT neurons in
visual attention is illustrated by the finding that stimuli
passing through their receptive fields do not elicit a
strong response unless the animal is actually fixating and
attending to them (Gross et al. 1979). Indeed, many
neurons are more influenced by task-related cues and
sequencing than by the actual physical profile of the
stimulus (Fuster & Jervey 1982; Gross et al. 1979). As
mentioned earlier, a major purpose of the far attentional
system is to "glue" features into integrated wholes, so as
to ensure that forms composed of identical features in
different arrangements are not confused. Temporal neurons accordingly seem to be very sensitive to the overall
spatial arrangement of individual features (Perrett et al.
1984).
Posterior portions of the occipito-temporal pathways
contain neurons that are extensively involved in processing form and color information (Burkhalter et al. 1986,
Burkhalter & Van Essen 1986; Desimone & Schein 1987;
Desimone et al. 1985; Felleman & Van Essen 1987;
Moran & Desimone 1985). Most disparity-sensitive neurons in these areas are narrowly tuned, with their peak
response occurring when the stimulus is in the plane of
fixation (Burkhalter & Van Essen 1986). As discussed
earlier, this property would be expected of neurons
involved in far vision and contrasts markedly with the
crossed-disparity preference of MT and MST neurons.
Besides their involvemcnt in analyzing stimulus features,
these regions also appear to mediate the selection of
individual features (Braitman 1984; Gross et al. 1971;
Haenny & Schiller 1988; Manning 1971; Wilson et al.
1977). Feature selection requires that the anatomical
substrate of each feature "channel" be somewhat independent, as is confirmed by the pattern of cytochrome
oxidase (CO) staining in area V2. Cells that signal color
(e.g., double-opponent neurons) are more co; fined to
thinly stained CO regions, whereas nonchromatic (e.g.,
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orientation-selective) neurons are to a greater extent
found in nonstained regions (DeYoe & Van Essen 1988;
Livingstone & Hubel 1988a). The greater staining for
double-opponent neurons may reflect the leading role
that color plays in visual object search (Williams 196),
since such staining reflects a high degree of metabolic
activity.
A particularly well-studied posterior region predominantly associated with the ventral system is area V4, the
major source of input to IT. V4 is clearly involved in form
perception, as many of its neurons exhibit spatial frequency, color, and orientation selectivity and prefer that
the stimulus presented in their extensive background
field differ in some attribute (e.g., color or spatial frequency) from the stimulus presented in the center of the
receptive field (Desimone & Schein 1987, Desimone et
al. 1985). Area V4 has been the subject of some controversy among neurophysiologists, who are divided over
whether it is involved primarily in color constancy (Zeki
1980) or in a preliminary analysis and/or selection of
visual forms (Desimone & Schein 1987; Moran & Desimone 1985). The fact that many V4 neurons do not
respond well to color (Schein et al. 1982) conflicts with the
claim that their major purpose is to maintain color constancy. On the other hand, it would be useful for at least
some visual search neurons to have this ability, to ensure
the detectability of fruit and other colored objects despite
cyclical fluctuations in spectral illumination. Otherwise,
visual search would prove much less efficient, particularly when noncolor form cues are compromise by shading and large egocentric distances.
V4's role in visual search is also reflected in the spatially
selective attentional enhancement exhibited by its neurons (Moran & Desimone ] 985), which enables the spatial
coordinates of searched-for stimuli to be precisely defined. The enhancement of V4 neuronal activity can
extend as far as 15 degrees from the fixation point (Fischer
& Boch 1981), which, as mentioned earlier, corresponds
roughly to the limits of effective visual search in humans.
Neurons in V4 are probably more involved in the preparation for (rather than the execution of) saccades during
visual search, as the attentional enhancement to relevant
targets does not appear to require the execution of a
subsequent saccade to the target (Fischer & Boch 1985).
The actual programming of saccadic eye movements
during visual search is more likely to be controlled by
other areas to which V4 projects directly, such as the
frontal eye fields (Van Essen & Maunsell 1983). The
involvement of V4 in visual search may explain why it also
receives some magno input, since it must engage in
nonlinear (transient) response processing during rapid
scanning yet still perform at least a rudimentary form
analysis. The thinly stained CO pathways that project to
V4 are ideal for this purpose, since many of their inputs
originate in the interlaminar regions surrounding the
magno layers of the LGN (DeYoe & Van Essen 1988;
Hendrickson 1985).
Based on the above neurophysiological review, it may
be concluded that the major function of the ventral
system is to engage in sc inning and recognition of objects
in extrapersonal space. Posterior areas such as V4 appear
to be more involved in visual search and feature selection,
whereas IT and other anterior areas evidently perform
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the feature integration and memory scarch required for
object recognition. No neurophysiological evidence directly links the higher stages of the ve-tral system with
the UVF, but then again neither has any single-neuronal
study to date specifically addressed the proposed hypothesis that far attention, rather than far sensory processing
per se, is biased toward the UVF.
3.3.2. NeuropsychologIcal findings. Although the visual
deficits produced by ventral damage in humans are rarely
as precise as those exhibited in monkey lesion studies,
clinical evidence generally supports the view of the yentral system outlined above. A listing of those symptoms
specifically produced by damage to the occipito-temperal
pathways in humans includes the following disorders:
alexia (reading loss), color agnosia, visual object agnosia,
prosopagnosia (impaired facial recognition), and topographical memory loss (see Albert et al. 1979; Cummings
et al. 1983; Damasio & Damasio 1983; Damasio et al.
1982; Larrabee et al. 1985; Levine et al. 1985; Meadows
1974a; 1974b). Recent evidence (Robertson et al. 1988)
also suggests that temporal lobe damage in humans specifically produces a disorder of local perception (e.g., the
inability to-perceive the small E's in Figure 2a). Most of
the above disorders tend to correlate well among themselves, and may be linked to more basic impairments. For
example, prosopagnosia has been attributed to a general
disturbance of visual memory (Damasio et al. 1982; Hecaen & Albert 1978), while defective visual search and
scanning mechanisms may underlie object agnosia
(Bender & Feldman 1972; Kinsbourne & Warrington
1962).
Rarely do the above symptoms accompany those resultiig from parietal lobe damage. For example, prosopagnosia correlates poorly with deficits in reaching,
visuospatial orientation, and global form perception
(Levine et al. 1985; Wasserstein et al. 1987), as illustrated
by the fact that not one of the 28 prosopagnosics in Levine
et al.'s (1985) review showed a reaching defect. Although
disorientation in relation to one's surrounding environment may occur after either occipito-parietal or occipitotemporal damage, the latter is more typically followed by
a loss of topographical memory and the former by the loss
of a spatial coordinate system in which to place the
remembered landmarks (Levine et al. 1985). Yet, the
parietal patient may be able to describe the place to be
visited without being able to describe how to get there, so
some spatial memory obviously remains intact. In fact,
temporal lobe involvement in spatial memory is supported by recent studies of patients with anterior temporal lobe damage (Goldstein, et al. 1989; Jones-Gotman
1986), although the integrity of the hippocampus (also
damaged in these studies) is considered more critical for
the nonegocentric representation of visual space (JonesGotman 1986). Given, however, that the hippocampus
receives heavy projections from the temporal lobe and
that the visual component of the hippocampal amnesic
syndrome can be almost completely duplicated by bilateral destruction of the temporal lobes (Horel 1978), it may
be presumed that an extrapersonal spatial representation
is also contained in the temporal visual areas, as would be
required of an area so intimately involved in visual search
and scanning.

It is particularly relevant to the present theory that the
above impairments are almost always associated with
disturbed vision in one or both UVF quadrants (Damasio
& Damasio 1983; Meadows 1974a). The link between
occipito-temporal damage and the UVF is invariably
attributed to damage to adjacent inferior striate and
prestriate occipital areas (representing the UVF) or to
damage to the UVF radiations that course beneath the
temporal lobe on their way from the LGN to V1, via what
is known as Meyer's loop. Several factors suggest, however, that the link between the temporal lobe specializations and the UVF may also arise from the UVF bias of the
far attentional system (see section 2.7). For one, excisions
limited to the temporal pole (well away from the radiation
fibers) can result in transient UVF deficits (Van Buren &
Baldwin 1958), reminiscent of the transient LVF attentional deficits that occur after parietal damage. Second,
most temporal lobe patients are not even aware of their
UVF defects (Jensen & Seedorff 1976; Van Buren &
Baldwin 1958), which suggests that they have a fieldspecific attentional deficit in addition to the actual sensory loss. 9 Third, UVF-specific memory loss and/or neglect
can occur after damage to prefrontal visual areas and can
be unaccompanied by actual sensory loss (see section
4.2.3). Fourth, recent cerebral blood flow experiments in
humans have revealed that the inferior temporal and
inferior (UVF) occipital regions compose a unified system
that is activated during visual imagery tasks (Goldenberg
et al. 1989). Finally, it has been reported that patternsensitive epilepsy - presumably associated with temporal
lobe dysfunction - is much more easily elicited by UVF
than LVF stimulation (Soso et al. 1980).
The most plausible reason why no extrapersonal analogue of the parietal neglect syndrome has been reported
after damage to the temporal lobe (or, for that matter, any
other area) in humans is that neuropsychological testing
generally permits free eye movements under continuous
viewing, effectively piecluding a retinotopically mediated neglect from revealing itself. By comparison, those
animal studies demonstrating UVF and/or extrapersonal
neglect have maintained precise fixational control.
Nevertheless, the poor recognition of upper facial features in prosopagnosia (Gloning & Quatember 1966) and
other indications of distorted or absent upper-half form
perception (see Levine et al., Figure 2) point to a UVF
attentional neglect in many temporal lobe patients.
In summary, the neuropsychological literature confirms that the ventral portion of the primate visual system
is involved in the scanning and recognition of objects,
faces, and other images in extrapersonal space, but not in
the reaching, oculomotor, and global perceptual functions performed by the dorsal system. In contrast to the
latter's LVF representational bias, the anterior temporal
visual areas may be linked to the UVF only via higherorder attentional mechanisms. It is not known whether
ventral damage leads to an exaggerated emphasis on near
vision, mirroring the teleopsia associated with parietal
damage. Although Penfield and Rasmussen (1950) reported that distance illusions in either direction were
common after temporal lobe stimulation, a map of their
stimulation sites clearly indicates that some must have
been located in the middle and superior temporal areas,
which are hypothesized to subserve near vision.
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4. The origins of the near and far visual systems
In the primate
As argued previously, a major limitation of previous
dorsal-ventral theories is their failure to put forth plausible ontogenetic and/or phylogenetic scenarios to explain
the origins of these specializations. Consequently, the final major section of this paper briefly explores the roles of
near and far vision in shaping the primate visual system.
It is now widely accepted that visual experience plays a
critical role in the development of the visual system. Of
course, some genetic influences may directly guide the
formation of at least crude topographical representations
and specializations, whereas others (such as those described in section 1.1) may determine the specific milieu
wherein the neurodevelopmental shaping of the primate
visual system occurs. Yet it is clear that visual experience
exerts a profound influence over the formation of higher
cortical visual maps and specializations (see Hyvarinen
1982; Maunsell & Van Essen 1987; Von Der Malsburg &
Singer 1988) and can even alter the visual representations
at subcortical and retinal levels (Shatz & Stretavan 1986;
Von Der Marlsburg & Singer 1988). Furthermore, the
experiential shaping of the visual system depends not
only on what is "seen," but also on what is "attended"
(Singer 1985).
Thus, it is likely that differential experiences in the
near and far visual realms shape the primate visual system. Even the most basic manifestation of the functional
link between the LVF and near vision - namely, the
greater ganglion density in the LVF, present in most
mamnmals (Skrandies 1987) - may be subject to experiential shaping, because it is not evidenced in the visual
perimetry maps of human infants (Schwartz et al. 1987).
Likewise, the parvo representation in the LGN -'-nbe
reduced by refractive error during developmen. (Von
Noorden et al. 1983), which limits access to the fai visual
environment. In the following sections, it will be shown
how one developmental influence - the vestibular system's role in reaching and oculomotor integration - may
contribute greatly to the development of near vision and
the dorsal visual system. Conversely, important transformations of the primate LGN and its ventral projection
areas, the superior colliculus, and the frontal visual areas
can all be traced to the emergence of far vision,
4.1. Nar vision and the vestibular n,,stm
As noted by Ornitz (1970), the vestibular system provides
one of the most important sources of information about
the position of the body in space. Although it is by no
means exclusively concerned with peripersonal space,
the vestibular system does provide critical inputs for
many near vision functions, including pursuit eye movelleUit. (LatItIa1Ii et al. -1u,
1 "agnusson Ct al. n°Q,I
and
limb control (Fukuda 1959, Jeannerod & Biguer 1987).
Despite decades of controversy, the most definitive
evidence to date has localized the major cortical yestibular projection to the posterior bank of the superior
temporal gyrus (Friberg et al. 1985), in accordance with
Penfield's (1957) proposed locus based on cortical stimulation data. Although the efferents from this region hae
not beenapparently
precisely mapped,
major vestibular
stream
courses adorsally
into the projection
posterior
parietal lobe (see Hyvarmen 1982), in close proximity to
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areas MT and MST. The involvement of the vestibular
system in parietal function has long been recognized, and
the deficits of the parietally lesioned patient are analogous to those of labyrinth-defective individuals (Barlow
1970). Parietal symptoms such as the loss of a bodycentered coordinate system, spatial disorientation, oculomotor (pursuit, OKN, and VOR) deficits, limb biases, and
contralateral neglect all resemble the symptoms of unilateral or bilateral vestibular damage. Indeed, vestibular
destruction itself can produce unilateral neglect (Jeannerod & Biguer 1987), whereas unilateral vestibular stimulation can alleviate the symptoms of parietal neglect
(Cappa et al. 1987; Rubens 1985).
The justification for assigning the vestibular system an
important role in the development of the dorsal system is
based on three principal factors. First, the vestibular
system is an ontogenetically precocious system, with
many vestibulo-ocular reflexes well-established by birth
(Eviatar et al. 1979), so it is quite capable of influencing
the postnatal development of the higher visual pathways.
Second, it has been hypothesized that left-right vestibular asymmetry may be responsible for a further subdivision of near versus far visual perception into the left
and right hemispheres of most humans (see Previc, in
preparation). Finally, disruption of dorsal visual functioning has been hypothesized to occur in at least two disorders linked to vestibular dysfunction: strabismic amblyopia and visuospatial dyslexia (Previc, in preparation).
Regarding the second argument cited above, I recently
theorized that the existence ofleft vestibi-ar dominance
in most humans leads to a greater involvement of the right
parietal lobe in vestibular processing (see also Penfield
1957). The specialization for vestibular functions may, in
turn, promote the right parietal area's greater emphasis
on near vision, based on two principal observations.
First, recent neuropsychological studies have convincingly established a dissociation between the hemispheres
in terms of global versus local processing (Delis et al.
1986; Vaina 1989), with the right hemisphere superior in
global perception (e.g., the large S in Figure 2a) and the
left in local perception (e.g. the small E's in Figure 2a).
Second, the right hemisphere is believed to possess a
more bilateral attentional system, whereas the left appears to be more exclusively concerned with the right
side of space (Heilman & Van Den Abell 1980). This is
reflected in both the neglect of the left side of space
following right-parietal damage and the left-right confusions following left-parietal damage (McFie & Zangwill
1960). The bilateral attentional system of the right hemisphere can be related to its putative emphasis on near
vision because the guidance of proximal arm movements
is more bilateral than is that of distal movements (Haaxma
& Kuypers 1975).
An
contribution of the vestiblar system to
the development of the dorsal system is also suggested by
its alleged role in strabismic amblyodia and viuospatial
dyslexia, both linked to possible magno dysfunction
Regarding the former disorder, it appears that low-contrast and low-luminance (i.e., magno) -isual performance
is impaired in the amblyopic eye of strabismics, whereas
spatial resolution and suprathreshold (i.e., parvo) %ision
are left relatively intact (Barbeito et al. 1987, Flom &
Bedell 1985, Hess & Bradley 1980). The putative mragno
loss coincides with the deficits exhibited by strabismics in
.mportant
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velocity discrimination, contrast sensitivity, RTs, and
pursuit eye movements (Hamasaki & Flynn 1981, Hilz et
al. 1977; Tychsen & Lisberger 1986b), including the
failure to show the normal LVF advantage in pursuit
tracking. In general, impaired global spatial percept.. -i i
the face of presened pattern vision and acuity characterizes the strabismic amblyopia deficit, whereas the
reverse may be true for the refractive amblyopias and
other "far" visual disorders (see Barbeito et al. 1987,
Flom & Bedell 1985, Hilz et al. 1977). Although a pcripheral labyrinthine defect in most cases of strabismus is
unlikely, various "vestibular" symptoms are frequently
observed in this disorder, including an abnormal VOR
(Hoyt 1982; Schor & Westall 1984), abnormal caloric and
postrotary nystagmus (Salman & Von Noorden 1970:
Slavik 1982), and atypical postural biases (Niederlandova
& Litvinenkova 1973). It is not known whether the
strabismic perceptual deficits are caused by the oculomotor imbalances also manifested in this disorder or vice
versa, but recent evidence indicates that relatives of
strabismics who do not actually show the oculomotor
deviations may nonetheless exhibit many of the "magno"
perceptual deficits (Tychsen 1989).
More convincing evidence links impaired vestibular
pi ocessing with visuospatial dyslexia (see Previc, in preparation). For example, many reading-disabled individuals
suffer from vestibulo-cerebellar oculomotor symptoms
(Levinson 1988) and manifest severe postural problems
when relying exclusively on vestibular inputs (Horak et
al. 1988). Moreover, all postmortem aialyses to date have
indicated prominent neuroanomalies in the posterior
superior temporal gyral region of dyslexic brains (Galaburda et al. 1985). It has also been suggested that
visuospatial dyslexics suffer from a specific disorder of the
transient (magno) pathways (Martin & Lovegrove 1984),
based on evidence of increased visual persistence and
reduced low :patiai frequency sensitivity (Badcock &
Lovegrove 181, Martin & Lovegrove 1984). Consistent
with this hypothesis are the many reports (e.g., AdlerGrinberg & Stark 1978, Bogacz et al. 1974, Pavlidis 1981)
of pursuit deficits among dyslexics, although this finding
has not always been replicated (see Brown et al. 1983).
The vestibular hypothesis is not the only one that may
be invoked to account for the posterior parietal lobe's bias
toward near vision and the LVF, but alternative explanations do not suffice as easily. For example, the dorsal
location of the LVF projection in primary visual cortex
could promote a near vision bias throughout the entire
dorsal brain because of the confinement of peripers(,nal
space to the LVF. This scenario is contradicted, however,
by the enormous crossover of LVF and UVF projections
from V1 to the highest stages of the dorsal and ventral
systems, which suggests that higher-order visual field
biases dcpcid tfl-fiooL L,. L
Uulrukit
olXt., sptJf
cializations than on the location of primary visual cortical
representations. Second, the proximity of somatosensory
cortex to the posterior parietal area may influence the
latter's specialization for reaching, eye movements, etc.
Area 7a is only circuitously linked with somatosensory
cortex (Pandya & Seltze 1980), however, and it is less
evident that somatosensory disturbances can account for
the gross reaching biases, disorientation, and inattention
to peripersonal space manifested in the parietal neglect
syndrome.

i summary, the pre-eminent factor responsible for the
dorsal visual system's emphasis on peripersonal space
may be its anatomical relationship with the cortical yestibular pathways. The contribution ofvestibular inputs to
the specialization of MT and other doi sal areas for motion
processing and %isuoinotorcoordination is obviously not
limited to primates, however, as tLiese phylogenetically
older areas engage in similar functions in nonprimates
(Schiller 1986; Tusa et al. 1989). Rather, the unique
behavioral interactions performed in peripersonal space
(see section 3.2.1) ultimately determine the specific LVF
biases of the dorsal visual system in primates.
4.2. The emergence of far vision and Its neural
consequences
Although the emergence of far vision gave rise to widespread transformations in the primate brain, the organizing factors governing the neurodevelopmental shaping of
the far visual system are more obscure than in the case of
the near system. One possibility is that the ventral location of far vision may also be determined largely by
nonvisual influences. Perhaps the most important of
these are the close proximity of primary auditory cortex
(since the auditory system is also concerned with extrapersonal space) and the limbic system (whose involvement in emotional associations, cognitive maps, etc.,
implies an emphasis on the extrapersonal environment).
Far visual structures such as the superior colliculus and
the frontal eye fields are not closey linked anatomically
with the limbic region, however, and their auditory
responses are more influenced by visual factors (i.e., gaze
direction) than their visual responses are influenced by
auditory factors (see Bruce 1988). A second possibility is
that far visual functions are assigned by default, and
reside only in those regions that have not already become
entwined with near vision. This hypothesis is somewhat
consistent with developmental evidence, in that the
crossed-disparity system does appear to develop first
(Mustillo 1985) although the magno system may take
longer to mature (Hickey 1977). The growth of the far
visual sy..tem was not accomplished merely by enlarging
those areas already outside the near visual system's
sphere of influence, however, its development also entailed the active transformation of structures such as the
LGN and superior colliculus that once served mainly in a
near visual capacity (see below).
In contrast to its somewhat shrouded ontogeny, the far
visual system's phylogenetic origins can be more clearly
traced to the ecological developments described in section 1.1. This is particularly true of the profound transformations wrought in three important visual regions; the
LGN and its parvo-projection areas, the superior colhculus, and the visual areas of the prefrontal cortex.
4.2.1. The lateral geniculate nucleus and the ventral systern. The primate LGN differs in two important respects
from that of other mammalian species. First, functionally
distinct cell classes are much more segregated anatomically, and second, the size of the parvo system is markedly increased (see Guillery 1979). Both of these trends are
also observed within the primate order itself. Compared
to the LGN of diurnal monkeys, for instance, that of the
prosimian galago contains additional laminae besides the
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13,3
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magnn and parvo ones, exhibits much less striking functional segregation among laminae, and does not include
as great a parvo representation (Norton & Casagrande
1982).
Many features of the LGN are formed during prenatal
development, but the final distribution of laminae and
cell types depends on experience. Much of the postnatal
shaping is brought about by binocular competitive interactions, but attentional factors may also play a role
(Singer 1985) since a cortifugal attentional gating is believed to operate at the level of the geniculate (Singer
1977). Thus, the tremendous expansion of the parvo
system in the higher primates might have been influenced by the increased attention to far vision. This may
also be true for the "mixed" cells in the magno layers,
which have many properties in common with parvo units.
In the cat, a small percentage of neurons possess both Xlike and Y-like properties, which apparently reflects tne
synapsing of geniculate X-cells onto Y-cell axons (Garraghty 1985). Evidently, the percentage of such "mixed"
cells substantially increases after disruption of the Y-cell
pathways by monocular deprivation (Freidlander et al.
1982), suggesting an increased competitive advantage fui,
the linear X-cells under these circumstances. It may be
speculated that the emphasis on far vision in the primate
produces a similar bias against transient, nonlinear Ycells, thereby increasing the tenacity (and survival rate) of
parvo neurons in anatomically defined magno space.
Although the greater laminar segregation is believed to
decrease many of the competitive interactions between
cell types in the primate geniculate (Guillery 1979), it has
nevertheless been shown that a disruption of far vision
can indeed selectively reduce the percentage of parvo
units (Von Noorden et al. 1983).
It can be predicted, then, that parvo units should
largely be confined to the visual search field (i.e., the
central 30 degrees), whereas cells with nonlinear receptive field properties should predominate in the more
peripheral LVF regions in which visually guided reaching
and other more global processing occur. Parvo and magno
cells do, in fact, disproportionately represent the central
and peripheral portions of the visual field, respectively
(Connolly & Van Essen 1984, Derrington & Lennie
1984), although these biases may be smaller than previously believed (Livingstone & Hubel 1988b). The magno representation may also be slightly biased toward the
LVF (Connolly & Van Essen 1984), but a definitive
confirmation of this anisotropy may be precluded by
current anatomical mapping limitations.
The major expansion of the LGN parvo system in
primates is paralleled by a large increase in the size of the
temporal lobe, in which it predominantly terminates. In
fact, Diamond and Hall (1969) argued that the expansion
of the temporal vismal areas represents one of the most
salient features of primate evolution. Although it has
since been shown that at least some rudimentary parallels
exist between cats and monkeys (Campbell 1978), other
researchers continue to doubt whether a clearcut homologue of the prnate inferotemporal areas is found in this
species (Tusa & Palmer 1980). The primate occipitotemporal pathways, however, are distinguished not only
by their anatomical expansion but also by their unique
functional specializations. For example, VP (the UVF
portion of V3) appears to be much more involved in color,
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shape, and other far visual analyses in the diurnal rhesus
than in the nocturnal owl monkey (see Burkhalter et al.
1986). Also, the presence of large numbers of "facesensitive" neurons in the inferior and anterior temporal
regions has apparently not been reported in any species
other than the rhesus monkey, as is consistent with the
enhanced role of facial expression as a means of social
communication in the higher primates.
It is difficult to account for the major expansion of the
parvo/ventral pathways in primates if they merely subserve object perception, since there is no indication that
cats and other mammals cannot learn object discriminations quite well. Rather, what differentiates primates
from most other mammals is the significant enlargement
of extrapersonal space, the striking increase in the ability
to scan it, and the rexaarkable visuospatial memory for
objects in it (Menzel 1973).
4.2.2. The superior colliculus. Another subcortical visual
structure that has been radically altered by the emergence of far vision in the primate is the superior colliculus. This structure plays an important role in visual
search, saccadic eye movement initiation, and orientation
toward visual and other stimuli. It has accordingly been
assigned to the far visual system in primates (Rizzolatti et
al. 1985; Rizzolatti & Camarda 1987).
Perhaps the most distinct feature of the primate colliculus is its adoption of a binocular visual coordinate
system relative to the animal's fixation. Unlike the colliculi
of other mammals, which receive inputs that emanate
almost exclusively from the contralateral retina, the primate colliculus receives a substantial input from the
ipsilateral retina in initiating saccades confined to the
contralateral visual field (Allman 1977; Goldberg &Robinson 1978; Sprague et al. 1973). This transformation has
been attributed to the evolution of frontally directed eyes
and good binocular vision (Allman 1977), but cats also have
a largely contralateral retinal projection, despite their
good binocular vision. It is more likely that this change
represents an adaptation to the increased emphasis on far
vision, inwhichbinocularinputlimitedtothecontralateral
visual field would be important in targeting saccades. By
contrast, off-axisimagesofnearobjectsthatarenotdirectly
fixated (and therefore the target ofpotentialfixation)are so
disparate that only one eye's input is useful in directing
saccades to the contralateral hemifield. Ordinarily, this
would be the input from the contralateral eye, which is
dominant in that same hemifield (Miles 1954).
The above interpretation is consistent with the results
of recent perceptual studies that have investigated the
ability to ube eye-of-origin (utrocular) information. Utrocular discriminations are only possible for the transient,
low spatial frequency stimuli that predominate in peripersonal space (Martens et al. 1981), whereas eye-oforigin information cannot be used during target search
(Wolfe & Franzel 1988), which entails a binocular scanning of extrapersonal space. The putative link between
utrocular processing and peripersonal space is also consistent with the role of area MT - a near vision region - in
ocular rivalry, discrimination, and dominance (Logothetis & Schall 1989; Previc, in preparation).
The binocular representation of the contralateral hemifield in the primate colliculus may be largely dependent
upon the descending effeients from primary visual cor-
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tex. Indeed, coi tical cooling has been shown to abolish
almost all visual responses in the intermediate and
deeper layers of the primate colliculus (Schiller et al.
1974). Although the corticotectal projection emanates
largely from 'lie magno pathways (Schiller et al. 1979), its
disproportionate representation of the central visual field
(Wilson & Toyne 1970) indicates that these magno inputs
probably mediate the transient processing required in
the scanning of extrapersonal space.
Other indications that the superior colliculus has been
transformed into a far visual structure are the lack of
directional sensitivity in the vast majority of its cells and
the inability to elicit combined head and eye movements
upon stimulation (see Goldberg & Robinson 1978). Both
of these properties contrast strikingly with the properties
of the cat colliculus, in which a high degree of directional
selectivity is found and head movements are readily
elicited. Such a difference is expected, of course, given
that cats rarely move their eyes without a concomitant
head movement (Guitton et id.1984) whereas primates
only make combined eye-head movements when the
distance to the target exceeds the 15 degree radius of the
visual search field (Bahill et al. 1975).
It is intriguing to note in connection with the proposed
collieular link with far vision that neglect of the UVF has
been shown to accompany collicular damage in many
species (see Sprague et al. 1973). Some researchers have
argued that damage to the colliculus itself is not crucial for
the production of this syndrome, but that the critical
locus may be the pretectum (Pasik et al. 1969) or intertectal commissures (Matelli et al. 1983). UVF receptive field
biases do, in fact, exist in the superior colliculi of many
mammals (Drager & Hubel 1976, Sprague et al. 1973,
Figure 9), just as stimulation of thecollicilus (alongwitha
host of other midbrain structures) results in a preponderance of upward, divergent eye movements (Sprague
et al. 1973). Ironically, no clear vertical anisotropy has
been reported in the primate colliculus, although previous topographical mapping studies have used only anesthetized animals.
Despite the negative topographical results in primates,
it is tempting to speculate that the role of the primate
colliculus in far vision is somehow linked to its involveinent in a midbrain system oriented toward the UVF. In
fact, an excess of convergence accompanies the UVF
neglect produced by pretectia lesions in monkeys (Pasik
et al. 1969), in striking opposition to the impaired convergence and LVF neglect produced by parietal lesions
(see section 3.2.2). The greater convergence associated
with UVF neglect also parallels the increased convergence produced by descent of the eyes in humans (see
section 1.1).
4.2.3. The preirontai visual areas. it is now believed that
the dorsal-ventral division of the primate visual pathways
continues into the frontal lobes, with the parietal and
temporal visual areas mamntainint xtensive and reciprocal connections with the sur .r and inferior frontal
regions, respectively (Bruce If , Goldman-Rakic 1987).
As with the temporal visual areas, the frontal lobe has
undergone a tremendous expansion im primates (Goldman-Rakic 1987), but this expansion may not merely
r..iect an enhanced emph.sis on extrapersonal space
(which would have led piimarily to an expansion of the

inferior regions). Rather, the general importance of the
prefrontal areas in attention and behavioral control - as
well as their strategic ability to monitor processing in near
and far visual space - may mean that they play a pivotal
role in regulating the balance between the two posterior
visual systems. Perhaps the extensive interconnectious
between the superior and inferior frontal regions (Goldman-Rakic 1987) serve as the force that ultimately integrates the primate's perceptual interactions within its
three-dimensional visual world.
The specialization of the inferior frontal lobe for object
recognition and memory parallels that of the inferior
temporal lobe, wheream the adjacent dorsal region surround.ig the principal sulcus may duplicate many of the
specializations of the posterior parietal area (Bruce 1988,
Goldman-Rakic 1987). These differences may correlate
with the different eye movements elicited in the superior
versus inferior portions of the frontal eye fields (areas 8
and 45, respectively). Whereas sa'cades elicited from the
superior portion are large in amplitude (extending well
beyond the typical distance traversed during visual
search), the much smaller amplitude of inferior saccades
indicates that they are instrumental in scanning closer to
the fovea (Bruce 1988). Furthermore, eyc movements
elicited from the superior and inferior fields may be
relatively biased toward the LVF and UVF, respectively
(Bender 1980, Wagman 1964), despite the presence of
multiple oculomotor maps in each region (Bruce et al.
1985).
It has yet to be firmly established whether the UVF
neglect noted by Goldmnan-Rakic (1987, Figure 3) arises
from a more ventral location in prefrontal cortex than
does LVF neglect, or whether it corresponds to the locus
of the IT projection area. Nor is it clear whether the
prefrontal UVF neglect is related to the extrapersonal
neglect noted by Rizzolatti et al. (1985), as these authors
have not distinguished between the role of the superior
and inferior arcuate regions in attending to extrapersonal
space. In producing the far visual neglect in their
monkeys, however, Rizzolatti et al. (1985) appear to have
damaged primarily the ventral arcuate region. Perhaps
this is also why Latto and Cowey (1971) observed a
deviation of the eyes into the ipsilateral LVF following
unilateral damage to the frontal eye fields.
As knowledge concerning the functional specializations
of prefrontal cortex continues to grow, the above issues
will undoubtedly be settled. For now, it can at least be
hyputhesized that the ventral arcuate and midbrain UVF
attentional systems work together in directing attention
to the realm of extrapersonal space, paralleling their
critical combined role in the initiation of voluntary saccadic eye movements (Schiller 1986).
5. Conclusions
The foregoing theoretical review of the specializations of
the LVF and UVF and their respective neural systems
indicates that both were greatly enhanced by the increased segregation of near and far visual space that
occurred during primate evolution. The LVF has been
shown to be more important in the perceptual processes
required of visuomotor coordination in peripersonal
space (largely performed by the dorsal pathways of the
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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primate visual system), whereas the UVF has been linked
with the visual search and recognition mechanisms directed toward extrapersonal space (primarily controlled
by the ventral system). In contrast to previous theories,
this one has adopted an ecological perspective in relating
neural functioning to the perceptual processes required
for successfully operating intihe greatly expanded threedimensional visual world of the primate. It has also
emphasized the role of experiential rather than genetic
factors in the actual shaping of the higher visual areas of
the primate brain.
The comprehensive theoretical perspective put forth
in this paper offers the possibility of unifying a wealth of
diverse and previously unexplained findings regarding
the nature and origins of human visual perception. Almost all of these findings have been, or could be, the
subject of individual review and debate. Regrettably, it
must be conceded that many important points of discussion were necessarily glossed over in the attempt to
present as comprehensive a theory as possible. There is
undoubtedly danger in such a decision, which Martin
(1988) has described as going "a bridge too far." Indeed,
Martin's argument is supported by the revelation that a
largely neglected set of findings concerning differences
between the LVF and UVF may provide an important
clue in piecing together the origins of the primate visual
The intent of this theory, however, is not to
system.
t
constrain the interpretation of existing data, but to expand the scope of future research. Its essential message to
future visual research is that the primate visual system
can only be understood in relation to a richly threedimensional visual world and the behavioral interactions
engendered therein,
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NOTES
1. The projection of the visual fields to opposite hemispheres
is certainly consistent with the basic left-right division of the
visual world. It has also been proposed that a weaker subcortical
dorsal-ventral brain axis mirrors the up-down split of the visual
rld .......9
.
but h
superseded the primordial vertical one in determining the
structure of the primate higher visual cortical pathvays.
2. It is not clear why Yasuma et al. did not find A visual field
effect, but the relatively small stimulus ('34) compared to those
used in the other studies could have been a factor.
3. One potentially serious flaw, for example, involved the use
of extremely brief (30-mscc) stimulus presentations that probably prevented the more sluggish Lolor-oppnent liainls from
being activated (King-Smith & Carden 1)76).
4. At the time of this paper's acceptance, Hong and Regan
(1989) published additional findings concerning the %
isual fitld
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representation of motion-in-depth perception. Although UVFLVF differences were not mentioned by these authors, it still
appears that the LVF may predominate in stercomotion detection for most subjects (D. Regan, personal communication),
particularly those who possess no major stereomotion scotomas.
5. It should be noted that Richards and Lieberman's finding
was challenged by Bradshaw, Frisby et al. (1987), who found no
near-far asymmetry in the ability of their subjects to detect
structure-from-motion. Two factors may underlie the discrepancy between the two results. First, the tasks in the respective
studies were different (volume estimation vs. shape discrimination), with the shape discrimination task in Bradshaw et al.'s
study yielding extremely high overad correct detections (90%),
thereby raising the possibility that a ceiling effect was introduced. Second, the stimuli in Bradshaw et al.'s study were
presented in the UVF only, a potentially serious flaw in view of
the purported UVF bias against crossed disparities.
6. I personally have failed to observe an elimination of the
corridor and Ponzo illusions at equiluminance in my own
laboratory.
7. Since the monkey's head was restrained in Andersen et
al.'s study, it is possible that their "head-centered" cells actually
signal spatial location in a body-center d frame of reference,
which would arguably be more useful ir &nitoring the po. 4tion
of the limbs during reaching. Since Gazzaniga and Ladavas
(1987) demonstrated that parietal nelect is not framed in a
head-centered coordinate system, a boly-centered explanation
seems more plausible. (See also DiZio & Lackner 1989)
8. Gazzaniga and Ladavas (1987) actually suggest that parietal neglect may be framed in gravitational coordinates, but the
corporeal and gravitational axes were aligned in their experiments. It is difficult to understand why visual control of the
motor system- which is organized corporeally (i.e., the left and
right hemispheres control the right and left sides of the body,
respectively) - would be framed in nonegocentric gravitational
coordinates.
9. Critehley (1953) noted the much greater awareness of
visual field defects after anterior (e.g., optic tract) as opposed to
cortical damage. Since visual attention operates even at the
level of primary visual cortex (Ilaenny & Schiller 1988), it may
be assumed that all posterior cortical damage is accompanied by
some degree of attentional impairment.
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Does visual-field specialization really have
implications or coordinated visuai-motor

behavior?
Richard A. Abrams
Departmentof Psychology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130
Electronic mall: c39823 ra@wuvmd.bitnet
Given the imp rtanee of visual-imotur coordination, it is not
Surprising that distinct br,un necdianisms might underlie the
processing of visual information related to reaclng in peripersonal space dower visual field) and the visual information
needed tosearmh furandevaluatu obJLcts m xtraprsonalspatc
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(upper visual field). What isfascinatingabout Previc's analysis is
that there exists considerable evidencc from a variety of domains in support of this possibility. Indeed, his theory ntegrates a wide range of seemingly disparate neurophysiological
and psychological findings into a cohesive framework Nc. rtheless, despite all that it has to recommend it, the theory falls
somewhat short because it is incomplete. In particular, it is not
at all clear what the implications of this perceptual specialization
are for the control of actual reaching behaviors.
Previc's analysis rests on the premise that vsual specialization
arose, in part, from the evolution of visuomotor manipulatory
skills (i.e., "eye-hand coordination"). He shows, quite con-vincingly, that the visual functions that are presumably needed to
monitor such limb movements are best performed by parts of
the visual system that work best in the lower visual field, and the
visual functions needed to perform scanning, visual search, and
object recognition are best performed by parts of the brain that
are linked to the upper visual field. While considerable evidence is presented to support this perceptualspecialization, the
link to actual motor behavior is somewhat tenuous. The problem
can be stated as follows: The fact that the visual-field specialization seems to be just what is needed to accomplish reaching and
scanning in the world does not in itself constitute evidence that
this is why the specialization exists, or that this is why the
specialization evolved as it did.
Unfortunately, little evidence is offered to indicate that the
control of reaching depends on visual-field specialization at all.
For example, Previc argues that "an ability to attend specifically
to the contralateral, proximal LVF would allow the trajectory of
the reaching hand to be more accurately monitored" (sect. 2.5,
para. 2). This may indeed be true, but what is the evidence that
it is true? What is needed to complete the theory is an analysis of
the extent to which principles of motor control are consistent
with the properties of the mechanisms that Previc assumes are
involved in that control.
Although it is not completely understood precisely what kinds
of visual analyses are actually performed on images of moving
limbs, or how people might actually use visual information to
prepare and produce limb movements, there has been considerable work on these issues. Unfortunately this research is not
addressed in the target article. In what follows, I outline a few
such issues that may inform, or be informed by Previc's theory.
Perhaps nne of the most relevant results is the finding that a
person's ability to localize an object in space depends to a great
extent on the nature of the response the person must produce.
Subjects often make large errors when providing perceptual
judgments about the locations of objects, but they can accurately localize the object if a motor response is required
(Bridgeman et at. 1979, Hansen & Skavenski 1977, Honda 1985,
Matin et at. 1969). These results suggest that brain mechanisms
responsible for the production of reaching movements have
access to information about the environment that is unavailable
to the perceptual/cognitive syste.. This is essentially what
Previc has proposed. special mechanisms evolved specifically
for the purpose of coordinating visual input with motor output.
Someinsightintothenatureofthesediflerencesisprovidedbya
recent study by Abrams & Landgraf (in press), who concluded
that the apparent difference between perceptual and motor
systems might be explained in part by a difference in the type of
visual/spatial information used to produce the two types of
responses. Such differences may be the result of specialization
in the visual system that causes different brain structures to be
sensitive to different types of visual information, much as Previc
suggests.
An alternative approach resear hers have taken to learn about
details of motor behavior has been to evaluate the moivements
themselves to gain some insight into the information used to
produce those movements. This approach has revealed the
operation of two very different types of control processes that
underlie the production of reaching movements. First, some

researchers have characterized eye and limb movements as
consisting of preprogramnined bursts of activity in agonist muscles with well-defined force-time relationships (Abrams et al
1989, Abrams et al. in press, Meyc. et al. 1988, Meyer et al.
1982, Schmidt ct al. 1979). According to these views, movements may be programmed on the basis of the perceived
distance required of the movement. Other workers have erphasizd the position-seeking aspects of c: e and limb movements. In sonic situations, commands to the muscles may
directly specify the final desired, d location of the movement
(Abrams et al. in press, Mays & Sp rks 1980, Polit & Bizzi 1979)
These alternative views of motor programming and production
are not necessarily inconsistent with each other (Abrams ct alin
press), and may reflect the operation of specialized mechanisms
sensitive to different types of visual information.
Prey ic's theory presents a considerable challenge - raising as
r.iany new questions as it has answered. The task that remains is
to extend the theory and link perceptual specialization with the
control of motor behavior. The theory provides a good framework in which to accomplish that goal.

Seeing double: Dichotomizing the visual

system
R. Martyn Bracewell
Department of Brain &Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
Electronic mall: bracewell@mitwccf.bitnet
Previc has put forward a bold hypothesis, drawing on an impressive array of experimental data. Many of his ideas are
interesting. Unfortunately, I feel that the attempted synthesis is
in places inconsistent and is ultimately unconvincing. In this
commentary I wish to deal with three topics. the question of
specialisation within the visual cortex, the use of the terms
"linear" and "nonlinear," and some of the evidence cited, both
behavioural and neurophysiological.
Cortical maps. Previc surveys the parcellation of function in
the visual cortex and discusses some of the problems of the strict
"isolationist" position (e.g., MT "does" motion, V4 "does"
colour) well. However, he goes on to ask "Why, for instance,
should the processing of the features of an object be divorced
from the processing of its relation to other objects?" (sect. 1.2
para. 4). He appears to find "such divisions - . . contradicted by
the unity of our phenomenological experience" (sect. 1.2, para.
4). Why then do primates (and other mammals) have more than
one visual cortical field at all? It has been argued that functional
iarcellation is an efficient way of organizing neuronal hardware
for the complex operations involved in visual information processing (e.g., Barlow 1986). Moreover, such parcelation is not
necessarily at odds with the perceptual unity we experience
(Cowey, 1981). [See also Ebbesson. "Evolution and Ontogeny
of Neural Circuits" BBS 7(3) 1984, Prechtl & Powley. "Bafferents. A Fundamental Division of the Nervous System
Mediating Homostasis?" BBS 13:2 1990]
And yet Previc himself clearly believes in parcellation of
function. The dorsal/ventral dichotomy is at the heart of his
paper.
Local/llnear versus global/nonlinear visual perception. Previc
defines "linear" and "nonlir -Ar" "in accordance with their
neurophysiological usage (E,roth-Cugell & Robson 1966)"
(sect. 1.3, para. 2). The 1crsal pathway is supposed to be
characterized by noninear mechanismsiand the ventral pathway by linear ones. It scems clar, however, that the majority of
cortical visual neurons, especially be) ond the striate cortex, are
nonlinear according to the criteria of Enrth-Cugell and Robion.
In what sense arc "fa,,c selctivc" ncuruns in the temporal
lobes representative of a linear system?
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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Previc equates local with linear processing and global with
nonlinear processing. It is not clear to me how he defines "local"
and "global." The Barlow & Levick (1965) model of directional
selectivity posits a nonlinear mechanism, at what one might well
consider a "local" level kthe receptive field of a single retinal
ganglion cell).
Fig. 2a illustrates Previc's confusion over this issue or perhaps nt; confusion over his v.ew). The small E's are supposedly
"perceived using contour-dependent local processing", whereas the large S "requi-e[s] global perceptual processing" (sect.
1.3, para. 3). But th,. detection of an "E" - tile
extraction o,a
feature - is a nonlinear process.
Two attentional systems? It is clear that there are differences
betwe n the upper and lower visual fields (UVF and LVF).
However, I must confess that I do not find that the evidence
marshalled compels me to accept Previc's ,ypothesis. For
example, let us consider the suggestion that there are two
countervailing attentional systems, one mediating body-centred, peripersonal attention (which favours the LVF) and another mediating retinotopic, extrapersonal attention which
favours the UVF). Damage to the parietal lobe produces neglect, which is more pronounced in the LVF and the peripersonal space. This neglect "appears to be framed largely in terms
of body-centered rather than rettnotopic coordinates" sect. 2.5,
para. 3). However, evidence from patients with neglect syndrome and normal subjects suggests that attention may be tied
to one of several frames (e.g., gravitational, retinotopic, headcentered, see Jeannerod 1987). Moreover, the work of Bisiach
and colleagues suggests that parietal neglect may be manifest at
a purely ideational level (Bisiach & Luzzatti 1978, Bisiach et al.
1979).
Previc also contends that there is a UVF advantage in attending to retinotopic, extrapersonal space. He cites the work of
Scarisbrick et al. (1987), which showed that most normals bisect
a vertical line above the midpoint. Yet might one not interpret
line bisection as an example of a task carried out in peri-, not
extra-, personal space?
Neurophysiologlcal evidence. In his discussion of the M and P
pathways in monkey visual cortex, Previc makes a number of
equivocal claims and raises several points I wish to address:
1. Previc states that "the ventral system . . . exhibits the
greater topographical nrecision iequired of far visual perception" (sect. 3.1, para. 12). This does not appear to be true in the
higher ventral areas such as V4 and the inferior temporal cortex,
where visual receptive fields are large and topography is disorderly (see van Essen 1985).
2. Work from this laboratory on the posterior parietal cortex
has not shown that "receptive fields remain stationary relative to
the animal's head" (sect. 3.2.1, para. 2). Anderson et al. (1985) in
fact demonstrated that receptive fields of area 7a cells remains
retinotopic, although the strength of responses depends on the
orbital position of the eye. It is on the population level that such
cells may code space in head-centrei coordinates. We (Andersen et al., in press) have recently confirmed and extended
this result to another field of the posterior parietal cortex, the
lateral intraparietal area (LIP).
Previe suggests, reasonably enough, that a head-,.cntred
representation would be "especially useful in visuomotor coordination" but he goes on to state that this "indicates an emphasis
on near vision" (sect. 3.2.1, para. 2). We have shown that
although presaccadic cells are rare in area 7a, they are common
in area LIP, and they are active for saccades in the dark
(Bracewell et al. 1989, Gnadt & Andersen 1988). Moreover,
presaccadic activity is modulated by eye position in a fashion
similar to that of the visual activity of area 7a cells (Andersen et
al., in press). It is possible that such eye position modulation of
presaccadic activity underlies a head-centred representation for
saccades (see Robinson 1975). Thus the presence of a headcentred representatici per se should not be taken as evidence
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for peripersonal spatial representation (since, as Previc points
out, saccades are frequently directed to targets in extrapersoal
space).
3. Previc states that "tile
poor spatial resolution of most
posterior parietal neurons renders them incapable ofsignalling
the precise location of objects in space" (sect. 3.2.1, para. 9).
Computational studies have revealed that it is perfectly possible
for a population of neurons with broad but overlapping tuning
curves to represent spatial location quitc precisely (Hinton et al.
1986). The notion of coarse coding is gaining increasing pr ninonce in neuroscience (e.g., Sejnowski 1988). Also, it would
indeed be strange ifparietal neurons - at least in ensembles were incapable of accurate spatial localisation, given tile
clear
deficits in such furctions that follow parietal lesions (Critchlcy
1953).
4. Previc stresses the role of MT in visually-guided reaching
behavior. He cites Paillard's (1982) suggestion that global motion analysis suppo, ts the ability of monkeys to guide the hand
from the LVF to an object in foveal vision. Local analysis
(presumably mediated by Previc's ventral system) then allows
manipulation of the object. And yet surely manipulation is par
excellence a peripersonal activity?
5. Kendrick & Baldwin (1987) reported that 40/561 neurons
recorded in he temporal cortex of sheep respond preferentially
to faces. This percentage is similar to those reported for monkey
temporal cortex (e.g., 8-9%, Perrett et al.1985). Previc should
perhaps be more cautious in claiming "unique functional specializations" (sect. 4.2.1, para. 4) for the primate ventral
pathway.
Summary. I have raised these issues not as points to carp over,
but rather to illustrate the difficulties and dangers in making
such a sweeping hypothesis. Previc has attempted a bold synthesis of many eperimental findings. It is pleasing to see an
ecological perspective being taken. Certainly, some of the
evidence may be taken to support the hypothesi:,, but I feel that
much of it is equivocal. The proposed dichotomy in functional
specialization is not strongly supported.
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Visual science has a long history of creating processing dichotomies (X/Y, sustained/transient, "what"/"where," parvo/magno) which, although ultimately not truly independent,
stimulate a great deal of productive research. Previc's upper/lower dichotomy is equally problematic, but may be equally
fruitful in providing an alternate framework for directing research. Iwillpomntoutsomepotentialdifficultmsforthisnewest
dichotomy, however.
Do the data suggest any real division? Previc notes (sect. 1.2)
that previous dichotomies are not absolute and are subject to
many counterexamples. Unfortunately, this also applies to the
upper/lower dichotomy. As Previc points out, the functional
specializations of upper and l,,wcrlhcmifields overlap more tian
they differ. In temporal and spatial resolution, for example, the
magno/parvo dichotomy shows a clearer division than the upper/lower one does. More troubling, in section 1.3 Previc states
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that short-range motion is a local process. However, even in
short-range motion it is often necessary to solve the correspondence problem (Chang & Julesz 1984), which requires global
processing (see sect. 3.2.2). Perceptual phenomena are often

Ups and downs of the visual field:

difficult to dichotomize along a local/global axis. A further
example is that contrast thresholds are determined by local
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spatial inhomogeneities (Wilson & Giese 1977), yet they also
depend on a global process of spatial probability summation
(Robson &Graham 1978). Finally, insection 2.5 Previc suggests
that retinotopic attention associated with visual search is biased
toward the upper visual field. But in a recent visual search task,
Krose and Julesz (1988; 1989) found that performance was better
along the horizontal dimension, diminishing when targets were
in either the upper or lower visual fields. These counterexampies illustrate that the tipper/lower and local/global dichotomies
are less than distinct.
Can this theory explain the reeding proceu? The reading
process, taking place in near, peripersonal space, is somewhat
difficult to reconcile with Previc's near/far dichotomy. Althongh
reading requires some global, transient activity (which Previc
ties to near vision), it is primarily local. In particular, reading
rate increases with field size only up to 4 degrees, and is limited
by a window only below 4 characters (Legge et al. 1985). Other
aspects of reading contradict perceptual processes which are
supposed to take place in near vision, For example, attenuating
high spatial frequency content by blurring below a bandwidth of
2 cycles/character reduces reading rate (Legge et al. 1985);
Previc suggests that low spatial frequencies dominate near
vision. Reading rate falls off sharply below 10% contrast (Legge
et al. 1987), which is more consistent with parvo processing (tied
by Previc to far vision). Although Previc states (sect. 3.2.1) that
near vision involves visual pursuit while far vision uses voluntary eye movements, it is well known that voluntary saccades are
an important part of the reading process (Rayner & McConkie
1976; Rayner & Pollatsek 1981). Finally, Williams & Brannan
(1986) found that children who were poor readers were much
slower than good readers in reaction time to the local information in Navon's (1977) global precedence task. Differences were
negligible in judging the global aspect. Together, these data
suggest that local processing is crucial to the reading process which takes place in near, peripersonal space.
A look at the reading process leads one to question whether
any dichotomy is relevant when complex, real-world perceptual
events take place. Although local information is fundamental,
global information in the form of attentional activity which
preprocesses parafoveal information is also necessary for efficient reading skill (Brannan & Williams 1987).
Conclusions. Previc's upper/lower visual field dichotomy
may not explain visual processing any better than existing
dichotomies. However, it is always interesting to speculate on
the possible evolutionary benefit of any apparent parallel processing in the human visual system. Recently Brannan and
Camp (1987) noted that many of the visual changes associated
with the aging process (e.g., reduced temporal sensitivity)
result in a reliance on more sustained information. This is
consistent with certain cognitive capabilities, such as "wisdom,"
that are associated with aged people. We suggested that it would
be beneficial to the human species to have two types of processors: younger, quicker ones as well as older, slower, "wiser"
ones. Given older adults' tendency to develop presbyopia ("farsightedness") perhaps this theory is not inconsistent with Previes notion.

Manipulation and locomotion
Bruno G. Breitmeyer

The hypothesis that the lower and upper visual fields in humans
are functionally specialized for near and far vision, respectively,
is attractive and allows a conceptual integration of a wide range
of diverse findings. However, as with unitary explanations of
most complex behaviors, Previc's version of the hypothesis
either leaves out some cogent findings or appropriates findings
which could be explained equally well by alternate schemes.
For example, in his discussion of the relationship between visual
search and extrapersonal space, Previc correctly states that
visual search in humans typically begins in the upper visual field
(and preferably from left to right). However, this alone cannot
be takc ,as evidence supporting the author's thesis of functional
specializat;on in the tipper hemifield for far vision and visual
search. After all, in subjects living in literate cultures such
scanning strategies could be acquired from extensive exposure
to structured textual material which, by convention, places
spatial and temporal sequential constraints on how they scan
visual displays. What is required here is a convincing argument
that such culturally biased scanning strategies are based on,
rather than the basis for, functional differences between upper
and lower visual field scanning performances. The fact that
lower animals also tend to initiate scanning in the upper part of
the visual stimulus (Hebb 1949) would lend credence to Previc's
hypothesis.
Previc's unitary hypothesis further requires eliminating alternate explanations for functional differences between upper and
lower hemifields. Previc's hypothesis of specialization of the
lower field for function in near peripersonal space is based on
reasonable considerations of reaching and manipulative behavior serving the largely frugivorous diet of primates such as the
monkey. Human evolution, however, did not get hung up in
trees or bushes. Besides evolving into gatherers of fruits, berries, nuts, and so forth, humans also evolved the capacity to
explore and move across terrain inorder to hunt animals for food
and other needs. As with other predators, this relies ofcourse on
locomotion on a largely horizontal terrain. Except in early
infancy, locomotion by humans is usually performed bipedally,
with upright posture. As noted by Breitmeyer et al. (1977), such
locomotion or posture on a horizontal terrain already provides a
basis for establishing biases for crossed and uncrossed disparities, that is, for near and far vision, in the lower and upper
hemifields, respectively. Previe's thesis that preferences for
crossed and uncrossed disparities in these respective hemifields
are related to reaching and manipulating in near space and to
exploration of far space is not contradicted by this explanation;
rather it is complemented.
Moreover, searching, hunting, and other locomotor behavior
also rely heavily on postural control guided not only by the
vestibular system but also by visual kinesthesis (Gibson 1958).
To support his particular thesis, Previc would like to establish a
close link between near vision and the vestibular system. Indeed, whilc thc vcstibular sstcm does pro-vidc input to neal
visual functions such as visual pursuit, it also provides a clear
input to the control of locomotion through the environment
(Dichgans &Brandt 1978). Visually guided locomotion depends
on centrifugal optical flow patterns (Regan & Beverly 1979),
because humans as well as other ground dwelling creatures most
frequently move forward rather than backward. Recently,
Rauschecker et al. (1987) found a centrifugal organization of
directional preferences in the motion sensitive units of the
lateral suprasylvian cortex of the cat. Moreover, these authors
suggest that homologous areas in the monkey ought to be found
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in or near area MT. Such areas are part of the dorsal cortical
pathway whose function, according to Previc, is to serve near
vision as opposed to visually guided locomotion,
The upshot seems to be that an inclusive explanatory scheme
which incorporates not only Previc's hypothesis based on
near/far visual function but also one based on locomotion
through the environment is more valuable to fully explain the
functional differences between the lower and upper hemifields
and the corresponding specializations of the dorsal and ventral
cortical streams of visual processing. In fact, the presence of
visual structures supporting locomotion on a liorizo,tal surface
may be a general feature of most land-dwelling mammals. These
structures would already be in place prior to the evolution of
bipedalisin and the consequent freeing of the upper limbs for
reaching and for manipulating objects. Hence, functional differences between the upper and lower hemifields supporting
near/far vision as envisaged by Previc may in some measure
already have been established on the basis of prior needs for
ground-based locomotion.

A functional dichotomy of "two visual systems" was originally
proposed by Trevarthen (1968) and Schneider (1969), and has
been refined over the past two decades. One visual system,
originally termed "ambient" by Trevarthien, has also been given
adjectives such as spatial and motion-sensitive, and is associated
with processing coarse peripheral visual field information. The
other system is specialized for pattern and form recognition,
color discrimination, and foveal/central field processing of fine
detail, and was termed "focal" by Trevarthen. In the primate,
both systems depend critically upon visual information relayed
through V1;1 beyond VI the primate's dorsally situated parietal
lobe areas are generally most important for ambient/spatial
vision whereas ventral/temporal lobe areas subserve focal/ pattern vision. This dichotomy has been extended back towards the
visual periphery. to the metabolic activity patterns in V1 and V2,
to the parvocellular-magnocellular layer specializations of the
geniculate, and to the X-Y distinction of retinal ganglion cells,
Here, Previc makes a strong case for differences in visual
processing abilities in the upper and lower visual hiemifields
(UVF & LVF). In general, the differences lie cites reflect a
relative specialization of UVF for the focal (form-color-centralparvocellular-X) set of functions and of LVF for the ambient
(spatial-mnotion-peripheral-mnagnocellular-Y) set. 2 "However, it
would be a mistake to supplant the more traditional functional
dichotomy with these postulated specialiations of the upper
and lower visual fields or the far/near terminology, in part
because these UVF/LVF specializations are relative or statistical rather than functional nd in part because some of the
evidence msdisputable. Wt will review physmological vidence
from visual association cortex, behavioral evidence concerning
eye movements, and also new data regarding the repreentaton
of eye movements in the frontal eye fields,
First, consider the status of the UVF/LVF thesis with respect
to neurophysiology of the monkey's visual association cortex.
Parietal
lobeare
visual
areas,aligned
especially
lobule
(PP
or 7a),
strongly
withthe
theposteriorparietal
ambient vision group-

quantified, however, the issue is necessarily a statistical one
because each area represents both the UVF and the LVF even
though neither has a simple visuotopic map. Previe's target
article may prompt such a quantitative analysis, but his review
of the extant neurophysiological literature is somewhat slanted,
both in evaluating evidence regarding the UVF/LVF thesis and
also in discounting the central/peripheral distinctiveness of IT
and PP visual responses. With respect to the UVF/LVF hypothesis for ITand PP, the evidence simply is not there. The figure of
Robinson et al. (1978) that was reproduced (Fig. 8) seems to
show a preponderance of LVF representation for its sample of
-30 PP receptive fields (RFs), however, one tends not to notice
some of the upper right quadrant RFs because their far borders
apparently exceeded the screen border and hence were not
drawn. The published figure showing the most PP data pertinent to the UVF/LVF issue may be Figure 9 of Mountcastle et
al. Aj84. Of the 90 quantitatively analyzed "asymmetrical radial" types of PP cells comprising this figure the slight preponderance, if any, is of cells with stronger responses from the
UVF. Similarly, the published figure showing the most IT RFs
is probably Figure 4 of Desimone & Gross (1979), and the vast
majority of the -100 IT RFs shown therein are comprised of
comparable portions ofUVFand LVF. In summary, the hypothesis of an enhanced LVF representation in PP cortex and
enhanced UVF representation in IT cortex is simply not supported by the neurophysiological literature.
Second, Previc reasons that because most visual RFs in both
IT and PP are "large," a foveal versus peripheral distinction is
absent. However, in reaching this conclusion he neglects
important aspects of IT and PP visual responses. Not only do
nearly all IT RFs include the center of gaze, but even IT cells
with very large RFs invariably respond most intensely to foveated visual stimuli. In striking contrast, many "light-sensitive"
PP neurons have "roveal sparing" or even foveal inhibition while
giving strong excitatory responses to movements in all parts of
the far visual periphery (e.g., Mountcastle et al. 1984).4 These
foveal/peripheral distinctions point to function and have been
emphasized by many researchers. They are both stronger and
more abundant effects than a possible statistical preponderance
of LVF representation in PP cortex, or of UVF representation in
IT cortex.
Previc aligns the smooth pursuit and saccadic classes of eye
movement with the ambient/LVF and fucal/UVF groupings,
respectively. We disagree with associating the smooth pursuit
(SP) type of eye movement with the ambient half of the visual
dichotomy or with the LVF. (We think the near-far distinction
does not apply either, as saccades and SP can both serve to trace
far and near stimuli.) Previc repeatedly associates SP with the
vestibular ocular reflex and the optokinetir reflex, however, SP
is not another mechanism to reduce overall retinal image slippage. Instead, SP subserves the primate's desire to foveate
particular, often small, moving visual stimuli. To support a SPLVF connection, he cites Tyclisen & Lisberger's (1986a) finding
that in the step-ramp/Rashbass paiadigm human SP accelerates
faster in response to peripheral LVF motion than to peripheral
UVF motion. However, this study also found that the retinal
eccentricity of stimulus motion was critical, with the fastest
accelerations to motion being in the central visual field, which
supports a focal vision interpretation of SP. Moreover.
Lmbtcrger & Pavelko (1989) concluded that in the monkey
target motion in the superior and inferior visual hemifields is
equally effective for the initiation of pursuit." Thus, although
there exists some LVF superiority for peripheral motion analy6is, presumably based in part on the large LVF representation in
area
MT, foveatiun
the SP eye movement system is concerned with
continued
ofmvmg stiulih and does not necessarily

ing, and temporal lobe visual areas, particularly inferotempural
cortex (IT) with the focal vision grouping. The relative importance of the UVF and LVF for IT and PP neurons has not been

parallel all aspects of tlt. bram's motion analysis system
Finally, do the prir. ate's Frontal Eye Field. (FEF) belong in
the focal/UVF/far visik n grouping? Previc places FEF in this

Response field biases in parietal, temporal,
and frontal lobe visual areas
Charles J. Bruce and Martha G. MacAvoy
Section of Neuroanatomy, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven,
CT06510
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grouping primarily because of its traditional association with
saccadic eye movements; however, recent data indicate that SP
eye movements are also represented in the monkey FEF:

Twisting the world by 900

Microstimulation ventral to the small saccade representation of
FEF elicits smooth eye movements at thresholds as low as 10

"Depatment of Psychology, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ovtaro N2L

1LA, and obtaining velocities as high as 25-500 /sec (MacAvoy et
al. 1988). Neurons in this area respond in association with
stimulus motion and SP eye movements, agreeing in preferred
direction with the elicited movements (Gottlieb et al. 1989);
deficits in SP eye movements follow removal ofthis ventral FEF
region (Keating et al. 1985, Lynch 1987; MacAvoy & Bruce
1989). The FEF can still be viewed as a primary cortical
mechanism for foveation, and thus as an "output" module ofthe
focal visual system, ifone accepts our functional characterization
of SP.
However, we hesitate to further categorize the FEF as an
UVF structure because the FEF receives visual information,
dynamic and static, from the entire visual field and represents
downward, as well as upward, saccades and SP. Some UVF
dominance in FEF is possible, and in this regard we note that 14
ofthe 16 cells comprising the scatter plot ofFigure 4 ofBruce et
al. 1985 have obliquely upward response fields and elicited
movements. On the other hand, Figures 8 and 9 of the same
paper show both upward anddownward elicited saccadic movements. As is the case for other visual association cortex, the issue
of an asymmetrical UVF/LVF representation in FEF awaits
quantitative neurophysiological analysis.
NOTES
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lthugiisexremlycriica
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cortex
1. Although striate1.crte
clear that the primate superior colliculus is the primary structure
responsible for the considerable visual abilities (collectively termed
"blindsight") that survive lesions ofstriate cortex (Feinberg et al. 1978),
especially the remaining oculomotor abilities (Mohler & Wurtz 1977).
[See also Campion et al.: "Is Blindsight an Effect of Scattered Light,
Spared Cortex, and Near-threshold Vision?" BBS 6(3) 1983.1 Moreover,
the visual activity in both the superior temporal polysensory cortex
(Bruce et al. 1986) and in area MT (Rodman et al. 1986) that survives
striate lesions critically depends on the superior colliculus. Although
cortical cooling abolishes some collicular visual responses, as stated in
the target article, the retinotectal projection evidently maintains
enough visual activation to support visual responses elsewhere and
some visual behavior, including visually guided saccades,
2. Origins of the dorsal and ventral systems: Even though relative,
Previc's hypothesis, together with the visual topography of striate
cortex, could still help explain the overall dorsal-ventral grouping of
extrastriatevisualspecializationsanterior toVl/V2in theprimatebrain:
The UVF representation of VI (and of V2) lies in the ventral occipital
lobe whereas the LVF representations are in the dorsal occipital lobe.
Perhaps early in primate evolution the relatively greater importance of
the LVF for spatial/motion/ambient functions dictated specializing
dorsal cortex closer to the LVF representation of VI/V2 for these
functions, and, conversely, specializing ventral extrastriate cortex for
form/color/focal types of finctions where the UVF was of equal or
greater importance,
3. We omitted the linear versus lonlinear distinction because it
hardly applies beyond simple cells in the vistal cortex and probably no
higher order visual area, regardless ofvisual field or function, islinear in
the original, operational sense applied to the retinal ganglion cells. As
used in the target article, linear/nonlinear is suspect jargon and suggests
associations like "linear thinking."
4. The visual receptive fields of Area 7a (or P1') neurons do not
"remain stationary relative to the ammal's head rather than its fixation."
Even though area la responses are modulated by direction ot gaze, the
neurons still have retinotopic RFs and thus possess neither headcentered nor body-centered coordinates. Unfortunately, Previc is not
alone in confusing neural-iietwork modeling hypotheses with piysiological data.

M. P. Brydena and Geoffrey Underwoodb
3G1, Canada, and bDepartment of Psychology, University of Nottingham,
Nottingham NG7 2RD, England
Electronic mall: 8mpbryden@watcgl.waterloo.eduand
bgju@heig.not.ac.uk
Previc has argued for functional distinctions between LVF and
UVF on the basis ofvery limited data. His Table 1 lists a number
of distinctions between upper and lower visual fields that are
poorly supported, in particular those involving differences between crossed and uncrossed disparities, saccadic eye movements, and global and local processing. We would agree that
these distinctions are premature and poorly grounded.
Previc's Table 1 shows some remarkable similarities to other
summaries of the differential functions of the two cerebral
hemispheres, as manifested by differences between the left and
right visual fields (cf. Bryden 1982; Sergent 1983a; Underwood
1976). In particular, the distinction between local and global
processing (or analytic and holistic processing) has often been
applied to visual laterality studies, with the left hemisphere (or
right visual field) being seen as better at detecting local features
and the right hemisphere (or left visual field) better at more
holistic processing (Semmes 1968; Bradshaw & Sherlock 1982;
Martin 1979). Likewise, Sargent (1983a; 1983b) has proposed
that the left cerebral hemisphere is better at making use of
relatively high spatial frequencies, as demonstrated in her
,
has twisted
Previc and
recognition.
in face
effects
of laterality
studies
this
by 90'
and given
us some
elegant
evolutionary
physioI b
logical arguments for making functional distinctions between
the lower and upper visual fields. By his logic, one might expect
to find many visual laterality effects to be replicated in the upper
and lower visual fields.
The left-right differences are now clearly established. It is not
clear whether or not Previc would see upper-lower differences
as independent of hemispheric asymmetries and additive to
them. Should one expect to see left VF global effects exaggerated in the lower visual field and attenuated in the upper visual
raed in theow
eri
feld
a
te
u d nte u
isal
field? If so, then the ordering ofeffects should move diagonally
from LL to UR.
For example, if the sequence of processing proceeds from
global to local, then Previc should argue that scanning eye
movements begin in the lower left and move to the upper right.
In fact, eye movement studies suggest that the pattern is
generally orthogonal to this, proceeding from upper left to lower
right (Brandt 1945).
Despite the plethora of research on visual field effects, very
few researchers have paid much attention to possible topbottom differences. It is true that one of the earliest visual field
studies, that of Mishkin and Forgays (1952) found not only a
right visual field superiority for the identification of words, but
also a lower visual field superiority. If word recognition involves
more analytic or local processes, this finding is counter to that
predicted by Previc's model, for this sees the upper visual field
as being more "local." Unfortunately, very few researchers
using visual ficid paradigms have paid much attention to topbottom differences: Liederman et al. (1985) and Liederman and
Meehan (1986), for instance, have presented words at different
corners ofan imaginary square, but they collapsed data across
different conditions so that top-bottom differences cannot be
ascertained. Previc's target article certainly opens the door for
the replication of a wide variety of visual laterality studies as
comparisons of UVF and LVF; whether or not such studies will
be fruitful remains a matter of conjecture.
Previc also suggests that low spatial frequencies are more
frequently encountered in peripersonal space. It is true that
bringing an object closer reduces the spatial frequencies of the
major contours. However, in peripersoual space it is the details
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that become relevant, while in extrapersonal space it is the more
global contours. We need to discriminate whether that onrushing object is friend or foe, but in peripersonal space we pick out
the fine details of the fabric or the specific characteristics of the
text. In many ways, then, peripersonal space is local and analytic, while extrapersonal space is global and holistic.
Although Previc also sees differences between UVF and LVF
in disparity detection, this has not proved to be a consistent
finding. Manning et al. (1987), for instance, failed to find any
significant top-bottom differences for the detection of either
crossed or uncrossed disparities using dynamic random dot
stereograms.
A further source of evidence for the functional specialization
of the upper and lower visual fields involves a UVF advantage
for saccadic movements, but there are problems with this view.
Most important, the data do not give good support for such a
conclusion. The paper by Heywood and Churcher (1980), which
is cited in support of a UVF saccadic movement advantage,
reviews four earlier studies of up-down movements. Only two of
these found an advantage for upward saccades, although the

developing the ability to move our eyes rapidly to bring the
power of the retina to bear upon the available light then why
should we need to develop new asymmetries in neurophysiological processing? The very ability to search and inspect finely
would obviate the necessity for specialization.
Previc has adopted a position free ofthe encumbrances of data
to support the distinction between UVF/LVF processing specialization, and it is surprising to see such an argument prior to
seeing the collection of data. Previc seems to have lost his
overall, global view of visual field asymmetries, as well as his
focal, local view of the importance of the relationship between
theory and data.
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experiment reported in the Heywood and Churcher paper also
found that saccadic latencies to targets in the UVF were shorter
than those to LVF targets. Targets were single point sources of
light which were displayed for 2 see while the subject maintained fixation on a central point. When the target brightness
was incremented, the subject made a saccade to it. The latency
of this saccadic movement was 31 msee longer for LVF targets
than for UVF targets. The fact that subjects knew the location of
the target before the onset of the signal which triggered the
movement suggests that the difference is a function of saccadic
programming or control, rather than target detection. This
provides some support for the UVF/LVF distinction, but
Heywood and Churcher reported no effects of target distance
and there is no evidence of differences between UVF and LVF
movements in accuracy of fixation following a saccadic
movement.
Further evidence in support of a distinction comes from visual
search tasks in which eye movements are monitored. Hall
(1985), for example, found preferences for initial inspections in
the UVF when subjects searched for a target picture in a set of
three UVF and three LVF pictures. Not all the available measures support the asymmetry, however. Findlay and Harris
(1984) monitored the movement from a central fixation point to
one of eight "clockface" locations and then to either of the two
adjoining locations. They found no directional differences in
saccadic amplitude. Thus, the evidence is at best equivocal for
any UVF/LVF difference in the control of saccadic eye
movements.
Rather than a general principle of "UVF advantages for
saccadic eye movements" we need more analysis of the aspects
ofsaccadic movements which show differences and those which
do not. There are differences in preferences for the direction of
search, an effect of saccadic latency (which is not unequivocal),
and no effect of saccadic amplitude. Perhaps the preference for
UVF searches is simply an indication of learned probabilities of
the locations of objects for which we are likely to have to search.
The kinds of objects in the LVF are not those we have to search
for, and perhaps most of the things that require inspection of the
environment (principally objects in extrapersonal space) are
likely to be in the UVF. This would not be to say that there is
functional specialization of the two visual fields, so much as
there are different probabilities of occurrence of objects in our
visual field and that these probabilities will be learned over
time. Saccadic onset latencies, which also varied according to
some reports for upward and downward movements, would
then also be a function of practice.
A more general problem with the argument concerning functional specialization of saccadic movements is that at the stages
of evolution at which saccadic movements vvcrc de eloping,
Previc also sees UVF/LVF differences emerging. Now, if we are
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Functional specializatIon in the visual

system: Retinotopic or body cente:ed?
Charles M. Butter
Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48104-1687

Eletronic mail: charles-butter@ub.cc.umich.edu
In the exposition and defense of his view concerning the nature
of functional specialization in the dorsal and ventral cortical
visual pathways, Previc draws on a large number of findings
from a wide range of fields, including neurophysiology, neuropsychology, psychophysics, and the evolution and ontogeny of
the nervous system. Although, as lie admits, there are clearly
problems in fitting all the findings he discusses into the mold
required by his hypothesis, there is indeed an impressive sweep
to his theorizing.
My main reservation about accepting Previc's view is that he
has not considered the possibility that near and far vision may
not be related so much to visual field differences as to differences in body-centered visual space. One reason for entertaining this possibility is that when the eyes are directed to
objects of interest, whether one is scanning them in far space or
manipulating them in peripersonal space, it seems unlikely that
in either of these situations the objects of interest are preferentially located in upper or lower fields. Furthermore, in many of
the studies the author cites in which the eyes are centered,
retinotopic location is confounded with upper and lower visual
space. On the other hand, if the eyes are free to move, as in the
examples given above and in some of the visual search studies
Previc mentions, it is likely that any differences in performance
with stimuli located at different heights are attributable to their
location in body-centered space.
Two recent experiments Previc refers to that deal with altitudinal neglect (Butter et al. 1989, Rapcsak et al. 1988) make
this point. In both studies, the patients, who had bilateral
lesions of the parietal cortex (a cortical region that in Previc's
'view preferentially processes lower field stimuli), neglected the
lower halves of 'vertically oriented rods, when asked to bisect
these rods visually, they pointed too lugh. lixation was not
controlled, furthermore, as the patients were required to point
to the top and bottom of the rod before poimting to the center, it
seems unlikely that differences in upper and lower visual field
processing accounted for their abnormal bisections. These patients also pointed too high when bisecting rods using only
tactile/kinesthetic cues and, in one case when bisecting the
perceived distane between two sounds, one located above the
head, the other below the head. Thus, their neglect is clearly
not retinUtopiadlly based, rather, it is more likely to be related to
body-centered space.

Commentary/Previc: Visual field specialization
Another procedure that can be used to disentangle the effects
of retinotopic and body-centered location in the vertical dimension is to require subjects to direct their gaze to points above and
below the centered eye position while they perform tasks in
which stimuli are presented in upper and lower visual fields
(perhaps using the chin or neck as the dividing line between the
two halves of space). A similar procedure, involving lateral
fixation of gaze, was used in a recent study to show that what
appeared to be a hemianopia in a patient with a unilateral lesion
was actually hemispatial (lateralized) inattention (Kooistra &
Heilman 1989). Thus, the separate contribution of field and
space factors needs to be investigated more thoroughly before
one can with confidence attribute the functional difference
between dorsal and ventral visual pathways to one or the other
of these factors.

Visual information In the upper and lower
visual fields may be processed differently,
but how and why remains to be established
Leo M. Chalupa and Cheryl A. White
of Psychology and the Neurobiology and Physiology Graduate
Department of clonde Davis, 95616
A
Groups, University of Californla, Davis, CA 95616
Even casual inspection of a flat-mounted mammalian retina
reveals a nonuniform distribution of cells. The nonuniformity is
relatively modest in rodents (animals with poorly developed
focal vision), quite pronounced in cats (more visual animals), and
striking in primates (the most visual of all mammals). In addition
to the variations in overall cell density across a retina, there are
differences in the distribution patterns of specific cell types.
Perhaps the best known example is the pronounced dissimilarity in the distribution of cones and rods in the photoreceptor layer.
The functional significance of such retinal regional variations
has been investigated by psychophysicists for more than a
century. Most of these studies have been concerned with
relating the sensory/perceptual capabilities of the visual system
to retinal eccentricity (i.e., central-to-peripheral regional variations). The reason for such an emphasis seems obvious. The
nonuniformity in the density of retinal cells, particularly ganglion cells, is most pronounced when the central region of the
retina is compared with the periphery. For instance, in the adult
cat the density of ganglion cells in the area centralis is about 80
times greater than at the margins of the retina. In the human
retina, the central-to-peripheral difference is even more striking; ganglion cells around the fovea are several hundredfold
more dense than in the far periphery (Stone 1983). With the
exception of the nasotemporal decussation pattern, other features of retinal regional specialization have received relatively
little attention. Thus, Previc's attempt to explain differences in
functional specialization between lower and upper visual fields
is certainly quite novel.
Another prevalent theme in the visual sciences has been the
attempt to subdivide visual processing into separate components. These functional specializations have usually been related to specific pathways (in modern parlance, "streams") within
the central nervous system. For exanmple, 1inoften cited functional subdivision from the 1960's stems from the "two visual
systems hypothesis," which advocated that the retino-geniculocortical pathway dealt primarily with answering the question
"what is the stimulus," whereas the retino-collicular pathway
dealt with answering the question "where is the stimulus"
(Schneider 1969). Perhaps the most influential scheme of the
1980s has been that of Livingstone and Hubel (1988), linking
global visual processing to the magno system and stimulus
identification to the parvo system. Previc finds the functional
distinctions proposed by others unsatisfactory. lie accordingly

puts forth a near-jar dichotomy, which he relates to nonlinear/global and linear/local perceptual mechanisms, respeetively. The near-far dichotomy is also related to ("biased toward") the lower and upper visual fields, respectively. Hence,
the link is made between functional subdivisions of visual
processing and specializations within the upper and lower visual
fields.
A new improved theory of visual processing would be welcomed by those who spend a substantial portion ofthe day trying
to unravel how the visual system works. The key question is:
Does the treatment offered by Previc represent an improvement over what is already available in the literature? An even
more basic consideration is: To what degree is his view supported by the evidence?
If there were linear/nonlinear differences in visual information processing between upper and lower fields as Previc postulates, there should be differences in the response properties of
cells with receptive fields in the upper and lower visual fields.
Specifically, cells with linear attributes should predominate in
the upper visual field, whereas cells with nonlinear attributes
should predominate in the lower visual field. There is no reason
to believe that this is the case. Furthermore, the attempt by
Previc to relate upper visual fields to the parvo stream and lower
fields to the magno stream is rather tenuous. In the primate
lateral geniuclate nucleus, for instance, the upper and lower
visual ficlds ar' represented about equally in the parvo and
magno layers. While a case can be made that the "dorsal cortical
system" processes different aspects of visual information in
comparison to what is processed by the "ventral cortical system," the relevance of this dichotomy to the upper and lower
visual fields is obscure. Even where there is evidence for some
disproportionate representation of the hemifields in visual cortical areas, the relevance of this inequality for visual information
processing is far from straightforward. For instance, there are no
clear upper/lower visual field differences on several behavioral
tasks involving processing of velocity information, although this
attribute is thought to involve the MT visual area, where the
lower field has greater representation (see discussion in
Murasugi & Howard 1989).
This is not to say that the processing of visual information from
upper and lower visual fields is necessarily identical. Recent
immunocytochemical studies provide evidence that there is a
difference in the organization of the upper and lower retina.
White et al. (1988a; 1988b; in press) have shown that there are
two types of somatostatin-immunoreactive neurons in the cat
retina: a small cell type, thought to be a wide-field amacrine cell,
and a large cell type that resembles the alpha class of ganglion
cells. Both the small and large cells are found preferentially in
the inferior retina, with the small cells in highest concentration
at the retinal margin (see Figure 1). Somatostatin-immunoreactive processes, however, are distributed at all eccentricities
within the inner plexiform layer of the retina. A similar distribution of somatostatin-immunoreactive cells has also been observed in humans (Sagar & Marshall 1988) and rabbits (Rickman
& Brecha 1989; Sagar 1987). The functional significance of the
somatostatin-immunoreactive neurons is unknown. However,
C. A. White and colleagues suggest that "this peptide could be
involved in raising the signal-to-noise ratio in neurons across the
retinal surface in response to input fron. the upper visual field."
Ilis speculation is in line with the physiological observation
(Zalutsky & Miller 1987; 1988) that infusion of somatostatin in
the rabbit eyecup preparation increases visually evoked discharge levels.
As more detailed information becomes available about the
functional and morphological organization of the mammalian
retina, the intriguing questions raised by Previc will be answered. We suspect, however, that the answers will differ from
those provided by Previc.
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percept. What new dimension does the near-far hypothesis add
to this statement?
Previc hypothesizes that the demands of near and far space for
a primate are essentially compatible with the lower visual field
(LVF) and upper visual field (UVF) respectively, and that this
is in turn supported by specialized magnocellular and
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where they are distributed preferentially in the inferior retina
(not shown). AC, area centralis; T, temporal; N, nasal. The
large, filled circle in each retina represents the optic disk.
(Adapted from White et al., in press.)

The ups and downs of visual fields

LVF is reasonable for the human, at least considering modern
it does seem surprising that the peripersonal space for
primates should be restricted to LVF- considering that there
are many species of frugivorous arboreal monkey whose progress through the trees requires the hands to be elevated above
the head most of the time, to pluck fruit as often from UVF as
from LVF. The strength of Previc's argument depends to a large
on the interpretation of the role of the dorsal cortical
7a and MT. This requires rejecting the originally postu-

role of MT in the processing of optical flow information

during locomotion in favour of a role incorporating peripersonal
In arguing against the role of optical flow processing,
suggests that the most rapid flow rates would be found in

extreme LVF periphery, a region not well represented in
either MT or area 7a. However, in determining the path taken

by an animal during visually guided locomotion, which requires
attention to the interpretation of obstacles and terrain, peripheral LVF vision would not be important. Second, the role of
reaching during locomotion is important for actions such as
leaping, incorporating high surround velocities as well as antagonistic centre-surround motion during the grasping of a target.
Third, with the neurons (especially those of area 7a) sensitive to
change in a large number of different inputs - retinal,
somatosensory, vestibular, proprioceptive, and attentional - it
is highly likely that the stimulus-space for the neurons of these
areas has not been fully elaborated. Thus, while the argument
for reaching as a role for dorsal cortical areas is quite compelling,
whether it is for the static, peripersonal activities or for reaching
during locomotion is less obvious.
The argument for a "far" visual role for the ventral cortical
areas also causes some difficulty, notably in the comparison of

Australia
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the properties of areas V3 and VP. While the argument for
specialization of the magno projection to the LVF (and hence
peripersonal) part of V3 was quite convincing, the evidence
presented for a "far" visual role of VP and indeed for the absence

Previc has made a brave attempt to combine anatomical, physiological, behavioural, neuropsychological, ecological, and evolutionary information to produce a cohesive explanation for the
functional specializations of the lower and upper visual fields of
man in particular, and primates in general. I use the word brave
because when one gets down to the details of what is known of
the "actual" higher functions of visual areas of the brain, at best
we rely on speculation. A less courageous approach would first
consider objective fact (such as visual field maps, reaction times,
receptor densities, spatial and temporal properties of evoked
potential traces) separated from the more speculative imputed
functional roles (such as associating the function of area 7a with
reaching, or ascribing the role of the magnocellular pathway to
"near" vision and the parvo pathway to "far" vision), leaving us
with a more restricted statement: Certain types of visual fieldrelated functional specializations are exhibited by primates but
not by most lower mammals. None of these specializations are,
on most measures, highly evident in the retina, the LGN, the
superior colliculus, or even the primary visual cortex V1 and the
second cortical tier V2. The specializations are present because
some of the higher cortical areas, espei ' in occipito-parietal
and occipito-temporal cortex, are res ced to the upper or
lower visual field and at the same time have a very different
distribution of inputs in terms of LGN magnocellular or parvocellular cell types. The vertical differences in visual performance are seen as biases because it is the combination of

of a parvo-generated function in V3 was far less so. Perhaps it is
the term "far" vision that provides more problems than the
reported evidence. Although the neurons ofthe ventral system,
with their relatively higher proportion of parvo inputs, have
disparities fairly narrowly distributed around the fixation plane
(cf. the dorsal system with a bias towards crossed disparities) the
use of the parvo system during near fixation is basically neglected. While Previc uses the distribution of disparities as an
argument for "far" vision, perhaps the term "fixation" vision
would be more appropriate. A monkey grooming another (essentially a peripersonal task) would almost certainly call upon
the parvo system in the search for and identification of nits.
There is a danger inherent in Previc's inferring the "function
of the magno system from the specializations of the two regions
in which it is disproportionately represented." The association
uf the inagnu system with the visual control of reaching and
other peripersonal visual operations may neglect its role in a
host of other visual attributes, especially those involved in
global visual perception. It also implies that the so-called higher
visual cortical areas, such as area 7a, MT, IT, V4 and so on, are
the ultimate generators of visual function, causing the reader to
relegate regions such as primary visual cortex, VI, to the role of
a neural relay station, just as in the past, researchers have
described the role of the lateral geniculate nucleus.
In summary, I believe that the case for the near-LVF-magnocelluar link has been well argued and should be included in the
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distinguishing properties of the dorsal cortical pathway, along
with global motion perception, in a description of the dorsal/ventral cortical dichotomy. The far-UVF-parvocellular link
is less strong; in particular, I find the idea of far vision less
compelling than the concept of the use of the parvo system in
object identification in the fixation plane (which of course
includes far vision).

Ecology and functional specialization: The
whole is less than the sum of the parts
John M. Findlay
Department of Psychology, University of Durham, South Road, Durham
DHI 3LE, England
Electronic mall: j.m.findlay@mts.dur.ac.uk

thesis. However, the result appears to be a secondary consequence of the latency difference referred to in the previous
paragraph since the centre of gravity effect is less marked for
saccades with longer latency (Ottes et al. 1985; Findlay 1985).
Previc is surely right about the importance he assigns to the
local/global distinction. However, attempts to relate this distinction to visual hemifields, whether up/down or left/right, fail
because adequate vision demands the integration of both forms
of processing throughout the whole visual field.

Pigeons, primates, and division of labor in
the vertebrate visual system
M. A. Goodalea and J. A. Gravesb
*Department of Psychology, University of Western Ontario, London,
Ontario, Canada N6A 5C2 and bDepatment of Psychology, University of

Previc has performed a useful service in collecting and assem-

St. Andrews, St. Andrews, Fife, Scotland

bling a diverse literature relating to differences in psycho-

Electronic mall: Agoodale@uwo.ca and bpssJg@sava.st-andtews.ac.uk

physical and physiological measures between upper and lower
visual fields. He has also presented an admirable survey ofsome
of the different strands of parallel processing known to be
present in the visual system. He uses this evidence to support a
position of "functional specialization," which suggests that visual material is processed in different ways in the two hemifields.
This difference is alleged to have arisen as a consequence of the
different visual ecology the two fields encounter. The thrust of
the target article is to suggest that these differences have
occurred during the course of primate evolution (see e.g.,
section 5).
The case for functional specialization is made by the accumulation of small pieces of evidence. The critical question
seems to be whether this evidence can really support the strong
claim for functional specialization as a phylogenetic process,
particularly since there may be an alternative ontogenetic explanation for many of the findings. The visual system is sensitive to
visual experience during development, as Previc notes in seetion 4. If the visual system is genetically programmed to have
central symmetry and isotropy, we might still expect tipperlower visual field differences to emerge because of the differential ontogenetic experience of the two fields. The difficulty with
Previc's thesis is that it has not addressed the question of why
differences between the visual fields are generally so small and
why, for many measures, isotropy and circular symmetry is in
fact so impressive (Rovamo & Virsu 1979).
Turning to detailed evidence, I feel qualified to make only a
few comments relating to my area of specialization: saccadic eye
movements and visual attention. As Previc notes (sect. 2.1),
saccadiceye movements to visual targets in the lower visual field
show longer latencies than to targets elsewhere. This has been
found in several studies, although as tteywood and Churcher
(1980) indicate, there is one counterexample (Miller 1969). A
related finding is that when two targets are presented simultaneouslyinupperandlowervisualfields, the tendency to move
the eyes to the upper target is very strong (Findlay 1980; LevySchoen 1969). No explanation for these differences is known, so
Previe's suggestion that they arise because of the importance of
the tipper visual field for visual scanning cannot be rejected.
Nonetheless, this link seems too remote and untestable to form
a very satisfying explanation.
Previc places strong emphasis on the distinction between
local and global processing (sect. 1.3). Target-elicited saccadic
eye movements also demonstrate an interesting form of global
processing. When two targets are presented simultaneously in
neighbouring positions in the visual field, the first saccade is
regularly directed at some "centre of gravity" position (Findlay
1982). Unpublished experiments in our laboratory have shown
that this integrative effect is actually less marked in the lower
visual field, which, in a sense, runs directly counter to Previc's

Although one might wish to dispute Previc's characterization of
the differences between the tipper and lower visual fields in
primates, it is important to acknowledge that functional specialization of different regions of the retina occurs in a wide
variety of nonmammalian vertebrates. Indeed, it would be
surprising if the same were not true of primates as well. While
the visual system ofbirds is different from that of primates from
the retina on up (Donovan 1978; Hodos 1976), Previc's concentration on primates appears to have led him to ignore the
evidence for similar adaptations in other species, even though it
would strengthen ecological foundation of the distinction he is
trying to establish. In the common pigeon (Columba livia), for
example, there is plenty of evidence to suggest not only that
there are two functionally distinct regions of the visual field, but
that the nature of the specialization within these two regions is
remarkably similar to that described by Previc in the primate
(for review, see Goodale & Graves 1982 and Graves &Goodale
1979).
The visual field of the pigeon, like that of many birds and
nonprimate mammals, is largely monocular and panoramic.
Only a limited portion of the field immediately in front of and
below the bill is binocular (Martinoya et al. 1981; Nye 1973).
The retina of the pigeon is quite different from that of the
primate or other mammals in that many of the cones contain oil
droplets that can be either clear or colored. The binocular
portion of the visual field corresponds to a region in the upper
temporal quadrant ofthe retina, the so-called "red area" or "red
field", where many of the cones contain large red oil droplets.
The remaining portion of the retina consists of the "yellow field"
in which few or none of the cones contain the large red oil
droplets characteristic of the red field (for review, see Emmerton 1983a and Goodale & Graves 1982). The red area has a
relatively high tectal magnification factor and a ganglion cell
density comparable to that of the central fovea and visual streak
in the monocular yellow field (Clarke & Whitteridge 1976;
Galifret 1968; Yazulla 1974), all of which suggest an area specialized for acute vision comparable to the fovea itself (Clarke &
Whitteridge 1976). The near point of accommodation for this
portion of the visual field, however, is much closer than that of
the upper frontal and lateral fields (Nye 1973). Thus, just as
Previc has described in the primate, there appear to be two
areas of specialization within the visual field of the pigeon; (1)a
lateral fovea within the large monocular field of each eye for
viewing distant objects, and (2) another area of acute binocular
vision, corresponding to the red area of the retina, for viewing
stimuli located only a few centimeters away from the bill. This
near/far distinction is also supported by a variety of other
psychophysical and neurophysologcal evidence, including differences in the spectral sensitivity functions of the two fields (for
review, see Emmerton 1983b).
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Moreover, like the primate, the pigeon appears to use the
part of the visual field special-zed for near vision, in this case tile
binocular field, to control grasping movements directed at
stimuli in peripersonal space (Goodale 1983a; 1983b). Even
though the pigeon uses a beak rather than fingers to pick up
objects, the problem it faces is much the same as that facing the
monkey - to grasp objects in near space as efficiently as possible.
A high-speed cinematic analysis of pecking in the pigeon
showed that in both key-pecking for food reward and normal
feeding, the decision to peck is made during a briefhead fixation
that occurs some 80 mm from the surface on which the target is
located (Coodale 1983a, 1983b). Once the decision to peck is
made, a second and even briefer fixation occurs at a distance of
55 mm, which presumably allows the bird to calculate the size,
depth, and location of the target. This behavior is very stereotyped and during both fixations the target falls within the
binocular portion of the field corresponding to the red area.
Thus, while the actual solution to the problem is different, it
would appear that in both the primate and the pigeon particular
areas of the visual field are specialized for the control of grasping. In the case of the monkey (and man), the control ofgrasping
involves on-line modulation of the reach trajectory on the basis
(in part) of visual information about the position of the moving
limb (and sometimes the target itself) that is largely provided by
the lower visual field. As Previc points out, that information will
consist of"optically-degraded and diplopic images" (particularly
if the subject is foveating a more distant aspect of the environment while making the grasping movement). As a consequence,
lie argues, the primate brain has evolved mechanisms to handle
these stimuli - mechanisms that presumably involve the magnocellular pathway - that use specialized "nonlincar/global
processing." Pigeons, whose pecking is largely "visually ballistic," have solved the problem a somewhat different way by
having an area of high visual acuity, the red area, which can
provide detailed binocular information about the nature and
location of the target to be pecked, while at the same time
another two foveae, one in the monocular field of each eye, are
available for -viewingdistant stimuli ofpotential interest, such as
predators.
It is interesting to note that when a pigeon is flying, its head is
held so that the bill is oriented well below the horizon with an
eye-center to bill-tip angle ofaround 390 (Erichsen et al. 1989).
This posture insures that the ribbon-like visual streak that
extends from the lateral visual fields to the upper frontal visual
field (as marked by relatively high ganglion cell density) is
parallel to the horizon, which, together with the maintenance of
a constant orientation of the semicircular canals, may be ain
important requirement for accurate visual control of flying.
Thus, the pigeon, like Previc's monkey, has specialized visual
structures for the control ofdiffereiit behavioral functions, some
of which require processing of visual stimuli in near space and
others which require processing of visual stimuli in far space.
The more we learn about the organization of vertebrate visual
systems, the more evident it becomes that the visual system is
organized into a number of relatively independent visuomotor
"modules", each ofwliich has a special role to play in the visually
control of behavior (Goodale 1983c, Goodale 1988). Previc's
thesis, right or wrong, is a commendable attempt to explore this
possibility in detail in the primate visual system, and, as such, is
a welcome departure fromt the tledenity of iMany visuai sLIktists to remain fixated on monolithic accounts of visual
processing.
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Studies of spatial neglect have revealed that the brain is rightleft heinispatially organized, and this helinispatial organization is
important in the control of behavior. For example, the right
hemisphere appears to attend and l:repare for movements
(intend) in and toward left contralateral egocentric hemispace.
Patients with right hemisphere lesions not only bisect lines
toward the right but their bisection error is also more severe
when a line is placed in left hemispace than when it is placed in
right hemispace (Heilman & Valenstein 1979). This right-left
dichotomy may be only one of three attention-intention spatial
dichotomies, however. Not only horizontal but vertical neglect
has been reported. For example Rapscak et al. (1988) reported a
patient with biparietal lesions who neglected the lov. er half of
vertically presented lines, and Shelton et al. (1990) reported a
patient who had bilateral inferior temporal lobe lesions and
neglected the upper part ofvertical lines. Brain (1941) posited a
third dichotomy when lie suggested that the region in extrapersonal space within grasping distance may be of special significance, in this target article Previc proposes that the visual
system may be organized so that the lower visual field is
specialized to process near stimuli and the tipper visual field is
specialized to process far stimuli. We have made some observations and reported a patient who provides partial support for a
down-near, up-far dichotomy (Shelton et al., 1990).
The patient is a 66-year-old, right-handed man who developed a bilateral inferior temporal lobe infarction that was probably secondary to etobolic disease. His clinical picture is complex
(for details of his case and experimental procedures used to
study him one should refer to our original report). When
initially examined he showed a bilateral tipper hemivisual field
defect with a preserved ability to detect and localize light in the
upper fields. This upper field defect eventually improved. He
also had a visual agnosia and, as briefly mentioned, vertical
neglect. For example, when asked to bisect a vertically oriented
line lie set his mark below the actual midline. He also demonstrated upper vertical neglect on cancellation and drawing tasks.
In addition to testing line bisection in the vertical position (e.g.
intersection ofthe midsaggital and frontal planes), we also tested
for radial neglect by having the patient bisect lines presented at
the intersection of the transverse and midsagittal planes. Radial
lines were presented to this patient and to controls in three
locations, with the line adjacent to tile body surface (near), with
the line approximately 30 cia from the surface of the body
(middle), and with the line midpoint 60 cin from the body (far).
The patient consistently misbisected radial lines towards his
body at all three distances. However, performance in far space
was worse than it was in near space. In far space lie misbisected
radial lines by a mean of 7.10 cm and in near space lie erred by a
mean of 2.34 cm. His line bisection errois were greater than 4
standard deviations from the mean of the normal controls.
To learn whether this neglect of far space was modality
specific we also tested our patient and controls with a tactile
radial line bisection task where the blindfolded subjects explored the entire line and attempted to bisect the line. Again the
patient misbisected the line toward his body.
There are at least two mechanisns that caii induce a systematic error in line bisection tasks: inattention or a directional
hypokinesia (hypometria) (Ileilnan et al. 1985). Extinction to
simultaneous stimuli or a failure to detect stimuli cannot be
attributed to a directional hypokinesia or hypomictria and, in the
absence ofa primary sensory defect, is thought to represent an
attentional deficit. This patient demonstrated a vertical visual
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extinction. He was able to detect finger movements in either
upper or lower visual fields when presented alone but when
upper and lower stimuli were presented simultaneously in the
same coronal plane, there was a failure to detect movements of
the upper fingers. However, on some occasions an upper field
stimulus was no longer extinguished when it was presented 30
cm closer to the subject's face than the simultaneous stimulus in
the lower quadrant. Taken together, these observations suggest
that this patient's bilateral inferior occipital-ventral temporal
lesion induced inattentiveness to far stimuli. Because this inattentiveness was both in the visual and tactile modality, the
defect was either polymodal or supermodal. Although one must
be cautious about generalizing from one patient to a population
or deducing normal function of a brain area based on behavioral
deficits associated with destruction of that brain area, our
observations of this patient suggest that the inferior occipitotemporal region may be specialized to attend to upper and
far stimuli.
Leinonen et al. (1979) and Leinonen and Nyman (1979)
recorded from a population of neurons in area 7b of the parietal
cortex of monkeys and demonstrated that their activity is enhanced only by visual targets approaching the cutaneous receptive field or by stationary stimuli within 5-10 cm of it. Most of
these light-sensitive cells did not respond at all if the target was
further than one meter from the monkey. Area 7b projects to the
posterior bank of the arcuate sulcus; Rizzolatti et al. (1981a;
1981b) showed that arcuate neurons have properties analogous
to those in area 7b, the majority responding to visul stimuli
only if less than 10 cm away. Rizzolatti et al. (1981a; 1981b)
introduced the term peripersonal space to denote this region of
extrapersonal space and showed subsequently that post-arcuate
and area 7b ablations induced visual and tactile neglect of
contralateral pericutaneous stimuli (Rizzolatti et al. 1985).
Although patients with biparietal lesions have not been studied for the neglect of near peripersonal space and monkeys with
inferior temporal lesions have not been studied for the neglect of
far peripersonal space, our observations together with those of
Rizzolatti and his co-workers would suggest that there is a third
dichotomy. Even though the inferior temporal region is important for attending to far space, the parietal areas are important
for attending to near space.
NOTE
1. Send correspondence to K. M. Heilman, University of Florida
College of Medicine, Department of Neurology U.236), Gainesville, FL
32610

The role of dorsal/ventral processing
dissociation In the economy of the primate
brain
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Previc has added a welcome input emphasis to the functional
differentiation of the dorsal and ventral extrastriate streams in
primates. However, his suggebted causal sequence, from altitudinal visual field specialization to differentiation of related
extrastriate processors, is perhaps the wrong way around. Differential specialization of UVF and LVF implies a somewhat
fixed relationship between the position of the visual fields and
extrapersonal spatial coordinates. The reverse is the case for the
agile canopy monkey, whose eyes, head, and body are constantly changing position relative to each other, and who is as
often hanging upside down as right way up, It is species that can
move neither head nor eyes relative to the body (especially
fishes) that show fixed differential visual field specialization, not

flexible orientors like monkeys. In any case, any correspondence of magno versus parvo with the LVF versus UVF is quite
subordinate to magno correspondence with peripheral and
parvo with central vision. In contrast to the Y system, the great
majority of cells in the parvo-related X system represent central
vision (Kaas 1989).
Why then did the foveal object-related processing stream and
the peripheral spatial-relational processing stream (Ungerleider
& Mishkin 1982) become anatomically segregated in monkeys?
We suggest that these are not, as Previc suggests, alternative
modes, but complementary ones. The reason it is not adaptive
for monkeys to specialize at a fixed differential visual field is why
the two visual systems are separate. Their very mobility complicates the task of placing perceived objects in a spatial framework, necessary as this is for effective foraging. According to the
functional cerebral distance principle (FCDP; Kinsbourne &
Hicks 1978) parallel disparate but complementary mental operations are best served by keeping their respective neural substrates well separated in functional cerebral space - that is, in
the neural network. Dorsal/ventral separation of object and
spatial processing presumably minimizes crosstalk between
these concurrent complementary processing modes, which establish distinctive objects within a spatial framework. It is
precisely when simultaneous functioning is required that neuronal segregation is needed. When it is not, the same neuronal
population might be used at different times for different functions (Duffy 1984).
That the near-far dichotomy is of secondary importance conpared to the peripheral-central dichotomy is also shown in terms
of function by closer delineation of the fundamental neuronal
response properties which characterize the two streams. In the
dorsal stream, the receptive fields of neurons in area MT are
large, being an order of magnitude larger than striate cortical
receptive fields (Maunsell-& Van Essen 1983a; 1983b). In MST
the fields are still larger by another order of magnitude, often
more than 100 degrees in diameter (Komatsu & Wurth 1988).
Similarly, large bilateral receptive fields are characteristic of
neurons in parietal area 7a (Motter & Mounteastle 1981). Depth
preference is relative to the plane ofthe fixation point. Tuning to
binocular disparity has been seen in MT (Maunsell & Van Essen
1983a; 1983b) and in MST (Komatsu et al. 1988). In MST the
response to stimuli depends on whether they arc nearer or
further than the fixation point, with no clear preference for
"near" or "far" (Roy & Wurtz 1989). Area 7a neurons are also
depth sensitive. Two-thirds prefer close fixations and one-third
far fixations (Sakata et al. 1980).
High order response properties of dorsal stream neurons are
specific for moving stimuli. The vast majority of MT neurons are

movement-selective and strongly direction-sensitive (Dubner
& Zeki 1971). In MST specific cell populations respond to
complex, rotational, and radial movements (Tanaka & Saito
1989) and are particularly sensitive to computer-generated sim-

ulptions
of optic
flow fields (Duffy
& Wurtz
1989). Similarly, in
area
7a the
direction-sensitive
neurons
demonstrate
opponent
vector organization suited for flow field analysis (Motter et al.
1987).

In the inferior temporal section of the ventral stream, in
awake monkeys during attentive fixation, the receptive fields
are small, 5-10 degrees in diameter (Richmond et al. 1983). VA
neurons are color, orientation, and shape semitive (Zeki 1973,
1977). Their strikingly face-selective responses are invariant
with changes in the size of the face, contrast reversal of the
picture or reduction in the 3-D cues available (Rolls & Baylis
1986). They respond differentially when the face stimulus is
rotated from profile to full face (Perrett et al. 1985).
Thus dorsal stream neurons are oriented toward analyzing
global visual movement parameters. They may support postural
stability, guide locomotion, and encode the three dimensional
relationships between features of the environment. Most of
these goals may be readily achieved through the analysis of optic
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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flov, fields (Gibson 1986), a task to which these neurons seem
ideally adapted. As such, their function is to some extent
consistent with near rather 'han far vision, but it certainly

therefore be performed by some other system. Indeed, Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) have argued that the parietal lobes
are spccialized for spatial perception whereas temporal areas are

involves the full field rather than just the lower peripheral field,
The response properties of the ventral stream neurons suggest that they extract information about locally cohesive le
ments (Desimnone & Schein 1987). Facility for object recognition, notably of faces, uses multisen',ory informatiou and
memory as integrated in polyser.sory and hnbic temporal c,.r
tices (Desiinne & Gross 1979). The final discriminations, for
exainiole, of faces mediated by the ventral system, occur in near
rather than far vision, and at fixation iather than in the U'F.
Why then the altitudinal anisotropies in man? According to
the functional cerebral distance principle (FCDP), each visual
half field is to some extent under the influence of the processing
modes of the more adjacent (more "connected") segment of
extrastriate cortex. Just as activating the human left hemisphere
favors verbal processing in the right visual field and activating
the right hemisphere favors spatial processing in the left visual
field, so activating dorsal cortex by posing a spatial problem
activates the more connected LVF and vice versa. No additional
post hoc adaptive rationalizations for altitudinal visual field
anisotropies are needed.

Chad J. Marsolek
Department of Psychology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Electronic mall: cm@wjh12.harvard.edu

specialized for object perception.
Previc challenges this description of functional specialization
in the two visual streams on teleological grounds by asking why
the processing of object feaures should be separated from the
processing of spatial relations. Rueckl et al. (1989), using s
computatiunalapproach, ha c prom ded a partial answer. These
researchers show that a divided neural network (with one set of
hidden nodes processing shape information and another set
processing location information) is computationally more efilcient than a single, undivided network of the same size in
encoding both shape and location information. Thus, it may
simply be more efficient for the brain to allocate its resources so
that different systems encode these different properties.
To offer physiological evidence inconsistent with the Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) distinction, Previc also cites findings that parietal lobe receptive fields overlap the foveal region
and IT receptive fields are very large, averaging 25 degrees in
diameter. At first glance these findings seem inconsistent with
the view that spatial perception (using much information from
the visual periphery) occurs in the parictal lobes and object
perception (using information mostly from central vision) occurs
in IT. O'Reilly et al. (in press) used a computational approach to
discover nonobvious functional properties of the dorsal system
consistent with these receptive field properties and with Ungerleiderand Mishkin's (1982)characterization. They first noted
that parietal lobe receptive fields are also very large (Anderseni
et al. 1985; Motter & Mounteastle 1981), which helps to explain
why these fields commonly overlap the fovea. To shed light on
the different functional properties of these two areas, O'Reilly et

In an interesting description of the apparent segregation C.'
primate visual processing in peripersonal and extrapersonal
space, Pre%ic hypothesizes that this processing segregation may
help to explain why the dorsal and ventral visual streams are
functionally separated. In a sense, Previc has added a new
dichotomy to the pile, detailing evolutionary interpretations for
this new characterization and citing neurophysiological findings
consistent with it. The problem, as Previc is aware, is that the
previous characterizations of the functions of the two visual
streams have also been supported with physiological evidence,
More important, not one of these distinctions seems to be
incompatible with the others, How do we correctly characterize
these functional differences? I propose that a computational
approach (Marr 1982) is necessary.
The initial complication is the broad overlap among the
different functional descriptions of the dorsal/ventral dichotomy. This overlap makes it hard to generate different predictions
to support one or another of the alternatives. Evidence supporting one scheme is likely to support the other.
A computational approach provides additional constraints and
suggests nonobvious functional properties of brain systems. If
we regard neurons in the parietal lobe (especially in area 7a) and
neurons in the inferior temporal lobe (IT) as performing different computations (in terms of a system's neuronal input, an
operation performed on this input, and the output produced), a
picture different from Previc's emerges.
For example, an adequate description of the different computations being performed by these two systems must account
for "stimulus equivalence across retinal translation," the ability
ofneuronal systems in IT (inferior temporal cortex) to identify an
object regardless of where its image strikes the retina (Gross &
Mishkin 1977). Given that objects can be identified through
processing in the ventral system no matter where they appear in
the visual field, or even whether they are in peripersonal or
extrapersonal space, IT neurons seem to be performing certain
computations (involving object recognition) that are different
from those needed to encode the spatial location of objects.
These other computations (involving spatial location) must

al. (in press) next looked for other characteristic differences.
They noted that the distribution of receptive field peak locations
was different in area 7a (they are more evenly distributed across
the field) than IT (they are almost always found on tne fovea,
Gross et al. 1972, Motter & Mountcastle 1981). To discover
possible effects of this variable, O'Reilly et al. (in press) varied
the number of off-center receptive field peaks that were "hardwired" into the receptive fields of input layer nodes of a threelayer neural network. The coordinates of a dot in a matrix were
specified far more easily when enough of these receptive field
peaks were off-center. In fact, when all the regions of peak
response were located on the center, the network could not
accomplish the mapping. It never computed the location of the
inputl
These results indicate that the distribution of receptive field
peaks is an important neural characteristic for encoding spatial
location, and clearly area 7a neurons are much more suited for
this processing than IT neurons. Regarding this functioning,
Previc cites the conclusion that since most individual parietal
neurons have poor spatial resolution, they cannot process the
precise spatial location of objects (Motter et al. 1987). However,
when parietal neurons are looked at as a system performing a
certain computaion, the system as a whole (having neurons
with overlapping receptive fields and well distributed peaks
covering all of the visual field) can process precise spatial
locations, regardless of the spatial resolution of individual cells.
Previc, in a broad attempt to unify many findings under one
conceptual roof, fails to take advaitage of tile Hoiiputdtiuil
approach and falls victim to interpreting individual neuronal
properties without consideration of the computations being
performed by larger systems of neurons. Ile qualifies this effort
by concluding that his intent is not to constrain how physiological data are interpreted, but to call for the expansion of future
research, primate vision must be understood in relation to our
diverse, three-dimensional environment. Perhaps the mt ssage
actually communicated is the need for expanding future interpretations of brain system functioning to include the computations being performed by these neuronal systems.

Why the computations must not be ignored
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Peripheral lower visual fields: A neglected
factor?
Naoyulci Osaka

visual input has to be attended during reaching and other
peripersonal activities.
The LVF's advantages (arising from greater sensitivity to
motion, luminance, and texture gradient) to the greater optical
motion flow below the horizon during forward locomotion
would diminish with restriction of the peripheral LVF. Thus,
according to Previc's hypothesis, visual space in a restricted
field should become increasingly extrapersonal.
This is not what was found by Previc, and many perceptual

misjudgments and performance difficulties were experienced in
Dolezal's observations; observers judged familiar objects as
appearing smaller and nearer to themselves and their perceived

Department of Psychology, Faculty of Letters, Ryoto University, Kyoto 606,
Japan
Electronic mall: b52046"/ tansel.cc.utokyo./une.UTokyo,
relay.csnet@retay.cs.net :b52046@JPNKUDPC.bltnet

point of observation came close to the ground level because of

Previc's view on the functional specialization in the LVF and
UVF in the human visual system appears quite interesting in
connection with magno/parvo (dorsal/ventral) dichotomy and
the related neurobiological differences. The hypothesis that
near/peripersonal and far/extrapersonal visual space represent
functionally distinct systems did not seem clear enough,
however.
First, where is the functional boundary between the two
types of visual space? Regarding the near/far dichotomy, Previc
states that the boundary ofperipersonal and extrapersonal space
could be specified as within and beyond the edge of an arm's
reach, respectively. However, as he pointed, the boundary is
not functionally clear enough, even though easy enough to
define physically. Thus, he allows for an interdependency between two types of space by saying that the body-centered
spatial coordinates used in peripersonal visuomotor activities
could also be used beyond the arm's reach, just as local perceptual analyses directed toward extrapersonal space can also be
performed on objects within reach. This view clearly weakens
the proposed dichotomy.

(Dolezal 1982).
This apparent shrinkage of peripersonal space during field
restriction should be taken into consideration in connection
with the dynamic functional interdependency between near/
peripersonal and far/ex~rapersonal visual space and the distinetion between them.
The last comment is related to manual RT (reaction time)
differences between LVF and UVF. I agree that the RT to most
stimuli is shorter in the LVF. My own results indicate that the
RT to a flashed target is shorter by about 23 ins in the LVF than
in the TJVF along the vertical meridian; it is even some 10 ins
faster in the temporal hemifield (Osaka 1976; 1978). These
results would agree with Previc's assumption that th.; LVF
facilitates visuomotor coordination in peripersnnal space. It
should also be noted that the temporal L.VF corresponds to the
quadrant where the hand appears in the LVF.

Second, what kind of factor influences the peripersonal

space? If, as Previc argues, the body-centered visual attention
system for monitoring visuomotor activities in peripersonal
soce could be countervailed with a retinotopic attention system
for visual search and scanning in far/extrapersonal space, the

LVF is therefore critically linked to the visual control of reaching in near/peripersonal space. Visually guided eye-hand coordination in peripersonal space is critical for reaching an object
and also critical for monitoring the reaching hand in the peripheral LVF.
The question is whether the observer's peripersonal space
could be maintained as it was before when reaching in the
peripheral LVF is prevented during visuomotor coordination
task. In his "tube study," in which a field of view was restricted
to the central 12 degrees by wearing long (33 cm) narrow tubes,
Dolezal (1982) found that, in such a , estricted peripheral visual
field, observers tended to report obe.A shrinking and a reduction of the distance from themselves. Thub, the observer underreached for objects and overreached the ends of the tubes. The
observer experienced disorientation, loss of stability, and even
difficulty in walking. This evidence from field restriction suggests that peripheral LVF information is important. Peripheral
information is critical for monitoring the movement of the hand
from LVIF, it also allows the hatnd to be guided fromi the
peripheral LVF to the fixed target, even though it cannot be
viewed directly. Consequently, the body part image appearing
in the peripheral LVF has a role in keeping and stabilizing
near/peripersonal visual space.
Third, how can the central.'pripheral distinction be related
to the peripersonal/extrapersonal dichotomy? Previc also notes
that the central/peripheral differences cari be incorporated into
the peripersonal/extrapersonal (near/far) dichotomy, in that
most far vision is limited to the central 30 degrees because of the
poor spatial resolution of the peripheral retina, while peripheral

the absence of their seen body image in the peripheral LVF. A
similar kind of experience was found among scuba divers and
astronauts whenever peripheral LVF information was reduced

Properties of neurons In the dors.,; ,isual
pathway of the monkey
Ralph M. Siegel
Thomas .J.Watson Research Lzboratory, InternationalBusiness Machines,

Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Electronic mall: axon@ibrn.com
The target article presents a particularly thorough review oi'the
major differences between the dorsal and ventral visual pathways in the primate. There are still open questions, however,
about the electrophysiological support for the functional segregation into upper and lower visual fields that is proposed to
coincide with near/far space, or nonlinear/linear processing.
This is because there are errors and controversy about some of
the deductions in the target article made from the known
properties of cortical neurons in the darse1 -athway.
I would first like to point out a misiitierpretation of experimental results of Andersen et al. (1985). In the discussion of the
dorsal visual system, Previc writes (sect. 3.2.1., para. L); "Perhaps even more intriguing, many posterior parietal neurons
appear to code visual space in terms of head-ceqtered coordinates (Andersen et al. 1985), ,uch that their receptive fields
remain stationary relative to tLc animal's head rather than its
fixaio."
Our experimental results showed that the receptive field
remained stationary relative to retinal coordinates, not the fixed
head coordinate system. A change in the animal's gaze angle led
to a multiplicative modulation of the amplitude of the response.
We suggested that the representation of head coordinates was
distributed among a population of neurons which was consistent
with the neurological notion that tle inferior parietal lobule is
the site ofthe representation of"extrapersonal space" (Critchley
1953).
Two different theoretical approaches (Siegel & Andersun
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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1987, Zipser & Andersen 1988) indicate that a population of
these angle-of-gaze cells could be used to signal the location of
an object in head-centered coordinates within 10 in spite of the

subdivision LIP (Cnadt &Mays ", .). MSThas disparity tuned
cells (Roy & Wurtz 1989), but not enough data is available to
determine whether thcre is a l.- ference for near or far.

large receptive field size. Both these studies relied on the
summing of the activity of these cells to achieve behaviorally

"Fifth, it is difficult from an ecological viewpoint to understand why brain areas so obviously involved in reaching and eye

reasonable precision. Thus Previc's suggestion that parietal
neurons are "incapable of signaling the precise location in
space" is incorrect. The angle-of-gaze cells of parietal cortex
could be used to locate an ob,ect that is not an immediate "near
space" (e.g. a monkey in a tree 10 meters away), which contradiets Previc's thesis.
Previc also argues against "an involvement of area 7a and MT
in the processing of optical flow information during locomotion
through the environment." (sect. 3.2.1., para. 8) His view is that
these regions are used for "reaching and other peripersonal
behaviors, " and five "major observations" are made to support
this view. All of these "observations" are, at the least, subject to
dispute. Previc's points kseet. 3.2.1., para. 8) alongwith relevant
comments follow:
"First, the most rapid flow rates . . . ai e found in the periphcry whereas most MT and 7a receptive field are located within . . . the central 20' of the visual field."
Area 7a neurons have quite large visual receptive fields,
sometimes up to 400 in size (Andersen et al. 1985). The peripheral MT fields can albo be large (Albright & Desiinone 1987,
Maunseil & Van Essen 1983a). The result that these receptive
fields overlap with the center of the visual field does not
preclude their use for optical flow analysis in the periphery or
across the visual field. Indeed, a model has been proposed
(Siegel 1987, 1988) that uses the properties of MT neurons in a
parallel processing scheme to extract flow field information.
"Second, optical flow patterns during locomotion are . . . cxpanding and the majority of area 7a neurons respond to motion
away from the animal."
The study cited (Steimnmetz et al. 1987) used unnatural stimuli
(small moving squares) to test for optical flow properties. Recent
physiological studies in the awake behaving monkey (Siegel
1989) using more natural and controlled stimuli (random dot

movement control should perform an optical flow analysis
whose chief value would be to maintain postural control."
The key point in this statement is the assumption that the
inferior parietal lobule is involved only in peripersonal behav iors. While it is true that motion flow fields can be used for
reaching and eye movement control, they are also useful for a
number of other visual-motor tasks (see Ullman 1979, Longuetliggins & Prazdny 1980). Some examples are locating the
boundaries of objects, determining the three-dimensional
structure of an object, locating oneself in a moving environment, as in moving through trees for arboreal primates, and
indeed postural control. There is no a priori rea -into rule out
parietal involvement in these processes, particularly in considering some of the effects of parietal lesions (e.g. disorders of
movement, spatial perceptions, etc., in particular, see Critchley
1953, Chap. 5).
In summary, the dorsal visual pathways, which include MT
and 7a and a host of other regions (Maunsell & Van Essen
1983c), can indeed be used for visual flow field analyses as well
as for determining precise spatial position. I have attempted to
describe the controversies that exist for some of the arguments
used to support Previc's contentions. Although a weakness in
any one supporting proposition does not completely negate the
conclusion, the many ostensible shortcomings of the target
article suggests that we should exercise some caution before
embracing the idea of an upper and lower visual field
dichotomy.

fields) (Siegel & Andersen 1988) to test for optical flow selectivity have found an equal number of cells selective to both

spaces alogether: What are the

expanding and compressing stimuli. Furthermore, this study
suggests that there are highly nonlinear interactions between
subregions of the receptive field, making it difficult to predict
the response to a full field motion stimuli from either local
patches of motion or small moving squares. Region MST,
pointedly missing in the discussion of the dorsal pathvay, also
has neurons selective for real optical motion flow (Tanaka et al.
1986, Saito et al. 1986, Duffy & Wurtz 1989). Both the 7a and
MST neurons in the dorsal pathway can be used for motion flow
field analysis that can occur in both the upper and lower visual
field as well as in near or far personal space.
"Third, opposite motionl is never produced by egomotion
through the environment, so the preference . . . for center s.
surround must be related to other factors."
Center-surround motion cells were first proposed for a
number of etholugical and physiological reasons by Allman
(1977). Center-surround motion can be obtained vhren an ohserver moves through an environment, the analysis of such
motion is essential for localization in the environnent. Thus
"never" is clearly an overstatement,
"Fourth, The preference of dorsal neurons for near disparity
and/or fixations . . .
Physiological data are not nearly so complete as to permit
such a blanket statement for the five or more dorsal visual areas
(e.g. IT, MST, FST, LIP, 7a, VIP, etc.) The preference for
near disparity is suggested only for area MT kMaunscll & Van
Essen 1983b). Some data has been collected for a broadly
defined area 7a (Sakata et al. 1980), but there appear to be
furthe, complications in the interpretation of such studies in the
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NOTE
1. By which I assume the author means "center surround motion."

Different regions of space or different
dorsal/ventral systems processing?
Gary W. Strong
College of Information Studies, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Electronic mall: strong@duvm.bitnet or strong@duvm.ocs.drexel.edu
Previc's target article represents an impressive effort to integrate previous work, but I remain of the opinion expressed in
section 1.1 ofthe target article, that "the LVF-near and UVF-far
links are far from absolute." Previc prematurely dismisses as
"not altogether satisfactory" Ungerleider and Mishkin's (1982)
distinction between spatial/peripheral and object/central perception (section 1.2). However, Ungerleider and Mishkin's
placement of spatial/peripheral perception in the parietal, or
dorsal, pathway coincides with Kesner et al.'s (1989) identification of the parietal cortex as involved in the processing of
allocentric spatial information, that is, information "based on
memory for specific stimuli representing places or relations
between places that are independent of one's body orientations
in space" (p. 956). To the other pathway Ungerleider & Mishkin
assigned the function of object/central perception. This is similar to what Mack (1978) calls the "object-relative mode" of
perception. This distinction being made, it appears that a more
accurate identification of the functional difference between the
dorsal and ventral ptthwvays may not be based so much on a
partitioning of the regions of space as perceived by the subject
(Previc's thesis) as on different spatial coordinate systems. The
basic question I wish to pose is whether the dorsal/ventral
distinction is based on a differentia! processing of LVF/UVF
"regions of visual space" as Preic suggests, or on the spatial
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"types of information they process" (a view Previc dismisses in
section 1.2).
The impressive amount of data Previc reviews suggests, at tile
very least, a distinction between an object-based tracking systern for visuomotor coordination in peripersonal space (section
2.7) and a retinotopic visual system. It is one thing to suggest
that these two systems must exist, another to say that they
correspond to the LVF and the UVF, respectively. Consider, as
examples, the acts of tracking a distant motion, such as that ofa
running animal, and reading a book. The former involves both
the UVF and far perception, in opposition to what Previc would
suggest, and tile
latter involves both the LVF and retinotopic,
saccadic vision, also in opposition to Previc's thesis.
Furthermore, ifparietal patients cannot solve the correspondence problem (as reported in section 3.2.1), then Previc must
explain how this relates to or differs from the statement in
section 3.3.1 that "a major puqose of tie far attentional
[temporal] system is to 'glue" features into intebrated vloles, so
as to ensure that form. composed ofidetical features in different arrangements are not comifused. " I hold that botu the parietal
and the temporal system can play the role of "tag-asognment'
and that there is no reason to believe that it can't be done by
foveal, saccadic vision (see Strong & Wltehead 1989). What
diotinguishes one pathway from the other probably depends on
whether the so-called "glue" kor tag) is based ol spatial location
(dorsal/parietal) or object pattern kventral,'temporal). The fact
that tile hippocampus receives "heavy projections from the
temporal lobe" (Section 3.3.2) and does not itself have an
6.vious global spatial mapping (Eichenbauin et al. 1989) supports tile
view that the temporal lobe is the site of integration
based on something other than space, such as "objecthood."
The reader may suppose that Pre%iLholds his particular thesis
in part as away ofnalang sense ofvvhat lie calls the "teleological
challenge," which is, "Why . . .should the processing of the
features of allobject be divorced from the processing of its
relation to other objects . . Such divisions arc contradicted by
the unity of our phenomenological experience..." (section
1.2). Current research suggests, however, that there is no
reason to suppose that the "unity of experience" is related to the
locality of representation in brain tissue. Aiple and Kruger
(1989), Eckhorn ct al. (1988), Gray et al. (1989) and Gray and
Singer (1989) show clearly that perceptual unity is tied to
synchrony of activity rather than to locality in the cotex. Unity
through synchronization completely changes the way one looks
at the brain, in that there is no longer any need to consider that a
representation is in one neural site, or that one type of inforniation is processed in one area. Locality arguments now have to be
made on other grounds, such as the need for nonspecific pericolumnar inhibition that has b-en identified between cortical
minicolumns, "tile
most basic units" of the primate cortex
(Mounteastle 1979).
The processing distinction between the dorsal and ventral
pathways is perhaps that of between-object relationslhps and
within-object relationships, respectively. Between-object relationships are much more dynamic than within-object relationships and probably rely on a different coding method in tile
brain. Whereas within-object relationships could conceivably
be coded by redundant populations of neurons (such as the facerecognizer populations of Rolls at al. 1989), between-object
relationships require a more dynamc, cons truted representation such as temporary synchrony among a population ofnonrcdundant columns.
In conclusion, I agree wvith Prev ic that "It must be conceded
that the near-far dichotomy falls short as a complete explanatory
scheme" (section 1.2, para. 8). Furthermore, thereare probably
a large number of simultaneous processing pathways in the
brain, some not tied to the ventral/dorsal distiction. Fur
example, Goldman-Rakic (1988) proposes the existence ofpar.dlelhand/eye circuits, each involving parietal, temporal, and

frontal cortex as well as other areas. This could even be a more
plausible characteristic structure for primate cortex than one
based on the UVFILVF distinction since hand-eye coordination
is a distinctive feature of primate behavior.

The primary visual system does not care

about Previc's near-far dichotomy. Why not?
Robert W. Williams
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, University of Tennessee, School
of Medicine, Memphis, TN 38163
Electronic mail: ,williams@utmem3,bitnet
Can a umajor division exist in the processing and representation
of upper and lower visual space without a corresponding division in the structure and function ofthe retina, lateral geniculate
nucleus, and striate cortex? An, information theorist would say
yes k.Marr 1982). The program and the processor are separate,
and the same processor can run many different programs. But an
evolutionar biologist would say no. The program and the
processor coevolve, and if Previc's dichotomy is vital - as
defined by its effects on fitness - then in the course of sevceral
million years of intense selection this dorsal-ventral rift should
have left marks along the entire visual system. In otherwords, a
single processor cannot be optimized for two different and %ery
complex tasks. "Previc takes this evolutioiiary-ecological approach and, following in the parallel processing tradition, looks
for substrates of the near-far dichotomy in the retina, lateral
genmculatc, and visual cortex. Here anatonists and physiologists
let him down. There is really %cry little c idence ofasy inmnetry
in the representations of upper and lovve; visual space, particularly in primates.
One counterargument is that structural modifications have
not kept pace with changes in the algorithm. This is umnlikely.
Over a period of merely 25,000 years, the visual system of the
cat lineage has undergone wholesale structural change (Wilhams et al. 1989), and these changes are obvious in the retina
and lateral geniculate nucleus. Furthermore, in several species,
upper and lower visual space is treated differently by the
primary visual system. There can be no more dramatic example
than the tropical fish Anableps (Walls 19,12) with two pupils per
eye - one for vision in air and one for vision in water. Vertical
asymmetry has also been discovered in a few mammals, but
unfortunately for Previt, in all the wrong species (see accompanying commentary by Chalupa & White). For example,
retinal ganghion cells are more heavily concentrated along the
dorsal vertical meridian in herbivores, dogs, and bush babies
(Hughes 1977, Stone 1983), and Hughes argues that in herbivores this vertical streak subserves the grazing field between
face and forefeet. But in monkeys and humans almost all we can
say at preseit is that (1) rods are iiore closely packed in tile
duisal hmiretina, forinig a rod hot spot about 5mm iabouv tile
fovea ,Wckler et al. in press), and that (2) somatostatin-inimunorcactme cells are located almost cxclus v ely in tile
ventral
hemiretina (Sagar & Marshall 1988). Both of these features are
probably related to differences in mean illumination of upper
and lower fields, not to near and far vision.
So why doesn't the primary visual system of primates eare
about PreviC's near-far dichotomy? I have three suggestions.
1. Previc is exaggerating the segregation of near and far
functions in lower and upper visual space. To some degree,
experiments vvith mn ertig prisms bear this out (Harris 1965).
As a leuristic, a little exaggeration Is useful, but lure Previc mey
have gone too far. The near-far dichotomy may actually be a
subtle gradient. This would be the simplest explanation for tile
abounce of near-far specialization in the primate primary visual
system.
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2. Other more important constraints and processes dictate
the design of the primate visual system. At most, Previc's
dichotomy is a relatively unimportant, although interesting,
wrinkle. Since there is minimal evidence for near-far segregation at any level between the photoreceptor mosaic and area 18,
we are obliged to accept that other processes have had the
dominant role in the evolution and parcellation of the primate
visual system (Diamond & Hall 1969; Hassler 1966, Polyak
1957). One of the most interesting recent ideas is that the
evolution of stereopsis in primates was driven not by the selective advantage ofdepth discrimination per se (there are plenty of
other cues) but by its utility in revealing well-camouflaged food
and foes (Frisby 1980, p. 155).
3. Previc's dichotomy is real and possibly important, but he is
looking for structural substrates and functional correlates in the
wrong parts of the brain. The visual system provides a wealth of
information to disparate systems in parietal, frontal, and temporal neocortex. Each of these external systems requires an
interface, and each interface requires custom wetware for filtering, mixing, and re-representing this hybrid information. These
interfacing requirements have molded a specialized belt of
paravisual areas that surrounds the relatively uniform visual
core. These are the regions in which the split in the visual
s;stem, whatever it may mean, is most obvious. If there is a
crisp dichotomy between near and far, as Previc argues, then its
proximate causes will be found in rostral parts of neocortex and
not in the particular design of the retina, geniculate, or visual
cortex. Another way ofsaying 'his is that the near-far dichotomy
is not a property of the visual system at all, but simply an
outgrowth of diverse requirements of nonvisual neocortex.

Only half way up
Andrew W. Young
Department of Psychology, University of Durham, Science Laboratories,
Durham OHI 3LE, England
Electronlc mall: a.w.young@durham.ac.uk
In his insistence on the importance of an ecological perspective
for understanding neural functioning, Previc is surely right. We
should not consider functional specialisation without any reference to the demands of the world to which the functions have
adapted. But the argument can also be misleading if taken to
extremes. Every aspect of cerebral organisation does not reflect
this type of constraint,
Consider, for instance, the extensively documented involvement of the left cerebral hemisphere in language abilities. Many
types ofexplanation have been offered for this phenomenon, but
none of those now taken seriously are in ecological terms.
Indeed, it is difficult to see what ecological pressures could
conceivably result in left rather than right hemisphere specialisation for a particular mental al ility. [See also Corballis &
Morgan: "On the Biological Basis w,Human Laterality." BBS
1(2) 1978 and Bradshaw & Nettleton: "The Nature of Hemispheric Specialization in Man." BBS 4(1) 1981.] If anything, left
cerebral involvement in language must confer the slight disadvantage of making cople marginally less able to respond to
speech coming from the left. Yet in everyday life we interact
without discomfort with people occupying this spatial position
(left of us). The underlying pressures ultimately responsible for
left cerebral involvement in language, and any overall advantages it confers, would seem to be more realistically sought in
internal, organisational factors (such as avoiding unnecessary or
complex duplication of function).
One of the consequences of left cerebral specialisation for
language is that most right-handed people are better able to
recognise words presented in their right visual hemifield (see
Bryden 1982; Bradshaw & Nettleton 1983, for reviews). At one
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time it was thought that this phenomenon might be in some way
related to ecological pressures resulting from the left to right
order of reading used' y several forms of alphabetic script. It has
now been established, however, that right visual hemifield
superiority for word recognition is found even in languages that
are read from right to left (Carmon et al. 1976), and that the
effect is less clearly shown by left-handed people than by righthanded ones (Bradshaw et al. 1981) even though any ecological
pressures created by reading direction will be the same for
right- and left-handers. Thus it is clear that the primary determinant of visual hemifield differences in word recognition ability is
cerebral asymmetry rather than ecological pressures per se
(though this is not to deny that these may exert some modifying
influence).
Since information processing differences between the left and
right visual hemifields do not seem to be primarily determined
by ecological pressures, why should we think that matters will
beany different with respect to upper(UVF) versus lower (LVF)
visual hemifield differences? Convincing arguments are
needed. Previc tries to provide two, one of which I find convincing, one unconvincing.
The convincing argument is that because so much visually
guided reaching takes place in the LVF, it has become specially
adapted for this purpose. Although the literature on upper
versus lower visual hemifield differences is not extensive, Previe demonstrates that it is consistent with this idea.
Much less secure is Previc's attempt to argue that the UVF is
specialised for object search and recognition in "far" (extrapersonal) visual space. The ecological argument is unconvincing. As
I look around me now, I can see plenty of out-of-reach objects
that fall either above or below fixation, and once I have identified an object of interest I refixate to bring it into central vision.
Similarly, when I am moving araund, especially outside the
house, new objects of interest are often hidden in small declivities or obscured behind other foreground objects. As they
are revealed, these will mostly be found initially in the LVF.
Previc in fact concedes this point, and admits that "the relationship between far vision and the UVF is not nearly as
exclusive, as both vertical hemifields represent the extrapersonal portion of visual space" (section 1.1, para. 5). Moreover,
his review actually demonstrates that "virtually no UVF advantages exist in sensory processing per se" (section 1.1., para. 5).
Instead, Previc arrives at the conclusion that there is a "link
between the UVF and an extrapersonal attention system that
facilitates object search and recognition" (section 2.7, para. 2).
Evidence for this link, however, is no more than suggestive at
present.
Why is Previc so concerned to establish a specific role for the
UVF? Why isn't he simply happy with the view that for the
reasons he gives the LVF plays a particularly important part in
visually guided reaching, whereas search mechanisms involved
in locating and identifying objects must operate efficiently in
both upper and lower visual fields? Part of the reason seems to
be that he wants to develop a theory in line with the widely held
(but seldom articulated) dogma of complenmentary specialisation, which holds that if one part of the brain subserves a
particular function, then another part of the brain (preferably
the opposite part) must subserve the opposite function. This
dogma has already generated numerous unhelpfil dichotomies
in theories of left versus right cerebral hemisphere asymmetries, it would be a shame if it were to be too readily imported
into our thinking about the upper and lower visual fields.
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Author's Response
Visual processing in three-dimensional

space: Perceptions and misperceptions
Fred H. Previc
Crew Technology Division, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
AFB, TX 78235-5301
Electronic mall: prev'c%apache.decnet@hqhsd.brooks.af.mI

Tihe BBS trevtment of my article generated many diverse
commentaries a:bout the proposed relationship between
LVF-UVF processing differences and the different perceptual requirements of peripersonal and extrapersonal
space. It also unveiled important new or overlooked
empirical findings relevant to the various claims of this
theory. In the pages that follow, I review the commentators' observations in basically the same order as followed in the target article: I begin with a treatment of
some basic conceptual issues before moving on to a
discussion of specific behavioral, neurophysiological, and
neuropsychological findings, and conclude with a brief
mention of those comparative issues that relate to the
LVF-UVF and near-far visual processing dichotomies.

1. Conceptual Issues
1.1. The validity of the near-far distinction
Several commentators (particularly, Young) object to my
dichotomization of near and far visual space, while others
(e.g., Williams) argue that I exaggerated the interdependencies of vertical (LVF-UVF) and sagittal (near-far)
processing. Still others (e.g., Kinsbourne & Duffy) object
to the application of the near-far distinction to the specializations of the dorsal and ventral neural pathways. In
response, I must first point out the many visual scientists
- including Helmholtz and Gibson - who have noted the
important ecological links between the UVF and far
vision and between the LVF and near vision (see Heuer
et al. 1988). Indeed, one would have difficulty in interpreting even the most basic LVF-UVF differences
without recourse to these overarching relationships.
How, for example, could one fully explain the UVF bias in
saccadic eye movements yet ignore the fact that UVF and
LVF saccades also lead to greater divergence and convergence, respectively (Enright 1989)? Second, I reiterate that I am by no means the first investigator to argue
that the near-far distinction may have a fundamental
neurophysiological and neuropsychological basis. Although I cited Rizzolatti et al.'s (1985) near-far theory, the
neurophysiological distinction between near and far vision put fottui by Pettigiew and DLiehe (i987,). belis an
even closer resemblance to my own, as will be discussed
later.
Williams implies that a fundamental ecological relationship between the LVF and near vision and the UVF
and far -vision is not borne out b) in-erted pr;sm studies.
Yet the perceptual adaptation experiments described b,
Dolezal (1982) directly contradict his assertion, as the
distortion of near and far space and of the size and
distances ofobjects within three-dimensional space actually proved to be the most dramatic perceptual conse-

quence of up-down visual field inversion. According to
Dolezal, a perceptual reversal occurred as to "where in
the FV [field-of-view] near and far surfaces appeared to
be. Specifically, with spectacles, physically distant places
appeared at the bottom of my FV, whereas places closer
to me appeared closer to the top of the FV" (Dolezal 1982,
pp. 246-247).
The target article clearly suggested that the empirical
support for the relationship between the dorsal pathways
and near vision and the LVF is much stronger than for tie
relationship between the ventral pathways and far vision
and the UVF. Some commentators (e.g., Young and
Crewther) accordingly accept only the former's existence. Yet Young's suggestion that the latter link was
partially contrived in order to create an aesthetically
satisfying dichotomy ignores the fact that attentional and
oculomotor imbalances in the direction of far vision are
created by parietal damage, which clearly implies the
existence of a countervailing far attentional system (see
section 3.2.2 of the target article). The existence of two
attentional mechanisms that are normally perfectly balanced in the vertical and sagittal dimensions is also
congruent with recent evidence by Heuer and colleagues
(Heuer & Owens 1989) that resting vergence is close to
the edge of peripersonal sr , (' one meter) only when
the eyes are vertically centered. (Otherwise, vergence
increases during lowering of the eyes and decreases
during ocular elevation.) Moreover, the existence of far
visual neglect in Heilman et al.'s bilateral temporal
patient clearly demonstrates that a far attentional system
does exist in humans. Heilman et al.'s crucial finding
belies the claim of Kinsbourne & Duffy that the link
between temporal lobe functions (e.g., visual search) and
the UVF does not require the postulation of a special
relationship between the UVF and far vision, a point to
which I will return later.
Although I demonstrated in the target article that the
distinction between near and far visual space cannot be
easily defined according to the physical extent of the arm,
two commentators (Brannan and Strong) nonetheless
reiterate the fact that reading - a parvo/ventral function often takes place within the confines of peripersonal
space. Another commentator (Breitmeyer) further notes
the difficulty in categorizing the visual processing that
mediates our ability to locomote and orient in the environment, since such processing utilizes far visual inputs
(Brandt et al. 1975) yet is presumably mediated by the
magno/dorsal pathways.
As regards the first counterexample, I argue that reading requires the processing and output mechanisms that
are ordinarily applied to infomation in extrapersonal
space, even though it typically occurs within arm's reach.
More specifically, reading makes use of a retinotopic
scalillihg systen that is (a) largely free of head and limb
movements, (b) foveally centered and located within the
plane of fixation, and (c) capable of perceiving local
contours. This same characterization holds true for rflated functions such as facial recognition, albeit to a more
limited extent. Whether faces are recognized inside the
boundar) of peripersonal space (e.g., in photographs) or
be)ond its confines (as is the case for almost all real-life
faces that we encounter in our daily existence), they are
almost invatiably subjected to the Visual scanning and
local contour analysis that are used in extrapersonal
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13'3
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space. Thus, facial recognition can hardly be considered a
"near" perceptual task, as Kinsbourne & Duffy propose.
Rather than discarding the concept of a physically welldemarcated near and far visual space, I prefer to view the
above counterexamples as supporting a distinction Letween body-centered space (whose sagittal midline lies at
arm's reach) and oculo-centered space (whose sagittal
midline lies in the plane of fixation). While the two
midpoints occasionally deviate during activities such as
reading, a similar divergence of body-centered and oculocentered space can also occur in the context of left-right
vision (Kooistra & Heilman 1989).
The second objection of Breitmeyer can be met by
further differentiating between the "far" space used in
visual orientation - the "visual background" according to
Grusser's (1983) scheme - and that synonymous with the
visual search and scanning field. The maintenance of
visual orientation, for example, is regarded as an "ambient" process that traverses virtually the entire visual
field and does not require visual attention (Post &
Leibowitz 1986), as compared to the more limited spatial
extent and greater attentional demands of visual search
and scanning. (Indeed, it is common practice in vection
experiments to instruct the subjects to divert their attention away from far vision in order to maximize the
orientational effects of large-fieli image motion.) The far
visual background likewise influences convergence state
without requiring conscious awareness, as indicated by
the "empty-field" myopia that accompanies loss of a
textured background field (Whiteside 1952). This phenomenon could explain the greater perceived "nearness"
of objects when only central vision is present (see Dolezal
1982, cited by Osaka).2 It may therefore be concluded
that the ambient use of visual background information by
parietal regions in maintaining visual orientation and
convergence does not invalidate the proposed segregation ofperipersonal and extrapersonal attentionalmechanisms into the parietal and temporal cortices, respectively. This is especially true since visual orientation
mechanisms housed in the parietal lobe undoubtedly rely
on a body-centered coordinate system that is more closely
aligned with peripersonal visual activities than with extrapersonal visual information processing.
In summary, peripersonal and extrapersonal visual
space are best viewed as reasonably well-demarcated
depth sectors that can be defined according to different
coordinate frames, all of which are probably centered
near the reach of the arm in the resting state. By recognizing that the division of near and far visual space can be
drawn in different coordinate systems that do not always
coincide, one can preserve the near-far dichotomy without resorting to a "gradual transition" zone (see Williams)
that is uncharacteristic of the other two visuospatial
attention dimensions (Hughes & Zimba 1987). One can
also dismiss the attempt of Strong and Crewther to dilute
the near-far neuropsychological distinction still further
by suggesting that the dorsal and ventral systems may be
better distinguished by their different processing modes
(i.e., the ventral pathway is portrayed as a retinotopic
"fixation" system) rather than by their emphases on
different regions of space. This is because the parietal
lobe does not have only a body- or head-centered system
(see section 2.5 of the target article and Bracewell), nor
does the temporal lobe maintain an exclusively reti560
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notopic coordinate system (given that Heilman ct al.'s
temporal patient partially manifested far visual neglect in
body-centered space - i.e., in a tactile bisection bias).
Before concluding this discussion, I wish to respond to
a specific remark concerning the ecological interdependency of vertial (LVF-UVF) and sagittal (near-far) space
in arboreal primates. Crewther and Kinsbourne & Duffy
speculate that visuomotor and other processing is not
confined to a particular vertice i.emifield in these species. On the contrary, even in these species the head will
virtually always remain dorsal to the proximal limb (e.g.,
shoulder) joints - as will the eyes relative to the mouth along the body axis. As long as the animal maintains
fixation on a more distal food object, therefore, the
retrieval and ingestion of it will predominantly occur in
the LVF regardlessof the position of the head and/or
body relative to the ground. ThL. major difference between the ecological interactions of arboreal and terrestrial primates would be the latter's relatively infrequent exposure to totally inverted images of extrapersonal space. This would explain why, contrary to Kinsbourne
& Duffy's assertion, facial neurons in the anterior temporal lobe of macaques typically respond poorly to inverted faces (see Perrett et al. 1984, Figure 7) and why the
perception of human faces is so poor for 180-degree
rotations in the frontal plane (Yin 1969).
1.2. Local-global perception
Several commentators challenged the dichotomy between linear/local and nonlinear/global perception and
its relationship to parvo and magno function, despite the
fact that other theories (e.g., Bonnet 1987) have put forth
similar distinctions. Bracewell and Bruce & MacAvoy
argue that the link between linear neuronal processing
and higher-order shape processing is dubious in that all
complex shape recognition processes are necessarily nonlinear. While this argument is superficially valid in the
sense that a neuron that responds to a face in various
portions of the visual field clearly does not exhibit linear
responsiveness, it overlooks the fact that the "global"
shape recognition carried out by the ventral system is
based on the output of parvo (e.g., linear) contour processing and can be impaired by degradation of contour
perception (Desimone et al. 1985). It is also true that, as
Brannan notes, "local" spatial processing is capable of
being space-averaged at a higher stage of processing. But
the global shape recognition that is achieved via a hierarchical assemblage of linear outputs is quite unlike the
processes involved in the perception of illusory contours
and other distributed forms, which are findamentally
nonlinearin nature (see Chang & Julesz 1984). An excellent example of such nonlinearity is the response of
certain neurons to an illusory contour even when there is
absolutely no luminance; contrastlocated in their classical
receptive field (Peterhans & Von Der Heydt 1989b). As
for Bracewell's argument that some nonlinear visual
processes also depend on local spatial interactions, his
example of directionally selective motion responsiveness
is somewhat unfortunate in that direction-selectivity is
relatively rare in the parvo-rich ventral (UVF) prestriate
areas that clearly process local contour information (Felleman & Van Essen 1987, Figure 17).
It should also be pointed out that Brannan's belief that
local motion perception can produce a solution to the
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correspondence problem is evidently based on a raisinterpretation of Chang and Julesz's (1984) study. Chang
and Julesz actually investigated the cooperative processes
involved in detecting apparent motion in random-dot
cinematograms, a global percept. The task used in their
experiments is in fact quite similar to one that has recently been shown to require the neuronal output of
magno-rich MT (Newsome & Wurtz 1988).
Finally, the assertion by Bryden & Underwood that
visual details are more important in near vision than in far
vision is without an ecological basih precise spatial information is not only unnecessary in prforining most visually guided limb movements in peripersonal space; it is
probably nonavailableas well. The movement of the arm
in space is far too rapid (not to mention diplopic) to allow
for the perception of local details, as evidenced by the
tremendous degradation of high-requency spatial contrast sensitivity at high temporal velocities (Kelly 1977).
1.3. Spatial coorclInate systems
Recent evidence from visual neglect and neurophysiological studies indicates that multiple spatial coordinate
systems are used by the primate visual system in performing various visuomotor tasks (see section 2.5 of the
target article). The exact nature and functions of these
different coordinate systems remain unclear, however. I
originally argued that egocentric (head- and/or bodycentered) systems are used by the dorsal pathways to
achieve precise visuomotor coordination in peripersonal
space, whereas the ventral system employs an oculocentered (retinotopic) one in its scanning of extrapersonal
space. Upper-lower differences could then be expressed
in terms of visual spaces using the former coordinate
system and in terms of tsualfields using the latter one.
This argument attempted to explain why visual neglect which is at least partially framed in egocentric spatial
coordinates since it occurs even when free eye movements are permitted - is most frequently found in the
lower as opposed to upper visual quadrants.
Although Strong seems to have accepted this view to
some extent, Butter raises the possibility that processing
superiorities in both vertical hemifields are framed more
in terms of body(hemi) space rather than retinal space.
Butter's view is partially confirmed by the deficit found in
Heilman et al.'s temporal-lobe patient, who apparently
exhibited the classic symptoms of visual neglect in upper,
far visual space. The presence of a body-centered coordinate system in the temporal lobe could also explain why
hemispatial neglect can be expressed ideationally - i.e.,
in the patient's imaging of extrapersonal space (Bisiach et
al. 1979), which involves primarily the ventral cortical
pathway (Goldenberg et al. 1989). Conversely, the visual
neglect manifested by parietal patients clearly includes
both space-specific and field-specific components (Kooistra & Heilman 1989), in line with evidence that both
head-centered and oculo-centered coordinate frames
may be used by parietal neurons (Andersen et al. 1985).
The best conclusion at this time is that each cortical
pathway maintains both types of coordinate frames, although the egocentric one may be weighted more heavily
by the dorsal system and the retinotopic one by the
ventral pathway. The ease with which the primate brain
continuously integrates the outputs of body, head,
ocular, and even attentional coordinates (since our atten-

tion is not always yoked to our eye and limb positions) into
a unified representation of three-dimensional visual
space arguably represents one of its greatest achievements (as well as greatest mysteries!). As Abrams pointed
out, much of this integration must lie outside conscious
awareness, given the relatively poor visual localization
performance of our verbally mediated perceptual system.
2. Issues related to LVF-UVF behavioral findings
Most commentators acknowledged that processing in the
vertical hemifields is probably not identical. Crewther
and Young perhaps reflected the majority opinion in
arguing that the data provide more support for specific
LVF advantages than for UVF ones. But Findlay raises
the more general question as to why LVF-UVF processing differences, even when reliably present, are apparently so slight. The obvious reply is that such differences
are minimized by the fact that (a) the vertical hemifields
align only partially and asymmetrically with near and far
visual space, (b) the segregation of near and far visual
space is itself somewhat imperfect, and (c) the visual
processing differences in peripersonal and extrapersonal
space are offset to a great extent by the large amount of
common processing performed in these two sectors.
The proposed specializations of LVF processing remain unchallenged, for the most part. Bryden & Underwood suggest that the case for a LVF global processing
advantage could be greatly strengthened if some of the
paradigms u.scd to evaluate left-right differences in local
versus global perception could also be applied to the
investigation of LVF-UVF differences, a pointwith which
I certainly agree. Although Chalupa & White claim that
the failure to find differences in velocity judgments between the LVF and UVF casts doubt on the interpretation of other LVF motion superiorities, it is not clear
whether the study in question (Smith & Hammond 1986)
involved global or local motion processing. Finally,
Bruce & MacAvoy claim that the LVF superiority in
pursuit initiation has not been found in monkeys, but
their interpretation of Lisberger and Pavelko's (1989)
study is somewhat incorrect. While the greater ocular
acceleration to LVF pursuit targets was less dramatic in
monkeys than in hum,"ns, Lisberger and Pavelko's results
did point to a LVF bias in the late interval of pursuit
initiation to targets located along the vertical meridian.
As stated by the authors, "target motion in the inferior
visual field was consistently more effective at initiating
pursuit than was motion in the superior visual hemifield."
(Lisberger & Pavelko 1989, p. 181) As for Bruce &
MacAvoy's claim that the ventral portion of the frontal
eye fields is involved in pursuit control, it should be noted
that pursuit gains in frontally lesioned monkeys are apparently most reduced for targets moving at low velocities
(Lynch 1987, Table 1). This finding, points to the specialization of the frontal pursuit system for processing
distant (i.e., slower-moving) targets.
One commentator (Osaka) provides further support for
the superiority of the LVF in manual RT performance.
Osaka not only further documented the LVF RT latency
advantage (- 10-20 msec in his study), but also argued
that the additional latency decrement for stimuli presented in the lower temporal visual field relates to the fact that
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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this region processes information from the monocular
region of the LVF periphery, in which the arm commences its motion during reaching. His interpretation
would, of course, mesh nicely with that offered in section
2.2 of the target article.
The largest group of comments concerned the proposed specialization of the UVF for visual search and
saccadic scanning. Some commentators alluded to negative findings in this regard (e.g., Findlay & Harris 1984
and Mishkin & Forgays 1952, both cited by'Bryden &
Underwood; and Krose & Julesz 1989, cited by Brannan), but such findings must be interpreted with considerable caution. Findlay himself not only acknowledges
the UVF saccadic bias in his commentary but cites evidence (Findlay 1980, Levy-Schoen 1969) that further
supports it. Also, Krose and Julesz's target recognition
experiments used target and distractor stimuli that were
subjected to varying amounts of frontal-plane rotation, a
situation not normally found in extrapersonal space. Furthermore, Krose and Julesz included only two subjects in
their experiments, one of whom actually showed a slight
UVF bias in some conditions (see their Figure 2).
I believe it can be tentatively concluded that a UVF
saccadic latency advantage does exist. At least four studies have clearly documented such a superiority (Hackman
1940; Heywood & Churcher 1980; Levy-Schoen 1969;
Miles 1936), while one researcher (Findlay 1980) found a
nonsignificant UVF advantage and another obtained the
UVF latency bias in unpublib'sed findings (P. Hallett,
personai communication). By contrast, only one published study has reported even a marginally nonsignificant LVF advantage (Miller 1969). Addition,' -'-scale
experiments involving a substantial number ui buojects
and controlling for or manipulating various stimulus parameters (including the size and eccentricity of the target)
are clearly mandated, however.
There also appears to be a greater involvement of the
UVF in saccadic search and scanning. In addition to the
findings cited in the target article, those of Brandt (1945)
and Hall (1985) - both cited by Bryden & Underwood reinforce the conclusion that visual search commences in
the upper quadrants, whereas a study that was published
after the completion of the target article further documents the UVF bias in target recognition performance
(Yund et al. 1990). At least two observations should be
made concerning the former tendency. First, its alleged
presence in preschool children (Hall 1985) and nonhuman species (see Breitmeyer) indicates that it is probably not a trivial consequence of the top-to-bottom reading
experience in Western cultures. Second, Bryden & Underwood's use of the "global" precedence effect in perception (Navon 1977) to infer the spatial direction of
visual search is highly misleading, as I consider visual
search to be primarily a "local" process. Bryden & Underwood's position is especially tenuous given that not all
findings concerning the lateral pattern of visual search
suggest a uniform left - right gradient (and hence a
global --9 local progression). While most research supports the notion that scanning begins in the upper left
quadrant and proceeds rightward in the UVF, the scanning direction in the LVF is less agreed upon, compare
Brandt (1945) and Chedru et al. (1973). Moreover, Hall's
(1985) results question whether even UVF scanning always commences on the left.
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In summary, the evidence for a specific role of UVF
processing in visual search and scanning continues to
mount. Bruce & MacAvoy's reported bias of frontal eyefield saccade neurons toward the UVF - albeit based on
the limited sampling of Bruce et al. (1985)- confirms the
results of frontal eye-field stimulation experiments in
humans (see Godoy et al. 1990) and provides the first
glimpse of a possible neuronal correlate of this link.
3. Neurophysiological Issues
3.1. Retinal LVF-UVF differences
Recent evidence concerning the greater density of
somatostatin-stained fibers in the inferior (UVF) retina is
cited by both Williams and Chalupa & White. This
intriguing finding represents the first evidence ofa specific retinal bias favoring the inferiorretina, although it does
not appear to be limited to primates. The greater
somatostatin staining in the ventral retina has been linked
to both luminance and color processing (Sagar & Marshall
1988), but the relatively poor luminance sensitivity of the
inferior retina and the lack of trichromatic vision in
nonprimate species that also show the somatostatin asymmetry render both of these interpretations somewhat
problematic.
For unstated reasons, Williams dismisses previous
findings of a higher ganglion cell density across the
superior retina (Perry et al. 1984; Van Buren 1963) as well
as the rod-cone-density asymmetry reported by Osterberg (1935). I find these findings quite convincing, even
though their presence in other species makes them difficult to interpret within the context of the origins of
primate vision. Since there still exists no evidence of a
specific difference between parvo (3) and magno (or)
ganglion cells in their vertical distributions, it remains
unclear whether the LVF-UVF asymmetries observed at
the retinal level in any way relate to those observed in the
higher-order visual cortical regions.
3.2. Magno-parvo differences
My synopsis concerning the distinctions between magnocellular and parvocellular processing in the primate LGN
received little mention. Kinsbourne & Duffy continue to
maintain that the fundamental spatial distinction between the two systems involves the central and peripheral biases of the parvo and magno systems, respectively, yet they offer no new empirical evidence. As I
argued in the target article, there probably does exist a
slight difference in the mean retinal eccentricity of the
two cell types, but the marginally more uniform retinal
distribution found in the magno layers cannot justify the
postulation of a basic central-peripheral dichotomy.
In the context of the inagno-partvu differences, i again
note the very similar theoretical analysis put forth by
Pettigrew and Dreher (1987). Building upon a previous
view of Levick (Levick 1977, cited in Pettigrew & Dreher
1987), these researchers postulated a greater role of the
X- and Y-systems of cats in far and near vision, respectively. Since Y-type cells are confined exclusively to the
magno layers in primates whereas X-cells are biased
toward the parvo layers (see section 3.1 of the target
article), an extension of Pettigrew and Dreher's analysis
to primates would predict that the magno layers mediate
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transient visual processing in both the near and far sectors
of visual space, whereas the parvo layers contain neurons
involved only in far vision (including the plane of fixation).
3.3. Dorsal-ventral differences
This analysis appears to have generated more controversy
than any other section of the target article. For the most
part, the criticisms concerned the portrayal of neuronal
visual processing in the dorsal visual system. At least one
minor criticism (noted by Bracewell, Bruce & MacAvoy,
and Siegel) was valid, as evidence of parietal neuronal
involvement in a head-centered coordinate system has
indeed been found only at the population level so far (see
Andersen et al. 1985). Conversely, two other minor
criticisms of my characterization of ventral neuronal functioning were without justification. Contrary to Bruce &
MacAvoy's assertion, I clearly stated in the target article
(section 3.3.1) that no evidence of an UVF bias among
inferotemporal reci-ptive fields has yet been reported. I
also noted (section 3.1) that the parvo system probably
sends a balanced projection to areas V3 and VP, which
runs counter to Crewther's suggestion.
Bruce & MacAvoy dispute the evidence that neuronal
receptive fields in posterior parietal cortex are biased
toward the LVF. They claim that the data contained in
Figure 8 of the target article (reprinted from Robinson et
al. 1978).do not unequivocally demonstrate the existence
of a LVF bias, but it should be emphasized that Robinson
et al. themselves mentioned the parietal LVF bias in their
article. As regards Bruce & MacAvoy's interpretation of
Mountcastle et al.'s (1984) findings about the vertical
distribution of PP neuronal fields, Mountcastle himself
writes that "we have always had the impression that the
lower fields are more intensely represented, but we could
never prove it because our equipment . . . is all placed in
such a way as to make it difficult to examine the lower
fields as extensively as we would like." (V. Mountcastle,
personal communication) Finally, a LVF bias in area PP
would clearly be expected by virtue of the fact that area
MT - whose map is dramatically skewed toward the LVF
based on an extensive sampling of almost its entire territory (Maunsell & Van Essen 1987, Figure 8) - provides
PP indirectly (via area MST) with its major source of
visual input (Maunsell & Newsome 1987).
The putative lack of involvement of dorsal system
neurons in spatial localization and saccadic eye movements was challenged by Bracewell, Marsolek, and Sicgel, who all argued that parietal neurons do exhibit, at
least at the population level, the resolution required for
saccadic localization in exti.,personal space. Several
points can be raised in a rebuttal of their position,
however. First, the "one-degree" resolution limit cited
by Siegel is based on a theoretically derived population
model that has yet to be empirically tested, as Zipser and
Andersen (1988) concede. Second, even a one-degree
resolution capability is hardly impressive, and more than
anything else serves to confirm the tremendous loss of
high-frequency spatial vision that follows isolation of the
magno system (which projects to area 7a). Third, the
major issue should not be whether or not most saccade
movements in extrapersonal space are greater than the
one-degree limit but whether or not such resolution is
adequate for processingthe details of objects that require
scanning in extrapersonal space. For example, if pri-

mates can only detect a monkey at ten meters with a onedegree resolution (to use Siegel's example), how could
the dorsal system detect a particular fruit object or determine its edibility at such a modest distance? Fourth, the
entire resolution issue is largely moot in that only a small
fraction of area 7a neurons are responsive prior to saccadic
eye movements, as Bracewell concedes. Although this is
not as true of neurons in area LIP, this latter parietal area
is less clearly linked to the "classical" dorsal system
leading from MT --* MST --+ 7a (Maunsell & Newsome
1987). Moreover, LIP's involvement in saccadic eye
movements does not automatically entitle it to be considered a voluntary extrapersonal scanning center, since
many saccadic mechanisms are reflexive or orientational
in nature - e.g., the "express" saccade system (see
Fischer & Breitmeyer 1987) and the peripheral one
located in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (see Bruce 1988).
Rather, the head-centered coordinate system associated
with area LIP suggests that it is probably not involved in
the voluntary scanning of complex scenes, which remains
largely intact following parietal damage (Karpov et al.
1968).
Many commentators, (Breitmeyer, Crewther, Kinsbourne & Duffy, and Siegel) continue to assign to the
dorsal system a role in processing optical flow information. If one views "optical flow" in the generic sense (such
as the optical flow fields resulting from a head movement
in space), then I agree with Siegel that many neurons in
the dorsal system probably engage in some sort of flow
analysis. My specific objection is to the frequently espoused view that the classical dorsal system (and especially area 7a) is critically involved in the processing of
optical flow information during locomotion, which would
obviously conflict with its emphasis on peripersonal
space. I originally offered what I considered to be five
reasonably compelling arguments as to why the global
motion analyses performed by area 7a neurons are probably not related to visually guided locomotion. Although I
may have overstated some of the arguments, the basic
conclusion remains valid. As but one example, Siegel's
observation that a more even distribution of centrifugal
and centripetal opponent-vector neurons exists than was
found by Steinmetz et al. (1987) remains incompatible
with the fact that radial flow patterns during locomotion
are almost exclusively expanding (i.e., centrifugal). By
contrast, a balanced distribution of radial flow processing
is exactly what would be expected if such neurons were
primarily involved in monitoring the outward and inward movement of the arm in peripersonal space.
Some of Siegel's other concerns (e.g., the bias of dorsal
neurons toward crossed disparities) are more legitimately
based on the dearth of definitive findings on the subject.'
His criticism of my statement that opponent-motion nev er occurs during forward locomotion is also partly accurate, in the sense that opposite flow does occur for images
that are in front of Nersub behind the fixation point. Until
it can be shown to what extent observers actually maintain a near ur intermediate optical focus during terrestrial
locomotion, 1 ioweN er, I remain conv inced that primarily
common image motion (with relative translation) is experienced as a consequen-ec of forward locomotion. As to
whether the maximum extent (- 40 degrees) of area 7a
ncuronal fields is sufficiint to procss optical flow infor
mation, the fact that the functional ficld-of-%view for mainBEHAVIORAL AND 89AIN SCIENCES (1990) 13'3
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taining visual orientation extends well beyond 100 degrees (Dichgans & Brandt 1978) indicates that area 7a is at
least insufficient for this purpose. Rather, I continue to
hold that dorsomedial posterior parietal cortex - which
lies much closer anatomically to the lower limb projection
region in somatosensory cortex and whose extremely
large receptive fields are ideal for analyzing motion flow
across the entire visual field - will eventually be disclosed
as the critical processing center for radially expanding
flow information resulting from forward locomotion. In
the meantime, I await the outcome of a good "ecological"
test of the competing positions - namely, the stimulation
of area 7a opponent-vector neurons with the image of the
animal's hand and arm during reaching in front of the
fixation point versus an equivalently sized optical looming
pattern presented at optical infinity,
Finally, I wish to dispute the neurophysiological arguments presented by Bruce & MacAvoy, Kinsbourne &
Duffy, and Marsolek in favor of other previous dorsalventral dichotomies, especially that of Ungerleider and
Mishkin (1982). Although I acknowledged in the target
article that the dorsal and ventral systems do differ
somewhat along the central/peripheral dimension, such
differences are overshadowed by the tremendous overlap
of their neuronal receptive field locations in two-dimensional space. Area 7a neuronal fields, for example, rarely
extend beyond 40 degrees in diameter (Andersen et al.
1985) and, in most cases, overlap the foveal region. 4 This
accords with (a) the well-documented role of the dorsal
pathway in foveal pursuit, and (b) the sharp demarcation
of the parietal neglect phenomenon, such that even foveal
vision in the contralateral visual field is typically affected
(see Fig. 4 of the target article). By comparison, the
average IT field extends - 25 degrees in diameter and is
variably centered anywhere from directly on the fovea to
asfar as 12 degrees off-center (Gross et al. 172, Fig. 3).
Thus, the assumption of Marsolek that IT fields are
"almost always found on the fovea" is rather misleading,
which in turn casts doubt on the validity of the computationally derived support for the notion that the dorsal
system is a "spatial" processor and the ventral one an
"object" processor.
In fact, the parietal lobe is only a spatial processor to
the extent that left-right confusions, inability to perceive
object rotation, inattention to certain portions of the
visual field, and other symptoms of an impaired egocentric/peripersonal attentional system seriously degrade overall spatial perception (see Crowne et al. 1989).
The ability of parietal patients to recall accurately the
configuration of extrapersonal space often remains remarkably intact, as illustrated by one of Brain's (1941)
patients:
...When she set out for the bathroom she arrived
at the lavatory, which was a door on the right, and when
she tried to go to the lavatory she made a similar
mistake, took a turning to the right and got lost again.
Yet when she was asked how she would find her way to
the bathroom, the door of which was on the left at right
angles outside her bedroom door, she replied. 'I should
go first to the cupboard in which my husband keeps his
clothes.' (This was near the bedroom door.) 'Then I
should open the bedroom door and outside would be
where the coats are hung up. I should then look for the
electric light switch which is outside the bathroom,
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because the Borough Council won't allow it inside, and
I should then find the bathroom and the bath would be
in it.' Thus she clearly visualized the landmarksof the
correct route (emphasis added). When asked to describe how she would find her way from the tube
station to her flat she described this in detail correctly
and apparently visualizing the landmarks, but she
consistently said right instead of left for the turnings
except on one occasion. (Brain 1941, p. 259)
3.3. Neuropsychological Issues
There were relatively few specific comments that directly
disputed the neuropsychological evidence and interpretation presented in the target article. Strong raised the
general issue of whether "phenomenological unity" need
require a particular type of localization in the brain. If the
brain operated strictly in a distributed fashion (i.e., as a
"physical mind"), then Strong's argument would carry
more weight. In reality, the brain is a biological organ
with an evolutionary history (that aligned both the lowerbody somatosensory and LVF representations in the
dorsal half of the posterior brain) and physiological constraints (transmission time, noise, etc.). I argue that the
basic partitioning of the primate brain, to the extent that
it exists, should be related to some primordial attribute of
the visual environment that maximizes parallel processing of information located in different sectors of space,
different spatiotemporal 'lomains, or different visuomotor coordinate frames. it would be extremely inefficient for the brain to engage in parallel processing of
within-object and between-object perception, which occur in the same sector of space (extrapersonal), involve
similar types of processing (local contour analysis), and
us the same visuomotor coordinate system (oculo-centered). It would be even less efficient to assign neuronal
"double-duty" for near and far visual stimuli that occur in
different depth regions (whose switching time is at least
100 msec), require antagonistic spatiotemporal processing capabilities (local/sustained vs. global/transient), and
are largely framed in different coordinate systems (bodyvs. oculo-centric).
A more specific disagreement with Strong relates to his
acceptance of the view that parietal processing is oriented
more toward "allocentric" than "egocentric" space. The
predominant opinion of researchers today is unquestionably that parietalcortex is criticalfor the neural representation ofegocentric space (see Stein 1989). As Mountcastle states:
The parietal lobe, together with the distributed
system of which it is a central node, generates an
internal neural construction of immediately surrounding space, of the location and movements of objects in it
in relation to body position, and of the position and
movements of the body in relation to that immediately
surrounding space. (Butter et al. 1989, p. 145)
In contrast, evidence favoring the involvement of parictal cortex in the representation of allocentric space
remains highly equivocal. While some findings involving
the "landmark" prmblem and similar tasks (Ungerleider &
Mishkin 1982) provide support for Strong's notion, there
have been several failures to replicate these findings
when lesions are limited to the inferior parietal lobe itself
(see Lynch 1980). It is not clear, moreover, what effect
left-right confusions and other egocentric factors have on
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supposedly "allocentric" tasks, since such tasks have
traditionally required manual responses on the part of the
animal.
I also disagree with Strong's suggestion that the parictal lobe is crucial for perceiving feature-conjunctions.
His view conflicts with a large body of evidence that
points to a role of inferior temporal cortex in such activity
(see Harter & Aine 1984). It would be most surprising *f
the temporal lobe were heavily invol'ed in most aspects
of object perception (which almost everyone, including
myself, acknowl, dgcs) yet not responsible for performing
the very processing that is essential for tile integration of
features into complex form percepts.
The commentaries yielded one new neuropsychological finding - that of Heilman et al., who documented
the existence of UVF/far visual neglect following bilateral
inferior temporal lobe damage. Tile importance of this
finding for the present theory cannot be overstated, as the
postulated relationship between the temporal lobe and
far vision and the UVF represented perhaps its weakest
link, given that no direct evidence supported it and no
previous conceptualization had ever entertained it.
Heilman et al.'s finding, though preliminary, provides
the first direct empirical support for the role of tile
inferior temporal lobes in far vision, although it has long
been recognized that abnormal temporal-lobc activity in
epilepsy and schizophrenia can lead to an aberrant empiasis on far "ps)ciologicalr space ke.g., hallucinations,
grandiose themes and delusions, distorted body-images).
Heilman ct al.'s finding also counters Kinsbourne &
Duffy's claim that the relationship between higher-order
ventral processing and the UVF need not require a
specific involvement of the temporal lobes in far vision,
However, Kinsbourne & Duffy's "distance principle" can
be challenged on other grounds as well, in that anatomical proximity (i.e., the inferior temporal lobe is closer to
the inferior/UVF than the superior/LVF occipital cortex)
does not necessarily translate into neural proximity (i.e.,
the inferior temporal lobes apparently receive a balanced
projection from the inferior and superior occipital
regions).
Finally, I agree with Bryden & Underwood that a
general theory of the neuropsychology of human visual
perception must ultimately be able to account for differences in the way the two hemispheres process local
versus global information. Although I briefly noted in the
target article (section 4.1) that hemispheric differences in
global and local processing probably exist, a more extensive treatment of this topic is found in a companion
theoretical article (Previc, in preparation). The most
plausible scheme based on current evidence is that the
left temporal lobe and right parietal lobe are most adept at
processing local and global information, respectively,
while tie left parietal and right temporal lobe occupy
more intermediate positions along this processing dimension. Partial neuropsychological support for such a notion
has recently been provided by Robertson et al. (1988)!,

4. Comparative Issues

ing from the various commentaries, as well as the findings
of Pettigrew and Dreher (1987), the distinction between
near and far v'sion may be useful in understanding tile
physiology of n, my, if not most, vertebiate visual systems. It is also clear that certain specializations prev iously
regarded as limited to primates (such as the presence of
"face-neurons" in the anterior temporal lobe) can be
found in other species (see Bracewell).
Goodale & Graves provide intriguing evidence of a
division in the pigeon visual system that resembles that of
the primate. While a parallel exists in that the near %isual
field is biased toward the LVF in both species, there also
appear to be certain differences between the partitioning
of the two visual systems. For one, the far visual field in
primates is clearly binocular, as neurons in the ventral
system are precisely tuned to binocular disparity (Felleman & Van Essen 1987). In many respects, therefore,
the monocular far field of pigeons may actually resemble
more closely the visual background field of primates,
which I have previously shown to be divorced from the
far attentional field. Anlther difference relates to the
more important role of monocular information in peripel sonal visual functioning in primates. For example, the
visual registration of the initial position and motion of the
arm during reaching begins in the monocular portion of
the peripheralv isual field in primates, although binocular
vision (and especially crossed-disparity information) is
obviously of great importance in primate peripersonal
space.
Williams claims that LVF-UVF asymmetries in the
early stages of mammalian visual processing may actually
be greater in other species than in primates. As noted
earlier, however, he unwarrantedly dismisses the clear
evidence of ganglion cell density differences put .- rth by
Perry et al. (1984) and Van Buren (1963). A more accurate
assessment would probably be that LVF-UVF retinal
asymmetries are highly' similar across most mammalian
species, and probably stem from a factor - possibly
evolutionary - that is common to each (e.g., the luminance gradient from sky to ground). On the other hand, I
certainly agree with Williams's suggestion (3) that one
should expect to find the most striking evidence of primate-specific vurtical asymmetries in those areas beyond
area 17, since higher cortical regions are much more
likely to be influenced by the primate's behavioral experiences in its three-dimensional visual world. This is not to
say that magno-parvo vertical asymmetries will not
eventually be found in area 17, or even at subcortical
levels. After all, the evidence obtained to date can hardly
be described as definitive.
In summary, the differentiation of near and far space in
the primate somewhat parallels that found in many other
species. However, some species (e.g., avians) have excellent far vision but more iinted near vision, whereas
others (e.g., the nocturnal mammals) may be much more
adept in the processing of information found in peripersonal than in far visual space. The remarkable achievement of primate evolution has been to assemble an
impressive command of far visual space with an extremely
sophisticated peripersonal visuomotor capability.

The final set of issues that evoked a large number of
commentaries pertained to the differentiation of near-far
and LVF-UVF processing in nonprimate species. JudgBEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:3
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5. A prolegomenon to a future visual science

number of MSTcells whose diameter exceeded 40 degrees, but

I conclude that my theory concerning the divergence of
near and far vision in the primate and its implications for
the partitioning of the highe:" brain pathways remains
quite tenable. This theory has built carefully upon previous neurophysiological and ecological conceptualizations and has marshalled a substantial amount of diverse
evidence in its favor, some of which is by now virtually
unassailable (e.g., the greater LVF impairment in parietal neglect). 6 At the very least, this theory deserves a
status beyond the "premature" one implicitly accorded it
by Bryden & Underwood.
In emphasizing the importance of the individual's ecological visuomnotor interactions in three-dimensional
space, this theory has tried to clarify several emerging

grees. Furthermore, the average neuronal receptive field di.
ameter inarea MT rarely exceeds 20 degrees (Komatsu &Wurtz
1988, Fig. 3; Maunsell & Van Essen 1987, Fig. 2), and is
typically centered less than 20 degrees from the midline.
5. See also Yund et al.'s (1990) data concerning target recognition in the four frontal-plane quadrants.
6. Additional findings in support of a LVF neglect bias are
presented in a recent paper by lalligan and Marshall(1989) that
appeared too late to be included in thc target article.

their maximum visual screen diameter was only 80 X 66 de-
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